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'The First Issues of Mexico 1856 - 1872'
by
Paul de Smeth and the Marquis de Fayolle,
published by Yvert of Amiens in 1935
with a value catalogue by the Marquis de
Fayolle in 1936.
A set of personal correspondence from the Marquis de Fayolle
to Paul de Smeth between 1933 and 1939 (in translation) on
the production of thisfirst definitive work on the classic
stamps of Mexico together with related aspects of Mexican
postal history in the 1930's, and including in Section C
remarkabLel ontributions from the British specialist experts
of the time.
"Les Premieres Emissions d6 Mexique" which was published
in French under the authorship of Paul de Smeth,President
of the Royal Philatelic Society of Belgium and the Marquis
Guy de Fayolle of the Chateau Fayolle in the Dordogne of
France(who was an enthusiastic collector) remains the finest
work of its kind on the distinctive classic first issues of
Mexico,which have tempted and fascinated so many people.
By a remarkable chance discovery,a bundle of 103 letters from
the Marquis de Fayolle was handed to the Royal Philatelic
Society in 1998 by a descendant of Paul de Smeth,whose Librarian
passed them over to me as the
Fellow of the Society who,
as a Mexican specialist,would be able to edit them as postal
history.
Although recently translated into Spanish, the book itself
has never been translated into any other language,thus inevitably
limiting its real importance to many collectors and dealers.
The reason for the absence of a full English version emerges
from this correspondence. But even more interesting is the
massive contribution which was freely given by the recognised
British specialists of the time,notably Samuel Chapman and
L.M.Josling, indicating that they were almost entirely responsible
for the final version of the chapters on the Eagleg,Mafcimilians
and the 1868 issue in the book, to say the least.
And,apart from anything else, the excitable,sometimes
ill-judged,yet always intensely human character of the Marquis
de Fayolle's personal observations,which could hardly have
been intended for publication ,give a fascinating insight into
the field of Mexican philately as it was in the 1930's,and
of the spirit of the times in France in the years leading
up to the Second World War.
As a personal supplement showing how a great philatelic work
i
came to be written and produced,this correspondence,of its
kind,is probably unique.

■

In an effort to disentangle the main aspects of the correspondence
given the many and various circumstances in which the letters
were written,and with the help of advice from the American
Postal History Society, the following ten subject sections
have been selected,hopefully with the minimum of overlapping
or duplication.
A. EDITORIAL MATTERS.
A
B. THE CLASH OF AUTHORS.
C. COMMENTS BY,OR TO,BRITISH AND OTHER SPECIALISTS.
D. RELATIONS WITH YVERT OF AMIENS,THE PUBLISHERS.

11- 4.44
44-iN.qt„.
‘
:A/- W:1

E. PROBLEMS WITH THE ILLUSTRATIONS.'

kl"

F. THE AUTHOR'S COMMENTS ON ..EVERYONE ELSE INVOLVED.

t\s_ 12.4_

G. DISCUSSIONS ON THE TREATMENT OF FORGERIES AND REPRINTS.L2.5-‘40
H. ACQUISITIONS OF CLASSIC MEXICAN STAMPS.

I. EXHIBITING COLLECTIONS AFTER PUBLICATION.

kS4-155
J. PERSONAL AND POLITICAL VIEWS AND NEWS AS THE WAR CLOUDS , S4,..11.
GATHER.
In these sections, the relevant extracts from the correspondence
appear in chronological order. The opening and closing
phrases,'Dear Friend', 'Your Fayolle,with a most friendly
handshake' etc. have been generally omitted. So also have
the place-names from which letters were written; most
were sent in practice either from the Dordogne,or from
the Marquis'flat in Auteuil, Paris.
John Heath, F.R.P.S.L.
Editor.

6 Cavendish Crescent,
Bath,BA1 2UG.
England.

A.EDITORIAL MATTERS.
the
Marquis
de Fayolle to Paul de Smeth in Brussels.
From
4. 1,
Dear Friend,
rhave done my bit with the Eagles and decided that they
will not turn me into a blockhead. But it is very,very
long,so much so that I am terribly taken up in other respects
I am going to use now (be serious now- don't start thinking
other things) a young person who is rather more energetic
than my clumsy ex-typist,and furthermore I have a new typewriter,
so that you will have rather more respectable work.
Yvert shouted with joy when he saw the 'typed-up' copy
of that which is done, as he thinks it will improve the
work by 50%, as opposed to that carried out from manuscript.

,33.
I sent you today the 'Reprints' work; it is clear,suitable
and easier to read than your original !
As for the Eagles,I have,as I told you,completely begun
again,and restructured wherever I have found Aguirre's mistakes,and
in consequence I have preferred to send you the completed
work,properly done and typed-up - I am going to Perigueux
tonight,and will have it typed here or on my return,less the
end of the 5th Period and the Maximilians which I expect to
finish down there. In short it seems to me that the Eagles
and Maximilians will reach you around the 15th of January Ct43Q
22 Avenue de Lamballe XVI
Paris
14 January 1934

I was in such haste to send you my work finally completed
that I omitted certain small corrections at the last moment.
I am sending you them.
I returned to the attack on Wilson today over the engraved
stamps. Have you asked M.Chapman ?
I am completely in agreement with him about suppressing
to the maximum extent the parts described as 'historical'
or*geographical'; it is necessary to explain certain 'anomalies'
precisely,but philatelists don't bother much about the signatories
to this or that decree,or of this or that general organisation.
We require a pure,cleax and condensed technique, something
which leaps to the eye,the quality of literature and I used
deve it.
to recognise that I.myself might be allowed to achievei
But it seems to me to be very,very desirable to follow
our plan which i
is so logical,original and above all so practical;
i.e. to group under each district everything which belongs
to it so that the overprints which are the most important
part of the problem appear there,instead of continuing in
the ways of our predecessors with their insipid colouring,
so painful to the eye.
I hope to see you soon. I am going to rest a little from
the Eagles and Maximilians which have made me half-mad,and
above all have put my eyes out in deciphering them,adding
them up,and reproducing microscopic numerals.

N.
It is finished; that comes from my eyes,from the stiffness
of my fingers,from ink,from pens,from standing,or all of them
at the same time. I find that I will no longer achieve
transfer copying as perfectly as in the past. Here are three
horrors which I have perpetrated yesterday evening.

I have tried to make tracing copies a little less bad;the
one marked is that which most closely approaches the real
thing; the characteristics of the overprints are very clean,fine
and new,iaparticular the two pillars of the 'N' are perfect
facsimiles,all the heads and bases of the latter are good
and of regular thickness. The characteristic of this overprint
is the 'F' in which the top is leaning strongly forward,and
the shaft lies very obliquely to the rear;the two points are
square,the first A LITTLE OBLONG AND ALMOST DOUBLE. The point
after '0' is correct.
I indicated in my paper a glorious mistake relating to
the 3 centavos. This stamp was not for printed matter,newspapers
etc. but really for letters to the interior of Mexico j?City].
The service was not a success - it lasted from May '65 to
July '66.

I have forgotten to reply to your query:
The 'Stitch' watermark.
The stamp which I own is an 8R black on brown,having
extraordinarily large margins.
It is from the edge of the sheet at the right-the line
is very visible.
The watermark is on the left of the inside part of the
stamp. It extends upwards vertically to the top of the
stamp and is bounded on the left hand border. I don't
think (?illegible) that the watermark extends farther
over to the left i.e. to the stamp alongside mine,as it
appears to be complete as to its width.
From the horizontal line drawn under the ornament
below the 'O',to the horizontal line drawn above the 'C',there
are three rows interspersed with transparent lines,31
lines for each row. The inner lines are very short,the
outer rows doubled in length. The total width of the
watermark (3 rows) is 3mm. The lines etc. are not horizontal,
they lean from the outside to the inside of the stamp
with little besides,they are irregular,but only a little,it
appears at first glance as if we are dealing with a.Are
cut by hand,something completely normal when dealing Arather
stiff material from end to end,such as copper etc.,and
it was evidently the case for papermakers
. making their
paper little by little,by dispersing the liquid paper
paste on large surfaces of material permeable to water.
This material had naturally to have these seams marked
on the paper when it dried,in order to provide a surface
composed of several layers stuck together,and hence the
watermark.

I am unpardonable (apparently) for not having written for
nine days,nor replied to your friendly letter.
But I am
leading an impossible life,being worked to death, and have
even been suffering on Tuesday and Wednesday. It is only
today that I have been able to get into Chapman's notes on
the overprints. I am going to make extracts of his letters,
translation without a pattern of work revives one's authority
in the matter of the Juarez issue. But if you are not in
a hurry,I will send you the wh ole lot,neat and tidy at the
end of the Easter holiday. Tell me if you want to have the
whole lot or part of it sooner,tell me without hesitation
I beg of you,and I will arrange it.

The questioning of Chapman regarding the figures which
>33 I mentioned on pages 61 and 62 has given me a lot of work,as
t, 1 haven't been able to find the piece of paper on which I
1
did the numbering. But I remember my method precisely, and
I have even improved on it,subsequent to the same figures
provided by Chapman on pages 2,3,4, and 5 of his book. In
order to replace our pages 61 and 62, I send you a new draft
with tooth and nail. In
to which I think I can stick
effect, if you will have a look at Chapman's book,you will
see that there was destroyed:

IR
165,986
748
25,066
20,371
2,471
\--

4,186

A) 218,828

1R

2R
18 April 1861.

eR

4R

10,526
10
Again on 18 April 1861.
19
And on 26 May.
4,488
4,792
8,682
And on 6 December 1862
953
1,955
2,854
And again on 6 December 1862
240
313
2,920
In 1863.
239
87
103

14,559

TOTALS
7,147

14,415

1465
58
2,237
1,547
397
484

6,188

Now there has been printed and accepted as 'Good'
982,0201,391,730
L

1,585,380

167,160

100,140

and taken back into stock and thrown away

....

5,244

25,778

B) -9-8772-Flr-1-2F17-308
1

38,103
TOTALS.
1, 62 3,483

0
167,160

209
100,349

U„.

ti%

In reporting these figures, the only thing which interests
us is the number of stamps which have really been destroyed.
By subtracting the figures A) from the figures B) we surely
have the figure of that which remained in the hands of the
public.
Officially: we know that in fact there remained
in the hands of the public,whether they had been stolen or
not, and that it matters little that no trace can be found
of what happened as a result of accountancy mistakes or for
other reasons:
12-R

768,436

1R
1,402,949

2R
1,616,336

4R
152,745

8r
94,161

I won't retreat from that. Isn't that your view ?

Dear friend,
I had just sent M.Chapman a letter,of which I enclose a
copy,when I received from him a long friendly letter containing
the remainder of his categorisation of the overprints on the
Eagles and Maximilians. I am going to translate it (there
are some notes),it is very serviceable and completes the list
and the measurements and I will send it to you. I have begun
the revision of all the numerals by district office,and the
new coefficients,except for some small items which I would
have rubbed out of sight of my nose in checking over the final
version,it has to do with tiny variations,but as you and I
deem it essential to humour this meticulous man. Here are
my copies of Guadalajara forgotten by me; and also piles
of papers which I don't need. In going over them,you will
be in the picture. Various overprints are in the process
of being photographed,I will decide if that is going to work
otherwise I will go to an engraver.
At this point I am going to bed,as I am a bit stupid after
a day employed in making divisions ! for the coefficients.
I have also made a kind of large picture to accompany my
map which I will send to you for your advice !!

,

Returning to the question of all the numbers of stamps sent
for the first two issues,Chapman appears to be delighted with
the changes I have made - they are actually numerous,but in
the final analysis,only relate to more or less minute variations,
in each particular case,except for some rare examples of major
mistakes which I would have corrected on re-reading and collating
all our work from top to bottom before sending the final draft
to the printer. I reckon that now everything is ready; the
number of stamps remaining at the Bureaux,value by value,precise
co-efficients,and finally overall totals.

S

P.S. Another little piece of information which I have just
discovered after having had the task of the deliveries of
the Eagles hanging over me for 6 months; the tall Saltillo
overprint with thin letters appears for the first time on
stamps of the 232-1864 consignment; they are used concurrently
with the first type of small thick figure overprints,two square
marks which are met with again in 1865. It is noteworthy
that consignment 181-1864 only bears the small type,the '232'
above all the large new type,and the later numbers the same.
IS .

As it would have been impossible to give Yvert copies
of Wilson and Chapman's two works,which furthermore contain
English terms which he could not have translated, I have
with minute care put in together the two lists of which I
send you a copy,
I have collated Chapman's list. I am today also collating
Wilson's,and will return to this later.
As regards the map,don't be concerned,I have no need
of another artist, I claim,with the greatest modesty,to have
created a little masterpiece of neatness and clarity.
I await Chapman's reply on the matter of TEXCOCO,which
I hesitate to put on the map.
Thinking that that might amuse you to keep some photos
of interesting items, I have put aside in an envelope those
which are not going to be destined for the printer in the
text of our work.
It's up to you now to push on with a little work,the remainder
of the Gothic issue,the Hidalgo 1868s „your pet,and the 1872

moirds
If we want to have it finished in time foryour
International
.
Exhibition,in just a year from now,there is no time to lose,

4#

Enclosed you will find:
1) A copy of my reply to M.Chapman to his last letters which
I send you,and you would be so kind as-to return to me.
You will read there my question as regards corrections
to the 1861s. If,as I think,I have returned Chapman's letter
with them to you,be kind enough to return it urgently so that I
may finish off this issue quickly.
On the subject of overprints on the Eagles,you will similarly
see my point of view. Don't you think it would be a pity
for such an important issue,not to continue the work and presentation
of the previous issues. Furthermore ,the number of new overprints
is relatively limited.
I'm beginning at the moment to put together general lists
of the District Offices with their numbers,period by period.
I had not thought it worthwhile to do this work,as,in short,it
is to be found in detail for every Office and for every period.
But,in effect,it will be one more facility.
You will note that M.Chapman doesn't appear to be bothering
any longer about the terms "sold" and "sent"; it seems to
me that we should stick to the term "sold",which is, in short,
perfectly correct as it is precisely the numbers which we
give which are the numbers of invoices reduced by returns.
Now this question of returns was the great argument which
Chapman did not understand.
I don't see anything inconvenient about adopting all the
serious
figures which please him,for,in short, (except for
mistakes which we would equally have corrected in the general
revision) the differences are generally very small,and don't
alter anything appreciably, even in the extreme cases,the
coefficients of rarity which I have established.
After all,he is perhaps quite right that in a number of
cases I perceived that he seems to have "fixed" his figures
(I did not say he has). It is true that his method is so complicated
that I have perhaps understood some things in his book wrongly.
Do you remember the trouble we had had in coming to understand
his general plan at first, and in rediscovering it in the
detail of his old book:
Would you like me to send you my copy, completely corrected
from the first page,once I have made the corrections for 1861 I
To have to re-copy the whole of 4 to 500 actual sheets would
be a major job. If,as I believe, we will have to get together
either in Brussels,or,I hope,Paris a complete draft of the
completed work ,before giving it to Yvert,we could wait until
then to change the copy sent to the printer as regards the
figures,which,in short,have nothing to do with the text.
Your description of the Eagles interested eg,e very much,
it seems precise,and I will have it typed.

is'

I agree with you as regards the 1874 issue. Strictly speaking, this
issue is connected with the previous ones as it is to a large
extent overprinted in the same way. But that would be an
addition to our work,which I willingly renounce. At present,
I can see nothing else to tell you. As soon as I have Chapman's
corrections on the 1861 issue back, I will send back this
work, and,despite what he has to say about it, with my calculating
machine I will have it finished in a day.
You will have all that remains from here by the end of
the week.

In waiting in order to expedite my letter,for the
business of copying my letter,it will be finished this evening,I
will send it tomorrow morning.
I will put all the paper together under the heading of "commercial
business".
Vallancey has not replied to my request repeatedly for
Griebert's work which I don't possess. eh well, too bad,
I will try to disentangle myself. You have my "Plating ()the
Early Lithograph Stamps" by Hausburg,please return it to
me so that you can have something on the subject that I will
return to you when I have done the documentation (and perhaps
"The 1872 issue" by
Barron,which I can't find).

I believe that from now on we can entirely suppress the
words (which only matter geographically,not philatelically)
for the Districts and Sub-Districts. Chapman has no objection,and
it would be clear and precise to do so.
I propose:
Central Bureau
For Mexico:
Principal Bureau
District
Principal SubPrincipal Sub-Bureau
District
Sub-Bureau
Sub-District
The word "Office" should be deleted - it is specifically "English"
and our translation is "Bureau".
I am sending you copies,one for the 'Master Copy',one for
you,and one for Chapman whenever you may have touched it up
and corrected it. Don't forget the accents on Queretaro and
San Luis Potosi,about which he makes such a fuss, the good
fellow. After all,we are benefitting,aren't we ?
I have put against the 3 centavos instead of 'brown',the
word 'chestnut' which is rather more precise; the word 'brown'
is fine for the first 1 cent,but not for the 3 centavos,which
contains some yellow and not red,and is not like the brown
colour of the the 2 cent.
There are also some other details,but I don't want to delay
my sending this.

4-44 s. 16\

CO.

Dear friend,
This morning in making up the packet of papers, I forgot
the two sheets enclosed covering the end of the section on
"overprints" which Chapman has corrected. There still remain
a few sheets which I think he will send me. I have discovered
in making his corrections that all those relating to (illegible)
and several others were in reality corrections to his own
manuscript which had had been correctly copied; which shows
that one cannot be too draconian for,alas,all and each of
us is subject to mistakes,(illegible) and other imperfections.
Two days ago I maned to find two interesting things in good
condition:
1)No.(unknown until now)5 of October 1870 of the newspaper
Le Soir,with the very rare- date,hitherto unknown so
to speak, of October 18,with arrival date of 26 October
in London. Gilbert showed me this piece with enthusiasm,.
maintaining it to be unique.
2) About 400 Mexican stamps in a very dirty envelope,the
remains of the Mexican stock of a poor old deceased
dealer who used to haunt another strange place in
the Rue de Tournon. There is a pair of the 6c thin figures,which
I lacked,and about 10 other nice pieces,Eagles and
watermarked '67s.
, .
I am going to spend my time at Ners.s i n remounting my collection
as all my large sheets are crammed,and I am all at sea with
them
Are you of the opinion that all the 1856 Hidalgos,and subsequently
the '61 and '67/68 provisionals originate from a single and
common steel die,against which the types would have each received
different values,the so-called duplicates having finally been
used to produce the copper plates ? Gilbert maintains that
he can identify the reprint to the neck,which one sees on
the left (that is,the neck to the left,Hidalgo's left shoulder)
which ends gradually by becoming slightly less dense all round
so that the reprints stand out more roughly,with the engraving
up to the neck edge with a straightforward clear line so far
as the corner ? Up until now,I have examined quite a few pieces,and
it is clear that there is something of this kind..but what
it may be does not appear obvious.

am enclosing,typed up, your work on the 1868 issue, as well as Mr Chapman's
letter of 17 April, following which I have corrected all my tables. I have also taken in
overall and completely, all the figures which Mr Chapman has given me, even though
it. has often seemed to me that there were unimportant modifications,as the variations
concerned very small amounts of stamps, and did not affect the actual co-efficients.
Naturally the Mexico City figures having varied,and on the other hand Mr Chapman not having been in agreementwith mAwork in dissecting his own, I have had to recast
the whole of that part which I sent you in November from about page 3 (still the 1861
issue) up to page 5,which I have summarised in a page and a half, and have also sent
to Mr Chapman. He has made some modifications to the figures (from A to G). What I
have sent you IS the exact reproduction of what pleases our mentoT. You have only to
replace those which you have by these pages.
As regards this burning question of the overprints on the "Eagles" , I fear that there is
some misunderstanding . From 1864-1866,very few new overprints were brought into
service . I have only found between 15 and 20, and I have only done this exercise
very quickly so that I think even the figure of 20 may be exaggerated. There would
have to be a double check.
The forgers who would use unoverprinted stocks would only have to copy the
overprints which we are providing for the '56s and '61s,as all of them went on being
used on the "Eagles" and only a very small number of overprints of a different size type
were used concurrently along with the first ones.
This is furthermore Mr Chapman's opinion who has just written to me again on the
subject. He adds that so far a; the Eagles in particular were concerned,the forgers
would have had many more difficulties (if not the impossibility) in overprinting them with
regard to the earlier issues. In effect, the items such as dates,delivery numbers,not to
mention sub-consignment numbers make the task almost impossible.
This is also why one can never talk about "Eagles" being fraudulently overprinted. It
seems to me therefore that it would be interesting,even if we don't reproduce the new
overprints brought into service, to show their sizes,and the moment at which it is
calculated that they were brought into service.
I also enclose some photos which I think may interest you,and ought to be
reproduced,especially the ten types of the 12c. 1868,and above all,the imprint of the
4R imposed on the 1R stamp No.55 of Plate III,the first plate of the 'close together-156s].
Father Wilson guarded this item jealously for it is a very clear impression,and is on a
pair,but eventually his son gave it to me Cinder very reasonable conditions,as he was
kind enough to take into account that I was buying it above all so that this very rare
curiosity should appear in our work (it has never been reproduced before).
It would be very easy to substitute the term 'district','sub-district' etc....which are
essentially English,by 'Bureau','Sub-Bureau ' etc...
I am horribly busy,as I am leaving at the end of this week for Neris-les-Bains,Grand
Hotel,Allier. I will take the documentation on the 1872 issue with me,complete at
last,and hope that on my return,l will send you the finished work. At that point we shall
be very close to having finished.
I send you,dear friend, a very friendly remembrance,
Fayolle
•I

N.B. I am also sending you,Bureau by Bureau, consignment and co-efficient
numbers,carefully worked over and according to Chapman - to have re-copied
everything would have taken too long. With scissors and paste you can mark the new
figures alongside the old ones. There are also some secondary notes by Chapman
which I have reproduced in their correct place.

Yguala is the old way of writing this name,before 1856,the
first overprints were orthographics,but from the beginning
of the issue,the I (so he says) definitely appeared,so that
it would always be necessary to write 'Iguala' and stick to
the I !
As for me,I don't mind.
A much more serious point on which I have asked his opinion
is that of the two Tulas,Tula de Allende and Tula de Tampas
(Tamaulipas). I have asked him to specify to me for each
issue in which Tula was a principal Bureau,and when both Tulas
were Principal Bureaux together. He is thereupon content
to reply that Wilson did not understand this geographical
aspect, and that these Bureaux lists were often in error.
And I,who had relied so thoroughly on Wilson's list to make
the distinction ! That's funny:- in any case I believe that
in '56,'61, and'64,only Tula (de Allende) was a principal
Bureau. What do you think ?
At this point I am retiring into the arms of Morpheus,as I
have a great need for sleep.

P.S. I brought back from Paris something unique ! Unspoilt
pages,but with moire on the back and the LaCroix watermark
paper ! I have had it photographed - unfortunately they
or
would not part with it... I hope to give yotiomething very
good for the 1872 issue, a complete sheet with 'platings ',illustration
watermarks,etc,etc.

Neris

Having just finished off the 1872 issue,which I have also
sent immediately to my typist, I have 'attackeethe overprints
on the Eagles and Maximilians.
The summary of Chapman's lists (which I have sent you,
translated and corrected,I believe),the uniformity of the
overprints,that was quickly done. But once I took up my Collin
and Calman,then I began to swim because there is not much
divergency,and especially as Calman reproduces in a very silly
way absurd sorts of overprints,for example he reproduces
in characters one millimeter higher than •
limm
2
when 2 mm are indicated, which means that the least largest
overprint is much taller than the-the smallest.
When I will have the particulars about which I asked
you some time ago, I will see if there is scope for cutting
out the overprints which have been well reproduced by Calman,
and for tracing the others from my collection,or on the other
hand simply providing their dimensiohs. As double entries
are useless for all the overprints,which are the same as they
were in 1861 and even 1856,1 intend to send back the (ibetem. )
quite simply to that person already described. But I haven't
got them.
It is you who undertook this work, you have twice sent me
examples for 1856,that's all.
Now,for the comparison of the types of overprints worked
over by Chapman,described by Calmat' and measured by myself
on the stamps which I own (Eagle and Maximilian overprints)
together With those definitively taken over,described and
reproduceforhe '61s and '56s, I would need to have these
latter items.
Be so kind therefore as to see what you would be able
to send me at Fayolle (by Tocam-St Apre,Dordogne) after 20
July. To send them here would be useless.
j'to try to rediscover a copy of
I am writing to Vallance,
Scott,so that,if possible, I won't have to cut out mine,which
is bound up in the main volume.
I have the impression that we are beginning to get to the
end, ouf!
I have found my Tepexi once more; it was with Josling

Fayollc.
It
'Is I 4_,
Two words in haste,as I am very overworked at the moment,
to accompany a double pack of photographs of your overprints
which you are about to receive from my photographer in Paris.
As for corrections to the Eagle and Maximilian numbers,
I would prefer to await yours in Paris for two reasons:
1) my machine is back there
2)it is easier for me to make small corrections to the
Periods there.
A more substantial letter will follow soon.

3

No sooner was your manuscript received when I sent it to
my typist and am awaiting its return before writing to you,with
copies. Having not received anything, I sent a reminder letter
to the typist and send you this note so that you may not think
I have let it drop ! Meanwhile I have had 2 interesting letters
from Chapman,copies of which he has sent you together with
various tables of Eagles and Maximilians corrected.
As regards the latter,in reclassifying my stamps,I noted
that there were major mistakes which had been transferred
to those which I had added in as lithographed from the figures
in Chapman's book which were not preceded by an 'E'i.e.engraved.
Chapman has also revised with his usual minute care and returned
to me long lists,notably that which I translated from Wilson's
appendix. So,contrary to what I had been hoping,I can do
no serious work; I am constantly being disturbed.
In the fine work which you have accomplished with the 1868's,I
have made various comments which I submit to you. Some of
them may seem stupid,no matter,you will tell me,and I will
then have learned something new.
For your studies on the relative rarity of the perforate
and imperforate stamps, I have . worked out mine,rather few,but
you are aware that except for special cases,I only accept
almost perfect stamps;
Page 6. I would like a more complete description of the
three shades,each one so different yet so typical; the most
common - the normal green on green,the second extremely rare,
the sea-green which is found in 1871 on the famous stamps
overprinted in Mexico City,and those carrying the "Anotado';in
reality the paper is blue-green; the third,even rarer,of a
yellow-green of an especially clear and pure kind,which is
sometimes found in other categories than the two mentioned
above - I have 3 examples of which one - Morelia 10-71,with
a 'Certificado'(registered) cancel-is astonishing. About 10
other examples (of the two shades) have passed through my
hands,coming from Phillips,Josling and Wilson,but at prices
which I had regretfully to let go.

I have gradually come across during the classification of
my collection of albums, several other varieties from different
issues appearing before my eyes. I cannot find this paper;meanwhile
here are two constant oddities,noted amongst the lithographed
Maximilians:
a) on stamp 51 of the 25c,the 'E' of 'Mexico' is a perfect
'F' - this is found on Plate I,always in the same position. b) On stamp ? of the 7c of the first printing,dark violet,the
'7' to the right in the oval shows up very clearly as a '1".
Josling confirmed to me that this flaw was absolutely constant
on Plate I,but very rare because the lithographic stone being
badly made from the start,it only lasted a short time.
Here,my good friend,are a certain number of things which 1
hand over to your clever fingers as an architect.
I was mistaken when,I don't know how, I took the right
for the left in your description of the Type V 25c thick figures,
and secondly when I didn't know how to read your description
B) of the retouch which I indicated to you,and which you have
described perfectly. This retouch is .furthermore the most
common one of all,for after you wrote I looked over my little
collection of '68-72,stamp by stamp,and found 9 of them in
all; it existed from '68 right up to the 'Anotados' and the
'Type of Mexico' of 1871 (Chapman and Barron) as I have examples
for all 4 years. In reply to your letter of 23rd - no,i*eckoning
the 2R green/grey-blue thin Hidalgo '67-68,of very relative 1../a.
am not confusing it with the blue on pink,type 61; the latter
are actually common,but the former are found easily.
The 25c brown-red Maximilian which you commend to me actually
appeared retouched at the upper left,but it is strange that
the others I have seen (one sent by Josling,and another by
Wilson) and which I haven't bought,look exactly like yours,lightly
scratched across the face and,like his,present a slight appearance
of thinning,it is true,but existing all the same alongside
the place where the engraving of the little corner seems retouched.
The dot in the 'M' of the 50c is,I think,accidental,as in
the collection (drawn from Chapman's) which Josling sent me,there
were several examples with flaws of this kind, to be found
rather all over,and not appearing to be constant.
As regards the 12c perf. thin figures, I confess to having
no knowledge oAthe blue-green colour which you attribute to
the first,and sea-green to the second. Apparently these stamps
are close to the shades of the thick figures which you have
sent below for comparison,but,at least to my eye,are not identical.
Furthermore,the two thick figures seen are in a rather dull
shade,and not in those bright colours which are so typical
that I have come across thenteveral times,but alas,:r, only
have 2 blue-green,and 6 sea-green,plus another absolutely
unlike them, a luminous yellow-green,bright,something very 0-0..
By contrast I have 4 or 5 stamps of the 50c in this intermediary
shade which the English call 'Primrose'; it's a sort of pale
yellow,gay,hard to define. It is certainly less rare than
the lemon,but there is a case for mentioning it. All my copies
are dated 1871,except for one in 1872.
The two dots after the 12c(thick figures) i.e.( 12:' set
out exactly like this and each with identical engraving ,are
relatively common. My collection is packed up,but I will
tell you later on on which type this variety occurs; they
are relatively common - I have 3 fine copies (or I think so)
of which one is a fine cancelled pair,and I have seen several
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I have just finished the reconstruction of the numbers of
the 5 Eagle Periods,not only the two last ones,but the first
three for which I had to go and get hold of the 'returns '
in 1866 !! Chapman's numbers and instructions have been
scrupulously and minutely followed. I want you to take care
to write out and add notes on certain Bureaux for 1866,in
effect let's take p.107,Zacatecas. It is possible,but by
no means certain that in making returns to Mexico City],
(on the appearance of the Maximilians) of 3,850 l'R,7,336 1R, _
5,795 4R,all these stamps overprinted 5 - 24 - 49 and 82
1866 were sent and carefully kept by the Director of the Bureau.
On the contrary,I think that it is probable,or in any case
possible,that from 1 January 1866 one must deduct for the
purchasers stamps from those recent consignments. But in
what quantity ?
I don't know either what was the quantity of 1865 stamps
returned by the various sub-bureaux,perhaps the same amount
which complemented them in 1864. In .any case,it may be confirmed
that in the case of Zacatecas and in the other neighbourhoods
(I show them on the enclosed pages) there is no stamp carrying
the 1866 date (see even 1865) because a number of stamps equal
or superior to that of those received was returned at the
end of the issue.
I must add besides that in leafing through my collection
of Eagles and the very numerous albums received from Josling
and Wilson, I noted that 1866 is in general rare,and that
in fact the numbers shown as completely or almost completely
returned are not to be found i.e. there is never a major difference
which needs to be recorded.
I return to the Eagles,as Chapman's letter of 8 September
is especially relevant to them; as far as the numbers are
concerned the co-efficients have been entirely revised by
mein the quasi-certainty of an accuracy which I consider
absolute (apart from some items to relieve my conscience).
I return your two engraved (?Maximilian stamps) which in
my opinion do not show any retouches - it is simply a matter
of inking (I have similar items in various values,and have
seen numerous identical ones in the albums of Wilson,Josling
and Phillips which would not have been worth mounting specially
to show off retouches)
These apparent flaws relate exponentially to the way in
which the ink has taken on the stereotype; if the stereotype
is thick,it has been badly cleaned before being inked,as the
ink has has not stayed in the deep grooves and only in certain
angles and indentations apparently.
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Look at the cut of your stamps, and you will see nothing:
not a line,not a detail has been retouched. On the only one
of the two which would be able Eillegible3create an illusion
and you will see that the ink has not taken,obviously because
of 'greasing' !!
As for the 12c with 2 dots,I thought I had supplied you
with all the evidence. I am sending you two more copies,of
which one is a pair. My third copy is also a '69,it is a
2-(Vera Cruz) with a very clear cancel. In my view the '12'
has also been retouched. It looks like the 12c of Type 2,but
does not look identical to me. The single copy enclosed comes
from Wilson. I found the pair in a lot,together with the
Vera Cruz item which I have had in my collection for a long
time,but only discovered it 3 or 4 months ago.
.1flade of a photo by
I send you a transfer which I haC,e
Chapman of a page of revenues of the Maximilian period. Chapman
has seen Maximilians with this watermark,parts of it. ! Those
not in the know might think that this referred to the La Croix
paper used in 1872-4,as in effect the 'L's' in particular
are almost identical. But compare my- La Croix transfer to
the Rolland transfer,and you will see the difference. In any
case,this is something completely unpublished to put into
the Maximilians.
I knew roughly what you told me about the 1867 issue,and
had come across this idea about a special printing of the
1861 colours made in 1867,from an English author,' forget
whom. Besides,do you remember that I told you that Chapman's
summary of the 1861 'stocks' with the 'Gothic'overprint appeared
mistaken,for I could not accept that such a small number of
stamps would have been left on the present market in such
large quantities !
To go into the matter more deeply appears to me materially
impossible. It is enough,I think,to mention it.
What really is rare is the 4R rose on white ! I have one
at last ! at present undergoing expertisation at the Royal
Philatelic Society of London.

Paris
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I assure you that I had no difficulty about the title.
What would you say to: ?
"The Six First Issues (1856-74) of the stamps of Mexico"
A detailed study by P.de Smeth and the Marquis de Fayolle.
I am in entire agreement with you on all that you say about
corrections,proofs etc.
As for the catalogue-Annex,it seems to me that Stanley
Gibbons is absolutely incomplete. If we make one up (with
the exception of the sub-consignments,Eagles and Maximilians)
it ought to become little by little your work in which all
the varieties are,and especially the relative values which
are ascribed to the relative rarities,from and in each Bureau.
Isn't this your view ? It is what the dealers want to know,on
finding in their stock a 2R Isla del Carmen,a Tepeji,or a
Baja California,whether it is worth 7 francs 50c or at least
500 francs.

RarityCo-cuff icientsof the stamps
1B68---- 72 issue.
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Mail having considerably increased during this period,and
in consequence the number of successive and definable consignments
sent to the principal bureaux,it has not proved possible to
draw up a summary,Bureau by Bureau and value by value,as for
the previous issues.
But Mr Chapman has meanwhile been able to copy from the
official registers the totals of stamps sold (without distinction
by value) in each one of the Bureaux enumerated below,during
the fiscal Year fslinJuly 1869 to June 1870.
He has had the kindness to send us the extremely interesting
study which has enabled us to establish proportionately to
Mexico City,the activity of each Principal Bureau.
Here is one example: Mexico (City) having been debited during
the year under study for $95,782.88 cents in our table with
a factor of '1' of general rarity,so that•Tulancingo having
been debited for $1,674.11c of stamps,receives a factor of
54
This list allows in a general but very instructive way for
the calculation of the relative rarity of the Bureaux and
puts them into relationship with each other.
Mexico
42
306
Acapulco
Otumba
14
Aguascalientes
44
PachUca
4
Apam
145
Puebla
5
Campeche
23
Queretaro
9
Chalco
52
Saltillo
4
Chiapas
20
S.L.Potosi
248
Chihuahua
10
Soyaniquilpam
24
C.Victoria
21
Tabasco
739
18
Colima
Tacubaya
12
Cordoba
36
Tampico
571
Cuautitlan
545
Tepeji del Rio
263
Cuernavaca
25
Texcoco
45
Durango
9
Tixtla
722
Guadalajara
Tlalnepantla
6
1,655
G.Hidalgo
835
Tlalpam
150
Guanajuato
5
Tlaxcala
10
Huejutla
46
Toluca
42
Jalapa
9
Tula
54
Jilotepec
Tulancingo
7
(see Soyaniquilpam)
Ures
2
Lagos
22
Vera Cruz
7
La Paz
139
Zacatecas
Maravatio
31
Matamoros
18
Mazatlan
5
Merida
7
Monterrey
10
Morelia
7
Oaxaca
6
Orizava
14
Note 1. In this period it seems that Apam,Chalco,Cuautitlan,G.Hidalgo,
Jilotepec,Otumba,Soyaniquilpam,Tacubaya,Tepeji del Rio,Texcoco,
Tlalnepantla, and Tlalpam were treated as sub-bureaux of Mexico,so
that,for some of them,stamps bearing their own overprint and
that of Mexico City are to be found.
Note No.2.
Guadalajara had two numbers,3 and 41. No.3 did not last long
as,on13 August 1869,a parcel of stamps was stolen, and by
official order of 16 August 1869,No.41 replaced No.3.
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Chapman has surprised me by digging up from his papers a
summary for 1873-4 of the total consignments to the Bureaux,similar
to those of '69-70 which I sent to you in the form of co-efficients
-214of rarity (obviously approximate) of the Bureaux as between
each other and Mexico City..
I have done some work for the year tst July '73 to 30 June,
'74.
1
1.Mexico City
31
2.Acapulco
38
3.Aguascalientes
965
42.Texcoco
218
4.Apam
43.Tlalnepantla
2,536
18
5.Campeche
(no copy known
1 18
6.Chalco
on cover)
55
7.Chiapas
3,509
44.Tlalpan
27
8.Chihuahua
119
45.Tlaxcala
16
9.Colima
16
46.Toluca
26
10.Cordoba
96
47.Tula
58
11.C.Bravos
95
48.Tulancingo
16
12.C.Victoria
12
- 49.Ures
440
13.Cuautitlan
1
50.Vera
Cruz
44
14.Cuernavaca
11
51.Zacatecas
9
15.Durango
5
16.Guadalajara
3,244
17.G.Hidalgo
(no genuine copies
found so far)
5
18?52.Guadanajuato
83
19.Huejutla
9
20.Jalapa
1,138
21.Jilotepec
27
22.Lagos
23.La Paz
43
24.Maravatio
(records have not reached
Mexico City)
16
25.Matamoros
6
26.Mazatlan
8
27.Merida
11
28.Monterrey
16
29.Morelia
6
30.0axaca
11
31.0rizava
437
32.0tumba
16
33.Pachuca
3
34.Puebla
7
35.Queretaro
10
36.Saltillo
6
37.S.L.Potosi
21
38.Tabasco
681
39.Tacubaya
13
40.Tampico
810
41.Tepeji del Rio

1--° -\\%.1 Mr Chapman very much insists that in our draft we should state
formally that the unpublished information (of which the above
and that for '69 are specific cases) provided by him should
not be reproduced in any other works than ours,and that we
reserve the copyright to ourselves,unless future authors of
catalogues and books show precisely that Mr Chapman is the
source. He explains to me over two pages that he does not
want to be robbed any more,notably by Aguirre. It looks as
if Chapman is becoming more and more biassed against this
individual.
At the moment I am working like a horse for the future Yvert
et Tender Great Catalogue, 'France and Colonies'.
Francois
and I have agreed to do the whole section on the Siege (of
Paris). It is stupefying to see how vast and complex this
subject is.
I think that the 57 young new-born items should come just
at the right time and ready to go to Amiens.
I am continuing to provide a minute description to each
of my Mexican stamps ,noting them for small faults,and will
send them to you altogether.
Finally,I have had typed the complete catalogue of Josling's
personal collection of the 1868-72's which he has just finished
filling from the Chapman collection with all that he found
he lacked. Note well: he has got everything in thin and thick
figures,every Bureau,by each year,perforate as well as imperforate,
and dividing them as well between different plates. In addition,for
the rare items which he lacks,he shows in which collection
he has seen them,and where they are to be found. There are
a few to dream about,but also one knows in this way what exists.
Naturally all the errors,all the consignments,and all the
"Habilitados' are shown,divided,redivided,and sub-divided.
You will have a copy next week.
I imagine that no-one else in the world owns the whole of
the documentation that we have put together.

As for the title of the work,1 agree,but would have preferred
in place of the word 'Reprints' which is still causing injuries,
to replace it by 'Forgeries'. I am being asked by several
people to review 'catalogues',to all of which I reply "I will
see,I'm very busy"; anyway,before anything else replace the
word "Reprints' by 'Forgeries'. And I am in agreement.
Then if we,I mean you,put 'Reprints',it will no longer
be understood.
I think you have shown the () around certain stamps
(Josling's last note showed that he did not have one in his
own collection but knew them from elsewhere.

9
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Finally,you will find enclosed the complete account which
Chapman sent to Josling relating to the 1868s - as two months
ago he wrote to me at length on the subject and sent me a
mass of remarkable and very rare items either for my collection
or as information for me to consult - he thought it best to
send me the whole work. You will see his remarks,
have translated them by way of a summary. I send you meanwhile
his originals so that you may look them over - both what he
says and the copy of Chapman's note attached.
Be so kind as to return the latter of which you certainly
have the original ,and Josling's originals.
Finally I have had Josling's second catalogue copied,one
for me and one for you, which he sent me of his collection,to
which,using the letters H,B,etc. he has added in items which
he doesn't own but which exist elsewhere,and which in fact
sum up more clearly than anything",the whole of the 1868-72
issue. It is an enormous work and one which definitively
settles the whole of the issue.
Francois is badgering me ! I have replied to Josling to
thank him. I have sent a stack of papers to Gervais,so I
leave you,dear friend,hastily,with my most affectionate greetings.
P. S.
A journey of 10 days to Bordeaux and Fayolle has left me terribly
behind ! Forgive me !

id

Paris.
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I hope that you have returned my work on the provisional
war issue of '63,as you have said no more about the missing
page - you have had 2 copies fully revised and corrected,and
the photos relating to it. But what of the part "Counterfeits
'56 and '61" which is presumably to follow at the end of Part
I "Generalities",with Part II describing in detail the '56s
and '61s ? It seems to me that its place is before the 1863 _
issue at the end of the 1861s ? I am enclosing two notes,one
by Josling 'In general on the Reprints' translated into French
and the second a note by Wilson,in English 'Reprints of the
1856 Issue'.
Enclosed are also two copies of-a summary I have made of
valuable material I have got hold of from various competent
authors,above all Hall
in remarking that
the
points on which everyone was (illegible) which matched with
what we were taught,and that in the last resort it was my
collection of forgeries and reprints which had 'learnt' from
it. It could be put at the end of the work as 1)Reprints Forgeries.
I have come across 4 astonishing official documents 1)
a large complete sheet "Federal Contribution" of 1861,printed
on the pearl-grey paper used in '67 with 8 large watermarks
of 'R.P.S.'- magnificent 2)three official sheets printed
with manuscripts on paper each with the 6,50, and 100 centavos
of the '68-72. The paper shades are (illegible) sharp;the
paper is identical with that of the stamps.
I am going to make copies of the 'R.P.S.' and 'La Croix'
watermarks which Gilbert has lent me. That will be better
than making imitations.
Gervais has written to me that he is reproducing all the
documents which I have sent him - our Part II is in (illegible)
R5.
I received Josling's list of the sea-green (12c,1868),and
the lemon and straw paper. I am going to have it copied.
L. 3 k.4,.

Dear friend,
I have just sent you various papers,and on returning
I found your letter of yesterday,5 December.
1)I quite agree about the accents,as I have already said.
We will see from the proofs whether the printer has copied
the text accurately,with the accents,and there will be nothing
except leave them there
to do
I
lave
already told you that in Josling's notes (the first
2)
ones),the values,for example No.28(100c) which are surrounded
by a circle CThmeans that Josling does not own them in
his personal collection,but that he knows that they really
exist,without any argument. That is personal information
for us.
Don't trust Marty's list - his collection was made up with
1000 (franc) notes,without work or study;that's more than
a reason for caution ! I know of items which are clearly forged
or repaired ! Josling has studied all the issues hard,and
the 1868-72 issue especially completely. It may be assumed
that what he shows as existing is stRightforward and scientific,
and that that which he has never found or seen anywhere is,to

As you have not yet sent Amiens the pages dealing with
forgeries,perhaps it would be as well to add a forceful sentence
designed to remove,once and for all, this heresy called "Reprints".
After the publication of our book,all catalogues must dispense
with this absurd term,which has done so much harm to Mexico,
and replace it everywhere by the word "Forgeries". On Tuesday
I will have the exact proofs of the 100c photos with watermarks
"LA +F and R.P.S.' which I will send you to replace the sketches
I gave you

22 Avenue de Lamballe
Paris XVI
Auteuil

Enclosed are Josling's pages; 1 have sent his originals
back to him (they were pages from his 'own personal catalogue
which he had sent me).
P.2.I suppose that the two columns of the 'X' Plate I imperforate
correspond to the first of 1868,and the two columns of the
'X' perforated Plate II similarly correspond to '68 and '69.
I am sure that there were other indications than these lurking.
On my sheet,I had it complete for '68 and '69 in pencil.
P.6. S.L.Potosi. There is no indication there of the black
overprint. Is this something Josling has forgotten ? On these
two questions,you can ask him.
P.13 and 14. Some unfortunate scissor cuts (my fault) have
had to be mended at the bottom of the sheets . Forgive me !
This 1868-72 issue is eventually going to have more importance
. than all the other issues,even the first two.
As for the 50 and 100c 1868-72,1 have not been able to
put the types together. Besides,are we sure of them ? I declare
myself incompetent on the subject
Thankyou for the 50c '72-74 with watermark/I have one.
If the watermark is really fine and very noticeable,and the
stamp has its margins in good condition,I would be happy to
buy it from you. 70 francs would not be too bad.
The note which I sent you with certain particulars whereby
to identify false '56s and 61s was my idea of a summary,a
memorandum with some remarks not to be found in our text.
I am going to see Gilbert to take him various photos,and
leave you with my most cordial memories.

1(1 .11_14(Note by P.de Smeth on this
letter:
"Josling - there also exist
two light India papers in
the stamps of the first (?break)
but I still have to authenticate
them before being able to
establish their place)

The enclosed letter from Josling must no doubt be a reply
to a question'you put to Chapman on the subject of plates t
cracks and retouches,which I showed you over a year ago at
least,and of which I have sent you photos intended to appear
in our work. Chapman in turn must have asked Josling for
precise details on 'replacements' to the plate.
As for the 'stitch'(watermark),the numerous authors you
perhaps rate a little too low,for,according to my modest experience,the
Barrons,Hall,Regelsperger etc,etc. who have taught me a lot,and
allowed me to 'understand' or 'see' matters very well,are
unanimous in declaring that one finds them on all values of
the1856-1866 - I have for instance a 1R Plate II Campeche
'56,an 8R Puebla '61(black on buff), a 2R May-July 1864 Eagle
from Puebla,and I believe one or two others which I have shown
you already - they are described especially in Chapman's sale
catalogue; and since then I have seen them in Wilson's and
Josling's albums.
As regards Mendoza's note on the overprinted forgeries,it
seems that you have an accurate translation of it (on certain
aspects) summarised amongst others I have sent you. You ask
me for the article appearing in the April 1934 number of the
American Philatelist !! At the same time,I seem to remember
that Chapman asked me the same thing. I have one - I sent
it directly either to you or him,I don't remember exactly
when,but I thought it was to you as I asked you to send it
back to me (a request in my last letter) as Mendoza's paper
containing photos of false cancels would have been useful
for the 3 (illegible) items which I found. I now have only
the single copy of my note - you have two copies of the translatiion
(one for you,the other for the printer,as I have always sent
you two copies).
As overprints can be controversial,but up to now passing
as genuine,and having been sold as such at the Chapman sale,
there only remains Acambaro (on Queretaro 1856,of which I
own the -1 and 1R) and Tescaltitlan (with Toluca) sold for
X 7.15.0 No.783 in the Chapman sale,which I own,cancelled
'Tescaltitlan (Wilson's cancel) on a 4R black on yellow 1861;
I personally consider
the Tescaltitlan as indisputable;
as for Acambaro,Chapman has rather unsettled me; to my knowledge
Cuautitlan (Nos.102 and 103,Chapman sale) must be very rare.
I have never seen it clearly enough to be able to photograph
obliterated by the
it,my 1R '56 can be read,but is
cancel. In Tepecoacuilco I don't see that there was an overprint,
the only one I have is for an Eagle 2R 193-1864.

I can't find Menoza's
d
paper ny longer, Iave
asked London
h
19.11A,
- for one and they sen t it to me like a shot. I have cut it
out and will send it to you. Mendoza's remarks and arguments
don't seem very convincing,but then I don't see why he hesitates
over the 2 Reales,for the change in type was made for the Eagles
(and not before,in the course of the 1861 issue) and ein that
case allWle stampslp as well as 2R) having ft APAMAilare bogus,
or rathdr-Olverprint is only accepted as genuine from 1861
to 1864',in that case the mass of 8R so overprinted should
be accepted as good (which seems to me unacceptable as well
Over to you to decide.
For Acambaro and Temascaltepec your hesitation is understandable.
As for myself,I have the following straightforward opinion:
Acambaro is doubtful,Tescaltitlan can't be. For Cuautitlan.
I don't understand your reservation ; it has never been discussed.
I have items signed by Josling and Wilson - and how could
Chapman have allowed No.783 of his collection to be sold at
k7.15 if it was a doubtful item? As for Cuautitlan,I have
never heard anyone cast any doubt on this rarity (see Nos
102 and 103 in the Chapman sale),and I have also a copy which
is an unquestionable item,as it was sent to London and has
been recognised as genuine by all the great experts.
Summary (in pencil)
The great crack exists over 3 issues ( I have all 3).
The little one exists on No.188 over the 3 issues(I have the
56s)
The horizontal crack thickened at the left exists over the
3 issues (I have it for '56 and '61)
You have the enlarged photos of all my copies.
I don't remember having the Cuautla letter from Chapman,
but I have recovered it and return yours. It would be very
easy to take a very clear positive proof,but it is a wellengraved document !. I could have it reduced but then it would
lose its interest. What do you think ? Did I tell you I
had found 3 official sheets from the Post (various printed
documents) in the brown paper of the DR 1861-67 and the 6c
1868,the yellow of the 50c 1868 and the brown-red of the 8R
1861-67,and the 100c 1868 ?
!.• t.
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As for Tescaltitlan,I think the deed is done; for Acambaro
I have only the one overprint,although coming from the Chapman
collection,Fayolle is content,seeing that it is only met with
on stamps which have never been used.

.4,

22 January 1935.

kk. 35
I had a telegram from Chapman regarding the questions
which I put to him about the first Josling corrections to
the thick figures (1868). He said it was in pencil,written from his bed,so as not to lose time.
1) Josling is a student,and a collector - he would never have
become a stamp dealer ! All that he says on the subject of
'plating' has my complete agreement,he knows much more about
it than I do
‘
.ke_ is right about the carton paper,of which I have examples
from numerous districts.
2) The 50c 1868-72 error in blue has never genuinely existed
except from Colima (Note:Chapman is talking nonsense - he
means the 50c error in the 1872-74 issue A.,3.
3)Guadalajara Provisionals. The C.Guzman cancel is usually
genuine,but has been copied. Gilbert must be incapable of
distinguishing them.
4)Patzcuaro. In October '96,while examining the 'books' in
Morelia for Eagles and Maximilians,I found a letter of 5 March
1867 informing Morelia that the Patzcuaro office had just
been burnt,and that everything had gone up in flames,the signatory
stating that until a new cancelling device arrived,he would
cancel using his 'firma' signature on each letter and on each
stamp.
Another letter on 23 March said "I have received the canceller
and am going to use it at once'. This device was none other
than that whic1had been 'initiated' in order to falsify the
(illegible) supposed provisionals. So Patzcuaro is sorted
out !(false).
To return to the question of the 'Josling corrections',I have
two letters from him this morning;he reaffirms that Plates
I and II would have been used for the -IR (page 1213 of L'Echo)
for 1861,but never in pairs,strips or blocks - partial and
complete photos of plates which have passed through his hands
have to be assumed without any other alternative to be from
Plate III. With Chapman's agreement,I am therefore sending
a note to add to the Echo of 30 January as follows: "Page
1213,No.of 31 October.Half Real ist column,last paragraph,should
read "So far all copies of the Half Real which it has been
possible to identify originate only from Plate III.
1st line p.1213. One Real. Probably due to the frameline on
one of the plates - certainly on one of them."
2nd line. Add,p.1213. 8 Reales.Mr Josling maintains with his
considerable knowledge and undoubted experience that,contrary
to the prevailing opinion until now,there would be only one
single plate of the 8R,which was used in 1861 as well. Furthermore
this plate showed a frameline.
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140 are to be found on Plate
p.1215 1R • 2/ The varieties 20
IV.
2R1) This variety is found in one of the three following
places:
30,36 or 42. It has not so far proved possible to establish
this in any more precise a fashion. Josling tells me that
he is looking for photographs of another break resembling
that which I have described,and which he finds on the left;
he remembers that it exists on Plate IV of the 1R. I have
an example on cover,but haven't dared to show it,seeing that
you were doubtful about the others,because they were so clear
and remarkabl common.
Moving onto the proofs (pages 20-57 Yert notation numbers)
received yesterday evening,and which-I have done my best to
correct - you will get them
p. 22.Correction:Queretaro is...times:
to"QuerEtaro is four times
281
I del Carmen 293
383
to"Isla del Carmen 367
65,998.This number is so different from
p.31 Morelia. 2R
that agreed by Chapman as 67,985,a number which I had allocated
on all the first proofs,that I am asking Gervais to recollect
whether 65,998 has been received by you,yourself.
p.37.Toluca. The supposed 'Tescaltitlan',the overprint etc.,given
that this overprint never existed in 1856. Chapman has two
examples,and I can provide one,all from 1861.
p.39. A complete muddle as regards the co-efficients which
2240
749 should be: 936
1133
3)1861 proofs.
I have received several communications about subdistrict offices,
rather long to read but the name making me pay attention this is why,thanks to the long general list being reviewed
and definitively corrected by Chapman,
I have been able
to correct some appalling errors,notably for Monterrey,and
Merida,whose suboffices were in a mess. So far,I have not
been able to complete the harvest of all the suboffices,Bureau
after Bureau.
An even more serious error has come before my eyes !
p.49.Lagos (1861). You gave as an overprint 112x21. Now,according
to the list of Chapman overprints,prepared consignment after
consignment (which you have) and with all the items which
I have,I have also re-established 1131x1k.The large 111x2.1
overprint only exists in the 1856 issue (I have 14 items,all
identical).Now all my 1861 items coming from Wilson and Josling
have the precise overprint of 11:10(1114.
I pass over a mass of other small corrections of mistakes
by the typists. But in general it is good,only the reproduction
of the overprints on this paper do not convince,because of
their clarity,the accuracy of the printing which you have
received,and the glazed paper.
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1)Yesterday morning on receipt of your letter as well
as my 3 correction notes relating to the plates - they have
certainly been as short and concise as those you have sent
to Amiens,which illustrates the point of writing our own notes.
2) I see that once again we think and judge alike on everything.
Certainly,I will not let Josling's letters appear there !
because a) even though I consider it essential to correct
an error of fact as soon as possible,including a date or a
technical error,even so I would find it absurd to try 1!!)
to satisfy all the more or less sentimental ideas of every
collector,expert and dealer.
b) as far as the plates are concerned,I have decided
for three reasons that Josling's corrections should be included
as soon as possible - the first I assure you because in looking
over my modest collection and the proofs which I have in front
of me (except for the IR 1861 where I admit not to be able
to distinguish it)
.„ I think that Josling was right.
The second because having asked Chapman who is our 'supreme
arbiter',he formally declared himself_in agreement with Josling.
Finally,the third because if we have not wanted to take
into account information of this kind from 'anointed' people,knowing
both subject and matter (illegible) annoyed,they would promptly
withdraw into their ivory towers and would not have helped
us again,particularly in communicating on the proofs,with
their comments.
I should add a fourth reason: there will certainly be jealousy,
and detractors of our work which has been so conscientious
and so 'honest'. Now having the work complete up to that point,it
seems to me that there is a risk that these sort of people
taking advantage of errors and involuntary omissions on our
part,and of voices chanting about our 'carelessness'and our
'ignorance' - now in ranging ourselves with our authorities
such as those of Chapman,Josling,Wilson,and in their wake
Barron and Mittiquant,we will always have the top people on
our side,and will even avoid such jealousies and errors thus
- which are impossible to avoid in a work so complex - will
have been corrected.
That said,I agree with you: the Best is enemy of the Good.
I have written yesterday to Josling for the third time
but this time insisting strongly that he should send you the
, 1868-72 issue - whether or not corrected.
Correction,Morelia 1856 (proof p.31) 2R. I am very annoyed.
I have been corrected by Chapman himself:65,996 instead of
67,985. What shall I do ?
Agreed. Chapman's complete list of offices and sub-offices
is dated 1875. There were many changes between 1856 and 1875
have eliminated them in several cases to which my
But I
attention has been drawn. In reading the proofs,I don't know
how errors show sub-offices never having formed part of a
district,but in that district. I hope,but I am not sure,to
have eliminated all errors of this kind.

I am sending Gervais the Juarez reproductions and as you
have not returned the copy of the Stamp Lover,I will try to
obtain a duplicate from Vallancey.
Numbers a) stamps sold b)co-efficients from Yguala are
the same as mine - I can't explain why 3 values of the said
number of stamps and co-efficients have been so bizarrely
falsified by the (illegible) Yvert et Tellier.
Still on the 1872-74 issue - blue-grey paper left over
from the 1867 issue. The same treatment as for the co-efficients.
I am sending you a note to slip into my text in the right
ore by de Smeth:'No,see my N.Bj
place.
I believe that,as for the system there are no other errors
It seems to me that while our system
except for Lagos ,
differs a little from Chapman's,it is you who is right. I
can tell him as I have a 'micrometric' tool which gives me,_on
a large scale,every plus or minus variation up to a 20th of
a millimeter.
For the corrections which I have been putting in,and
which I may still have to make on the proofs,sometimes 24
hours before printing,you may keep calm,as each time when
one is not concerned with one of these obvious things which
sometimes escape the most avid,I will_ always consult you,as
I have done with the Josling corrections,over which I have
deliberately put on one side everything which was not essential.
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dote on this letter by de Smeth
have just received my text on the 72-74s and see that Chapman
is wrong,but with reason. In the first place on page 4,1
clearly spoke about a blue pearl-grey paper,but committed
the mistake of saying 'of the previous issue',instead of 'the
1867 Mexican Gothic issue',to which (and my paper furthermore)
I thought without reflection that the 1868-72 issue had belonged
in the interval !
Be so kind as to correct 'the preceding issue' by 'the 1867
Mexican Gothic issue'.
If Chapman had read to the end he would have seen that without
knowing it,I corrected myself,as I speak of 'pearl-grey papers
of 1867'.
Although this has given me much pain and a bad headache,I
have made a start with the corrections to the proofs which
Gervais brought me last Thursday,going a little into the beginning
of the Eagles (I mean the Post Offices,as all the introductions
are written). I have also corrected your work,little by little,
on Juarez and the Provisionals,but I don't want to send the
to Amiens before getting
your Guadalajara stereotype (reduced
I suppose) which you mention,but is not in the text.

3.s-

No,after much reflection,I have not broken into the
detailed catalogue. The reason is that this catalogue should
at the same time complement our work,so that will follows word
for word. If I do it,I want it to be absolutely complete.-For instance,I want to put an exact price on sub-consignments
when the delivery number is joint or approximate if Chapman
may not be able to supply us with the exact details requested
-that in short will be done quickly enough. I work fast,a
month at the most will be enough. But only on condition of
having all my material completed i.e. our work finished,complete
information from Josling,Hall,Barron,Wilson,Chapman in my
hands. To have to work piecemeal fashion has always been
a frightful bore for me. After having done something,it always
means having to re-do it; so I prefer to wait.
Finally I have done nothing about our listings for
Guadalajara. In short,I don't think they are very exaggerated.
But when one knows that over 2 years the Guadalajara Bureau
arranged and withdrew a large number of them,while on the other hand I see the exceptionally reasonable prices at which
Josling and Wilson sell the rarest items,some of them unique
(I have 20 of them), I am rather staggered to see 800,1000,1500
francs for stamps which,let's face it,are a bit discredited.
.
It matters little.
As for the catalogue annexed,you will see for yourself
that it would be madness to do anything else than to establish
the framework gently (as I have done). I shall have to think
about that,and for that have the work as a complete whole.
You are perhaps right about quotations for the sub-consignments
A particular stamp of which 30,000 sent in total
and yet !
to a Bureau,may carry a delivery number showing only 1000
items,making it a real rarity,and if this delivery number
also carries a sub-consignment number showing only 200 to
100,this stamp becomes exceptional,perhaps unique or unknown
rarity. BUT,and this is where I join you again,this would
mean undertaking a crazy amount of work,and perhaps give too
much importance to an issue (the Eagles ,for example,where
there is a mass of documents) in relation to another issue
of which one knows very little of an official kind (for instance
the 1868 issue,or even the 1856 of which the various printings
are vaguely known,or rather suspected,and which should merit
being costed specially moreover).
In any case,the more I master my subject,the more I become
fixed in my view that to attack this catalogue usefully, I
must be able to re-read our complete work,in its material
form,in order to see a mass of problems of which the first
is:
to know what has to be costed,how far to go with varieties
and so on.
I will do the catalogue - that's understood with Gervais,but
I don't see what one will be able to put at the head of each
issue ? What special list with essential notes would you
be able to set up ?
Since we began,we have always reckoned that a 'catalogue
quotation' would be kept carefully apart from our work. You
have accepted my idea of'co-efficients' with its originality,novelty,
logic,the little thing brought together as closely as possible
with enthusiasm,with these 'co-efficients' precisely as a
finale.
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In our list of the 1868 Bureaux,be careful to correct the
'bizarre mistake by Phillips who gave No.27 to La Paz - this
number doesn't exist from 1668-71. It is only allocated in
.1871,and only to Campeche.
.

It was used only on stamps issued to Campeche and La Laguna.
In the same context,I have a blatant mistake by.Scott.
Phillips and Aguirre who in 1872-74 give 42 to Tepic and 43
to Texcoco,whereas Texcoco had 42 and Tlalnepantla 43(no
43s used are known furthermore,which is not surprising as
deliveries must have been ridiculously small: from June 1872
to July 1874 the total value sent was $49 (pesos) in total 1)
When do you reckon to send me the last of the '68s? I will have to attack them purposefully and energetically,so that
I can say to Father Yvert "Go ahead with the lot".
Naturally La Paz only exists as 2„7 in the thin figures,never
in the thick figures where it only crops up again at the beginning
of 1870 when it is allocated to CampeChe,where 8 times out
of 10 Campeche is not overprinted (I have only two copies)
and can only be recognised by the cancel,8 times Campeche,twice
La Laguna. The best proof is that you show the thing in your
text - you forgot that in your reply.
To clear my conscience,I have searched and return two letters
from Josling which refer to this subject and tell me not to
fall into the errors of Phillips and Aguirre. Besides,as
you and I are in full agreement in fact,that's fine.
Your work seems to me complete,clear and easy to read.
My only complaint is that you have not sufficiently illustrated
photos of the retouches - I put each of those you sent me
opposite each one's appropriate text.
Thankyou for the second copies of your photos of the 25,50
and 100c,which I have placed carefully in mAlarge reference
album. Could you do me the honour of a copy of the 6c and
12c ?
I have only altered one single item in the Eagles text:
this is the list of overprints with their Egyptian number
measurements,which I have restored from the 3rd Period to
put it in it's place i.e. at the end of the 2nd Period. I
have added a very short note telating to the watermarked paper
(perhaps 'Rolland Freres) to be found on the "engraved",and
indicating that the question remains open,and that collectors
should be advised to search in their collections.

A letter received from Chapman yesterday contains some sensible
observaticus:
1) The Echo. pp.248-253.
He reminds me that in all the first printings of the
8R 1856 there exists an extremely rare characteristic
grey-violet shade (he had three examples of it) and
on which Wilson,who had one, had communicated with him
in particular two or three years ago; I have another
also expertised in England and declared as magnificent.
So that I have modified the text on this subject a little
on p.250.
Oddly enough,Josling,in sending me his retouches this
morning,about which I spoke to you,made the same comment.
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Josling has returned the Eagle-Maximilian proofs to me - I
would have worked over almost all the same corrections as
he has done,but in addition he has given me several numbers
and names of sub-consignments which don't exist in Chapman.
I send you your paper on the 1868 issue. Fortunately I
had the bright idea of having it typed,without which,from
this side,as for the others which you have completely transfOrmed,
I would be at sea.

Is

At the same time as your manuscript with the introduction
to the Eagles,I received from Gervais the final proof of this
section,the question of stamps without overprint is perfectly
covered and there is now nothing to add!.
This 1868 issue,which hardly existed for me before,is clearly
very diverting.
Excuse my bad writing - it is 1868 and not 1860 of course
I am replying to the various questions in your letter of
13th and 25th. As for the catalogue 'price',that will be
my work during a season at Aix-les-Bains in June,and will
be finished in 3 weeks at Fayolle where I will be for 3 months
towards 1 July.
The indication 8th,2nd,middle, are very simple and used
more and more everywhere - each indication of an hour shows
exactly to the reader who examines a stamp the precise place
where the detail is to be found - for example 10th of the
retouched design is as set out below:

Barron and Josling use this system frequently on documents
and in the collections I have received. I have found this
system very easy and perfect,replacing for us the inadequate
system,NW,NE.etc.
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I haven't wanted to bother you with many things,but as correspondence
with Chapman,Josling,Gervais,putting stereotypes in place,rejection
of some illustrations,page revisions,for two months above
all it has been frightful; you have had the final proofs,almost
ready. And then there are the beginning of'controversies'
in which Chapman calls in to aid him,Barron,Hellmerich,Josling;happily
the aatter has always been marvellous,as in corresponding
directly with the others he has oiled the wheels. Finally
I think that - except for the vile illustrations I declare
filthy and unworthy of our conscientiou5work - the whole thing
is complete,honest, and containing everything that is known
at present about Mexico.
On the originals sent this morning,I have marked in red
ink a question about the figure41.4hich I don't understand:
5000,28,000,12,000 etc. If I am not mistaken,does this have
something to do with the 'price'?? Now there is no longer
a minute to lose if we want the copy bound. I don't worry,I
am arranging this,it will be bound by the Linghiprex,all in
28 days.

I am becoming a blockhead. Because yesterday after a whole
midday with Gervais,Josling and Chapman sent me their corrections,
although I am still missing the Eagle fR,that is for 1865
and 1866,from Chapman. That means new corrections and additions
As the text sent in is that corrected in Chapman's own hand,I
have written very kindly to him,and he has replied amiably
that I had very much surprised him,and asked me to give him
some examples: in 3 pages,I pulled out 9 of them ! and so
on! His reply arrived yesterday morning,with a packet of proofs
(the list at the end,very well revised,corrected and completed!)
it is embarrassed and odd:"Yes,in effect,I left the making
of other corrections in your care"!! without comment. It
doesn't matter,perhaps our work may benefit by being really
precise and complete.
Gervais told me that the whole book would be printed on
laid paper,in such a way that the illustrations come out better.
The format will be in 8(octavo),there are going to be many
folded items,that's tiresome. In appearance,I fear that the
whole thing may not be attractive. But if the flask is rotten,what
nectar may be in its contents.. at least to judge the work
from what it will have cost ! I long for it to be finished,as
I begin to have had enough of it - the catalogue amounts to
nothing,except to work until 5 or 6: you,Chapman,Josling,Wilson
and me,all by corresponding,and as I am more or less the focal
point,then all the material details (I am not telling you,I
would need two typists) of half of the little snags,of the
letters,of the thousands of discordant things, fall on my head,and
sometimes I have had enough of it.
Furthermore I fear that our trouble may not bear fruit...
Josling understands this well,as he has written to me 3 times
in 8 days on the subject of a special chapter designed to
convince beginners in Mexico - philatelists in general have
become interested in Mexico because of a single issue (to
begin with) with preference for the Eagles. I replied to
him that we were in the process of printing and that in the
course of the book you had written various remonstrations
on this subject,
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I expect Gervais every day. I have sent him various very
important corrections from Chapman at last - you haven't told
me what is meant by the numbers after each value for Durango
and Chiapas in 1868 - I haven't dared to take anything out..
however they may not (illegible) to anything. Chapman put
the same question to me.. and several others,but I don't want
to bother you with all that,the wine i.e.printer's ink,has
been drawn,what will be will be.
On the publication of my general catalogue,it will only
be necessary to add a darling little supplement where all
the addenda,corrections,omissions etc. which have already
been collected together,are added in,all of which won't be
slow in proliferating once the book is published !
After three days,I have brought to a head the corrections
and addenda according to Josling and Chapman etc. to make(illegible)
by Gervais,and to allocate books to each. I reckon to have
written them up from here for 2 days,and sent them to Amiens.
Then I will apply myself to the catalogue.
For the copies intended for Josling,Wilson and Chapman
and Barron,allow two for instance for Josling and Barron (I
don't know the latter's address),put ih your inscription,send
them to me,and I will then put my signature below and send
it to them. For my part,I will do it for Chapman and Wilson
- I will send them to you,you will inscribe them accordingly,and
will send them to them. Or would you prefer to send me them
with your inscriptions ? In that case,you will k:,L
of 2 copies ! In short,give me your thoughts ?

Aix-les-Bains
25 June '35.
4
543a'

, Dear friend,
I have returned here somewhat sooner after 5 days in Paris
for the 8th Prix (Automobile). I found some copies of our
book there. I am going to write again to Gervais so that
he gets on with the corrections to the supplement which he
is obliged to supply annexed to each signed copy which we
will be sending. So I note for my part to send to Chapman,
Josling,Wilson,Hall Barron - I will stick into these 4 copies
the piece of paper bearing your signature below the courteous
inscription,just right, which I will draft in our names together.
For Phillips,and it seems to me as a "graduate"
Senor Philipp Mendoza F.R.P.S.L.
Donceles 64,Mexico D.F.
I leave it to you if you think it useful to send them our
work.
As for friends in Paris,I hardly think that Francois and
Kastler would be interested.. and then ?
On my return to Paris,I will give a copy to Gilbert,and
one perhaps to Jacquet ? As for the dealers,only the catalogue
is really of interest to them. As Gervais seems to have accepted
my suggestion not to provide the supplement (or to put only
a small price on it) except to purchasers of the book,that
should make it sell.

n.
I enclose the first pages of the said catalogue for you
to examine and comment. Don't spare my feelings - I am terrified
by the unrealistic prices arrived at for almost every stamp
And therefore I could put lower prices on Mexico City.
If you think it may be useful to lower them yet again so that
those of the other Bureaux become less,I will do so without
hesitation.
I am going to send a copy to Josling,but I hesitate to do
so for Chapman and Wilson,Chapman especially.
Here are some photos taken in Brussels,there are two of _
each; be so kind as to send them back eventually,as they are
originals.
As for the section of the catalogue which you have already
done in the book,' will reproduce it just as it is,but will
add some prices which you left blank,basing myself roughly
on prices I have paid myself for these items,and naturally
keeping in line with the general scale of your prices.

T-s s
I sent you the beginning of theoPrices Current
(the Catalogue in fact,it's the same ??),it is not in order
to receive blessings and kind words,but criticisms,suggestions,advice,
corrections,thus sayeth "Benedicomus-Smethus" - Yes,all your
discourses are meant to prune,to clear up. To indicate
co-efficients,I think that those between square typographic
brackets L 3 here (not type-written ones /-/like those
you have printed) meet the eye better than "italic" characters
- the sign` will replace # : this sign is useful,it will
also replace
- As for the maximum 5000(francs) that's
what the dealers themselves want, and which I have adopted,
It corresponds to a price of 1000 pre-war French francs,to
10,000 of your Belgian francs,to roughly 4_67 and to precisely
$333. Besides this,there is the law of supply and demand
which hardly applies...
As for all your other remarks,I am going to produce a compromise..
moreover it bothers me only to provide,for Mexico City 1861
for instance, the theoretical price (deduced roughly from
the co-efficients) and- that Then afterwards,real rarities
must then be reduced in price. I am going to try to arrange
that.
You are surprised for instance that the cost of the 8R 1856
without overprint,cancelled from Plate I,with wide margins,is
600F,when the cost of the same one UNUSED is 250F. That comes
from thattrhich I have been able to note from
1)items I possess.
2)those which I have seen at dealers and in collections.
3)those offered for sale at public auctions.
Now the proportion of 8R stamps cancelled in total,in relation
to the unused,is only about 45%.
In others amongst these very rare items,I have even taken
into account pages or large blocks of such and such a value,known
to me. One day or another these will come onto the market
cut into units,so that,almost at a stroke,like that which
happened after the Chapman sale to the large blocks which
Josling didn't withdraw,these items will inevitably reappear
on the market,while already rare cancels are scattered around
the world,and will always be absorbed at good prices whenever
by chance one or two appear at some sale. But here also I
am going to look into the truth rather more.
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Josling has just replied to me with a very long letter.
He makes only a few remarks on detail. What in short bothers
him is that in future every little dealer,every collector
whomsoever is going to discover the value,the Bureau,the rare
variety which he has and from then on could identify ! and
that under these circumstances those 'in the know',the 'specialists'
would not be able to bargain any more Just so ! but our book
has already prepared these ways for them ! The catalogue is
going to perfect them.
But this drawback could be a benefit (at least you and I would
dilaerstand it as such) for it may perhaps develop the collection
of Mexico and interest those who have given up bothering with
those they possess,simply because they have not had the means
to identify those which they had in their collection or in
their cupboards.
At this moment I have just finished the 5th Period of the
Eagles - I am trying to finish everything soon. I will send
it to my typist to type and will send you the whole lotto
be understood as the opening section for your latest advice.
As for the catalogue,I am in the middle of 1872-74,now almost
finished. The rest,revised according to your and Josling's
advice,is at the typists - I haven't yet received the Addenda
supplement even though I corrected the proofs 8 days ago.
Enclosed herewith is the first part of the said catalogue,
reworked a bit so as to satisfy everyone; you will see that
basically I have only taken our comments seriously. But I
have had to 'explain' several things where there was no place
for them in our book,or seeing that they had been left out,forgotten,
or dealt with too cursorily.
The second point involves my typist,who finds the work long
and difficult. If I was concerned about the price figure
at a maximum of 5000 francs (except for a few rare exceptions)
that is at the insistence of Gilbert,Brun and Josling,a bit.
As usual,I await with impatience the completion of the
catalogue which my typist thinks is rather too long.
That's certainly a coincidence that you received my second
supplemental part while I received the first part and your
letter. Thankyou for your corrections - clearly it will become
difficult to get bargains...but that isn't the purpose for
which we have worked.
Be so kind as to review the '68s with care,I have copied
them out almost as they stand,but from a pile of notes,letters,data,
memoranda,cliche's etc which this worthy Josling has sent me.
I have dug out a few rectifications and additions. A few mistakes
have certainly escaped me (in our book there are several),if
you come across them,use the blue pencil !
All in agreement with you: the catalogue ought to complement
the book,and be sold only to its purchasers..

N.
29.4,

.
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In beginning a revision of the full stops and commas of
my draft, I had to work over the '68-72 catalogue which,studied
and corrected by you,has had,on my part,a rather perfunctory
treatment,except for a few corrections or price indications
according to private information provided by Josling,and items
in my collection. I had thus been able to put prices where
there was evidence of the existence of a very large number
of stamps where you had left them between square black brackets
showing nothing. But I have discovered places where I have
no sort of information,and to which you have therefore made
reference in your catalogue of our book - be so kind as to
enlighten my (illegible) - Are these mistakes on Yvert's part,
omissions on your part,or something else ?

Thin figures
No.3.Guadalajara
Guanajuato
Monterrey
Morelia
Toluca
Cordova
Chihuahua
Durango
Cuernavaca
Aguascalientes
Lagos

Tlaxcala
Thick figures.
Mexico
Puebla
Matamoros
Colima
Jalapa

Tulancincro
Campeche
I del Carmen
C.Victoria
Ures
Huejutla
Maravatio

63 for 68
96 for 69
6 for "68/69
01 for 10
Imperf
96 for 6996 for 69
28 for 68
Imperf
66 for 68
39 for 36
No district
name.
31 for 37
27 for 37
63 for 68
63 for 68

NO value shown.Why?
A 12c ??
A 6c
No value; why mention
A 6c ?
A 6c ?
No value shown.
A 6c ?
A 25c ?
No value shown.
A 6c ?
A 12c ?
A 12c ?
A 12c ?
No value shown.

No value shown.
63 for 68
No district
El for 9
No dis.ttict
Name of
district on
right with
number-lc:ate. A 25c ?
11 for 15
No value shown
It

It

It

Name of district
at right,with number
and date.
No district name
Two district
overprints,doubled.
13 for 31
83 for 33
6 for 68/69
4 for 34
31 for 34
32 for 34

No valueshown.

Isn't this merely
double use ?
No value shown.
11

11

11

It

t.

You will have found me very quiet,but I should tell you
about new and interesting matter,and for these Josling has
kept me waiting.
Thanks to him,to Chapman,to Barron,to Hellenrich with whom
I am now in correspondence,it has been possible to bring a
mass of detail into perspective.. Needless to add that the
evidence with which you provided me with a month ago has been
used !
In short,I now seem to be as complete as possible. I have
replaced a number of co-efficients with prices,supplemented
with varieties,corrected mistakes and items left out of our
work. Josling has filled in a lot of prices for the thin
figures '68s,and promises that in 8 days time,he will do the
same for the thick figures.
As the Yverts now seem ready to go to press,I will be able to send them the definitive text,with varieties,immediately
on my return to Paris on 8 October.
11,

s

Ages since I had the pleasure of writing to you, I was
waiting until Gervais decided 1) to print (4 months!!) 2)
to bind in paperback (35 days !!!).
Finally there it is. I am rather proud,as Josling,who
had the final procfs,has found nothing to add or change.
Among the 1866 Eagles,Mazatlan is inexplicably affected the arrangement across some of the tables is regrettable,but
how can one make Yvert do anything else ?
I have just corrected the final proofs of my catalogue
up to 1868. Yvert has finished with his catalogue 'France
and Colonies',and is going to bring out my work soon.
Out of 12 friendly replies,yours is the only one which
reassures me a little ! The 11 others are eulogigtic etc.etc.
bOt one senses some reticence.. I have done my best. You
put it exactly from the point of view on which I based myself,nothing
out of the ordinary to that which you may not have,in hindsight,which
makes the others (illegible). From the technical standpoint,I
konfess,with hideous pride, to have done something technical,something
more complete than anything which existed. I surrounded myself
with trouble ! The qualifying references: now these 'references'
of which I knew precisely the letters,documents and figures„ are
a little undermined by discovering that their 'whole' summarised,
constituted something which I (illegible) to estimate as 'solid',
'supported',rational,difficult to dispute,that upsets certain
ideas,certain interests,too bad ! You really ought to write
to Gervais,who is inheriting it,on the subject of the disappointment
of Taylor (the son of the great Philadelphian collector) who
is asking once more to translate and edit our book into English
at\his own expense.. That edition would be a blessing,don't
you think ?

S. zt.z.

Yes,the catalogue is too dear in my view. I have written
to Gervais about it. It ought to sell at 8 to 10 francs at
the most,that would make the pile of "First Issues"sell.
Translation into English would popularise the 2 volumes greatly,and
in consequence the collection of Mexico,for there is nothing
else,so it seems to me,able to be compared to these together,from
a practical standpoint.

11\.
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No,I haven't received or seen any article which could have
appeared about my catalogue. I don't care about any welcome
it may have received. For me the essential thing is that
I should have under my hand something practical and convenient.

It is tiresome that Gervais should have told you that he
'9-1.3( had had nothing from Taylor. It is .#onth ago since I copied
the reply from him to Gervais' offer, $300 for all copyrights
and the supply of all the cliche stereotypes. Taylor's counter.offer $60 plus $0.50 for every copy sold in 5 years.
This is obviously not a very interesting offer,but Yvert
would get 7.50 French francs for a copy in English,and I imagine
he would sell more than the French version.
Perhaps you would be able to write a line to Amiens so
that the book may come out in English before PEXIP.
Li
Yes,it would clearly be worthwhile to recast our book,but this
time in an English edition,but I am surprised, after noting in detail
in print,every change,every addition every deletion over 4 years,
to see the extraordinarily small number of mistakes made, and the lack
of essential items to be added.
Josling,who for two or three years was rather lukewarm, wrote to
me recently - so that I was flabbergasted
"Your work is the cause
of a rapidly growing demand,and there remains nothing left of the old
Chapman collection,and of the old stock which you knew so well - in
the Barron collection,take your pick as in a few months only the rubbish
will be left".
It has taken a long time to get going but I think that at last we
are there ! No,Taylor is a hard man: nothing tc be got out of him.
An't to think that it was because of him that I didn't get a gold medal !
I am not putting you on to anything,any more than Chapman. I under9-31. stand: he would prefer to have no catalogue at all,so that those who
"know" a country,an issue,or a stamp, may go on acquiring it at a very
low price. But in the general state of philately it seems to me that
to fix the price,to bring this back into fashion,at least on a basis
of equality,it may be that collectors throughout the world may realise
that there is no more treating them as outsiders. It is possible that
in certain purchases,I will be obliged to pay more,but on the other
hand,4-5000 items may be properly revalued. Yours likewise. And this
new state of things is going to put Mexico into motion,and we can hope
for a normal movement in our collections,healthy,rational,manly, as
for all the good old classic countries.

4

B. THE CLASH OF AUTHORS.

Paris,

37.

Don't be in the least concerned. I understand your wishes
only too well,and also your sacrifice in making such huge
concessions to my views,which,after all,are very much open
to que-st.So you are not pre-judging anything. I simply
wrote to Peter Yvert to ask him for a meeting in order to
chat about the whole question. Unless Yvert finds something
better than our two solutions,in which case I would come back
to you before deciding anything; it is your idea,your initial
plan that I will ask him to carry out in its entirety. After
all,you are really the sole editor of the work,the small amount
I am doing is a workman's job that you could have entrusted
to anyone. All the vital part,the technical part which makes
the work useful and intelligible is your creation. I made
my suggestions to you quite simply,without any pretensions,as
we had agreed to do between ourselves. I am not changing
my mind, I am happy to agree amicably with our reasoning.
These Eagles are filthy creatures,full of malice,low cunning
and ferocity. I am giving up defying them completely. That
would lead us simply into presenting all Chapman's work in
another form. All that would be necessary would be for pictures
to succeed pictures arranged differently,in a more understandable
way. You will see what I send you when the first three periods
are finished - if what I have done suits you. Depending on
your views,I will attack the 4th and 5th or will otherwise
present them according to your liking. I reckon the 4th and
5th periods represent four or five times the work of the three
first periods,when cleaned up.

When I will come to see you on the 15th,I will be able
to have a laissez-passer at the customs so as to be able
to bring you everything so that we can work out what documents
we find to be most useful.
As I now have some spare time ahead of me,you must find
work for me to do. You will know the time which is needed
due to delays in order to get anything done (I found that
I needed 6 months
when I thought I could be finished
in 30 days),so hurry up and send me my task. I will begin
again,it will be as good as done.

t

The extract,translated with a commentary,of the most recently
received letter from M.Chapman.mylatest reply to him .and
a number of documents which I am sending you today,makes it
unnecessary for me to reply to you in detail about the various
questions which are pending,or about which you spoke to me
in your last letter
You tell me something which surprises me: that you are
intending to send Yvert your text in manuscript. Precisely
when I have shown Yvert,by way of information, the 150 pages
or so, more or less final of our work 7 when he threw his hands
into the air with joy,saying that his work was going to be
reduced by half ; your writing is certainly very legible,but
it is tiny,and numerous corrections,revisions etc... are
very tiresome for a _printer,as one after another come changes,
corrections and so on... I have taken care to replace them
with new sheets typed up,with all corrections or changes,
I actually have two absolutely complete examples,in fair copy,
of everything which we have written. I reckon to continue
such work, as corrections and modifications come in.
Only those sheets which I have modified after Chapman,the
number of stamps,value by value,and the coefficients,are
corrected in manuscript,as I didn't want to place this major
work onto the machine,on a subject which is still perhaps
subject to modification.
In any case „these corrections,between widely spaced
lines,are very clear,and presented in such a way as to offer
no difficulty to the compositor.
Don't worry too much about the reprints,from which we shall
never emerge, for I realise that several series of these exist,
made at different times from that which occurred (not in
1900 as you say)
of which Mekeel
around 1896-1898, _
was the main distributor..
This is a very obscure problem. The important thing for
me is that we should arrive at providing all the genuine overprints
with their characteristics and their reproductions. It is
up to collectors to mistrust anything which will not conform.
By putting in reproductions of false cancels,such as you
have made,and measurements of a certain number of equally
false overprints, that would suffice in my view.
At last I have come to an interesting result,thanks to
a man who is really knowledgeable in this game.
My letter will only leave two days from now,as there are
a certain number of proofs which I have to add to those which
I already have,and they won't be ready until Thursday morning.

4$
You vt.sql. me in finding the photographs of the overprints,and
particularly that of B.California,incomplete,and too weak.
In what way is B.California incomplete ? I recognize that
some others are a bit mixed. In any case they are more exact
than the fashionable reproductions made by Collin and Calman.
Personally, I would prefer to be able to compare an item for study with a thorough photograph of an absolutely
genuine overprint than with these pseudo-reproductions,which,for
the most part,hardly resemble the originals.
Only your copies,made
exactly from the original overprints come as closely as possible
to the reality. Now,the photographs made by Courette (the
cleverest man in France)of 25mm,with an offset tool,are much
more precise even than transfer copies,which is why I gave
up my engraver.
Besides, it is simply out of curiosity and for your personal
documentation that I sent you most-of the other photographs.
As regards the reproduction of Josling's forgeries,it was
not my intention that any of them should be reproduced in
our work. I simply thought of enriching my album in this
way with interesting items.
It would have been enough to
have had some good ordinary photographs.
Don't trust the catalogue of the Chapman sale. I actually
own more than 40 items coming from this sale, of which about
15 are precisely reproduced. I imagine that these are the
dimensions of my original items which ought to be regarded
as exact and not those of the Harmer photographs which are
quite different from my originals,as the photographs have
been taken without taking care in making the negatives in
having the dimensions of the image strictly the same as the
originals,
I quite agree with you as regards the reproduction of the
forgeries.
It would mean building the Pyramids of Egypt
to try to reproduce,or even describe,everything that one finds
there;
it is enough to show what is genuine.
You terrify me in asking me to take over the 1872 issue
completely,as this is precisely the one in which I am at my
weakest. ! I have at present an 1856 collection which is excessively
complete,,my 1861 is not bad,my Eagles represent a basis for
work which is fully substantial,for 1868 you have all that
you need; but 1872,that is something for which I would need
the material,especially for the retouches.

I'm rather running along,my hand is flowing,my morale has
left me,people here are idiots, no one wants to make contact,
so that I have time,and this is what I have done.
1)Remounted and set out properly my 1856s,already begun
in Paris.
2) Arranged other parts to some extent,above all of the
1872s,which I am working hard at.
3)Worked on the 1872s up to the "plates" which I am going
to attack on Monday on my return to Paris where I am going
tomorrow for 4 days.
4) Finally completely rewritten your work on the 1867-8 issue.
As between ourselves,as good friends who won't take offence,
we can talk frankly. Oh well,I can say quite simply that
I have the impression that this poor old 1867/8 issue,with
its disorganised,nonsensical,ugly and generally dirty appeardnce
rather disgusted you,and that you have minced up the work
without having even checked,a.! There are incomprehensible
phrases in it. I wanted at first to make a few corrections,suggestions
and additions,but finally I realised that nothing would come
of them,so that I have re-worked it from top to bottom. I
am sure that my article will displease you very much. In
turn,you may now enlarge and correct it,but at least this
issue will have been given the same precise attention and
full treatment as those which precede it.
I have sent my work to the typist in Paris and will send
it to you at the end of the week together with your manuscript.
As regards the overprints from the Eagle Bureaux, I will do
the work at Fayolle. There are two ways of doing it:
1)to be content to take over the list (which you have)which
Chapman sent me and which he has corrected once again,dealing
with it,bureau by bureau,and delivery by delivery,all the
different overprints with their measurements (re-assessing
the measurements,descriptions and reproductions made for the
earlier issues,as these are the ones which remain the best),
and giving Chapman's overprint measurements the dates on which
they appeared (that's easy,as every delivery shows the overprint)
2) to cut out all the new overprints (about 20+ or more) from
my Collin and Calman,repeating the measurements given formerly
for the others. I don't think that would take long,or be difficult.
I imagine that,after 3 months, you should be deviously
and energetically at work with your thin and thick figures,and
that the other poor issues present a picture of E...stupidity,alongsidt
your darling (Chou,Chou) ! and that you will have to get us
out of it. I accept that the 1868-72 issue is curious,and
amusing,and a fertile field for study. I have done something
on the January to March 1872 printings,and on the re-consignments,
and also on the famous 'district names on the right' of 1870.
What a pity we can't work side by side !

•

Neris

Your request for the number of stamps sold, and the coefficients
for, the 1856, stupefies me ! For it was 3 months ago,rather
more, when I sent this to you,with two copies,as always,these
corrections as I remember were very much to the point.
What has taken me much longer are the '61 stamps,about which
you have asked me twice,but as Chapman hadn't finished with
it,and as I have had to send them back to him twice,it was
only in May that I was able to send them to you.
Look around well for the '56,and if they are lost I will
replace them from my copy.
I have just discovered that in the long alphabetical list
copied - and translated by me from _Wilson,there is a clear
omission of C.Guzman(Guadalajara),to be added by the printer
pl(=P.se to the other items.
On re-reading your letter,I note that you seem to imagine
that I want to reproduce the list of overprints,delivery
by
delivery number, such as Chapman has authorised me to do ?
That would be mad,but nothing prevents us from at least ,if
the reproduction of the Eagles is too difficult or impossible,to
indicate at least against each principal Bureau the dimensions
of the two or three overprints used during the period,showing
points etc. That would not be a long or complicated job, and
would help collectors more than forgers,at least that is my
humble opinion - we're not talking about complications
or logarithm tables.

I return the letter from Chapman of which you sent me
a copy. I have not had time to look into his fuss over the
Eagles;my return here,after toing and froing to Paris,and
our settling down; focussing on all that I have sent you,
and on top of all that an account for treatment at Neri which
I had not attended to - I am completely exhausted ! In short,
I will only be working on the Eagles these days.
In order to do the paper on the 1856's for which you ask,having
to have brought here my specimen
been stupid enough not
recopied in a similar way to that which I sent you,and which
has got lost (for I did send it,I am sure),. I ought to go
over the whole of my first draft again,in which I fortunately
marked all Chapman's corrections,and which my typist used.
What bothers me is that in the text there are additions,corrections
and deletions ,following the corrections which Chapman quite
properly made,and these we don't have. To make things simpler,it
should only be necessary to produce a definitive version before
sending it to the printer. I am therefore abandoning my idea
of providing each of the Eagle issues,Principal Bureau by
Principal Bureau,with a description of each overprint used.
I confess not altogether to understand why readers would take
a dislike to knowing that,for example, in 1865 Puebla had
used two types of overprint,with such and such details...
nor why the forgers would be assisted thereby.. that would
seem incomprehensible to me-. T say this to you frankly.

Fayolle

My letter was only in the post half an hour ago when your
letter reached me.
You have asked me to do the work on the 1867-68 issue.
After having read your draft carefully, I re-read the copy
of mine. We have promised to speak to each other frankly and
honestly, and in the assurance that we shall never part company.
Oh well,quite simply I find my paper clearer,more explicit,and
above all more logically described and put together; you have
transposed entire sections of my text here and there,which might not strike you as you know the subject so well perhaps,but
I believ*incerely that for a semi-ignoramus,my explanation
is'easier' to understand.
One matter to be deleted is your phrase on p.6 "The Two
Reales green on grey,and the Four-Reales pink on grey have
never been reprinted" First of all because for the Two Reales,we
know nothing about it,while for the Four Reales it is certain
that they have been; finally on p.7 you state the contrary
in referring to Griebert's note(completely ignoring Barron's.
which incidentally dates back to 1911 !).
I recognise that there are some rather long drawn out passages
in my work,not many though in my humble opinion, relating
to this issue,which though so very simple in appearance, is
actually full of difficulties and anomalies; above all to
my knowledge (and I now have I think all that which has appeared
about Mexico), it has never been the subject of a full monograph.
A very useful and interesting fact,which I have not dared
to tackle,preferrring to leave it to your practical and technical
competence, is the paragraph describing the genuine and false
'Mexico' overprints with their characteristics. On this subject
I have the impression that very clear reproductions which
would magnify the good and the bad would be useful. There
is no risk now of providing material for the forgers..

I was sure in advance that you would take sensibly what
I wrote in my last letter, or else I would not have allowed
myself to indulge in friendly and harmless invective. I have
been thinking about various questions which I will put to
you later; at the moment I am attacking the Gothic issue which
has always bothered me especially and put me off because of
little aspects at which I had to guess. In sending your draft
just received to my typist,I have made 2 or 3 corrections
which you may modify as you wish.

kJ.

43.
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On finishing page 27,1 don't understand the following:
to what series (thin or thick) do these tables of values belong ?
The one must not be mixed up with the other. Was it nct of
concern that the value4pttributed to the imperfs should have
blatant contradictions,given that the thin figure imperfs
are rather less common than the perfs,while the thick figure
perf stamps are all rare by comparison with the imperfs -

In mentioning the 'defects' on the plates,or the retouches
(thick figures),you say nothing about a curious constant of
the 12c; the two points after the 12 - '12:'.
You don't show,again on the 12c,the almost total disappearance(only
3mm remains on the left) of the upper outside frameline,which
is only found,together with it,with a deformation towards
the inside over 5-8mm long from the outer left frameline,both
above and below the line forming a circle., which is found broken
for about a millimeter from the nearest point to the outer
frameline.
You show,as a characteristic of Type 5 of the 25c (thick
figures) on p.21,that which in my humble- opinion is an interesting
retouch:'the outer circle line retraced and thickened to the
right of the south-west column'. I have put together a series
<F types (of which you have a magnified photo) following information
in agreement with 3 or 4 authors.
Wilson sent me for the control numbers an identical series
compiled by his father,with cancels, and Josling sent me his
own unused set with the same object; now no part of Type V
shows the peculiarity which you indicate. By contrast I have
idpy collection two examples and have bought two others with
thls 'retouch',which shows conclusively that this was a defect
which was finally corrected; it is a fact that that my 4 examples
show in a clearly developing way the widening and lengthening
of the serif. This would have been a printing defect,which
grew and then had to be corrected.
Page 26. You can add after: 'TANPICO'for 'TAMPICO,or 'YAVA'
for 'ORIZAVA',perfectly clear and neat. I have a very readable
copy,and have seen another in one of Josling's albums which
I believe to be perfectly beautiful. Mine is on a 12c with
the full-stop doubled (Type III) 18-71,cancel 'Orizava'.

You must have made a mistake as the first thing I did on
arriving here even though I was very busy was to attack and
very clearly correct at night the first 3 Periods of the Eagles.
I sent you the work on 11 October. Then I did the two following
Periods which I sent to you several days afterwards,pointing
out some improvements I had to contribute and several numbers
in the three first Periods by reason of various returns made
which were more important than the consignments made in 1865
and 1866,and ought in consequence to be added onto the 1864
consignments.
For the Maximilians,I wrote to you that I had not the means
to work over the numbers of the consignments and their coefficients - besides you wrote to me two months ago that you
had done the work.

45.

. LO\y is it that I have not added to the 187.4-74 issue the
general co-efficients by the offices provided by Chapman ?
Because it is you who has the whole of my text in which I
sent you the co-efficients (as wal as the information provided
by Chapman) and which I thought a) either with scissors or
a glue-pot you would have put the said 'know-how' in a good
place ,or else that at the time of correcting Gervais' proofs
I would have added its proper general 'co-efficient' myself
if you had not already done so - so I send you enclosed
herewith a new section with a note that you would be so kind
as to collate it well. I can't do it any more,as I don't
have the original !
Unless my pen has 'split', I have no recollection of having
promised you in my letter of 13 January a photo of the C.Guzman
overprint on the Guadalajara provisional. In effect,in my
view there are too many of these Guadalajara on the market
to risk giving the photographic plate.( 1 tuyaux) pieces to the
forgers,especially as the overprint on Gilbert's stamp would
come out very badly as it conforms with the impression of
the stamp itself. On this stamp one can see it very well,as
it is so sharply printed that it is- in_an inky relief,but
on a photo this would be barely visible.

I am replying to your letter received just an hour ago,as there is no
time to lose.
I.The questioqf the printing a)in the Echo b)in a booklet - your objections
don't strike me as valid because:
A) It would seem impossible that in 4 issues (2February and 4 March) the whole work
would be able to appear in the Echo,as the Eagles alone would take up 3 issues.
B) The correction of mistakes is made above all as a result of communicating our
drafts to Chapman,Josling and Barron,as this is done wherever it may be required:
but even more by proofreading by you and I,and by Chapman and Josling of drafts printed
by Yvert and Tellier - now whether these proofs are to be run off for the Echo or for the
booklet is all the same to me. What has led to corrections in the Echo up till now,
is that we haven'/‘taken the precaution as we now do,of sending the proofs to Chapman
and Josling.
II.o) As for the accents,the"'4,I have mentioned that Yvert has reproduced them exactl:,
and without seeming to be troubled when they are indicated in our text.He has also
reproduced /7)ita‘very well,with the 'C' reversed,without my having to give him any
particular instructions. If Chapman grumbles,that's too bad ! It's a very minor
detail.
III.o) As you weren't precise in your last letters when telling me that your copy
was circulating in England,I was convinced that Josling had finally inherited it !
1) hence my letter two days ago demanding the urgent return of your work to Brussels
whether corrected or not. As regards his 'Notes' which I have asked him for two or
three times some time ago,each time he re,)1e: that he is very busy,he doe sn't know
when he will have the time,and finally -(1 sent you his letter),that the best thing
would be to send him your work,to which he would then add whatever appeared to be
missing,and would correct any mistakes he came across. This is one of the reasons
which make me believe that effectively he has in his possession the whole of the 1868
issue. Matters being what they are,I think the best thing is to have the proofs printed,
with the said 1868 issue along with the others. Josling loves proofs,and corrects them
more easily (he understands French badly) and as we are not in a hurry (as one is when
it is a question of hastily correcting 3 days before the appearance of ankissue of the
Echo). Gervais in turn likes to have plenty of time to compose revisions.

LA,
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As regards the sizes of the overprints,I think you have told me that yours
appear absolutely perfect,while Chapman sometimes makes slight mistakes. In this
connection,I revert,after due reflection,to a question on which we reached agreement:
i.e.not to give the sizes,of
Engle and Maximilian overprints. We decided on that
because there exists such a large stock of mint Eagles,and we were worried about the
forgers. Now aren't these,in view of the enormous co-efficients of some of the rarities
going to be overprinted,no matter what,and sold to innocent collectors who hadn't taken
into account the possibility of verification? It should be necessary to do the same
for the '56s and '61s I would also suppose:but here there is nothing to be done. But
perhaps (note that I do not insist on this,and am only putting forward a simple
suggestion) as you have for each of the 5 periods the list of Eagles sent to each office
established by Chapman with the sizes and characteristics of the various surcharges,
for each of these lists which have not been recopied already,should not our text have
a heading added to it showing each period ?
Against this,the restored artwork !!

Received the 1868 work - unfinished as to the Bureaux,and
the type illustrations. I am obliged to have it typed out
in final form,for firstly we will not receive anything more
by way of correcting the proofs,and secondly,in Amiens they
will have a crazy amount of work,what with (illegible) overprints,
retouches,returns,etc. And then also,in writing,you will not
be able to put capitals or words in italics into the text;
in short a horrible irregular transposition of text would
emerge,which because of its appearance,would need to be rewritten
from beginning to end.
You reproach me for having agreed with Gervais to distribute
the illustrations of forged overprints in the text. But it
is you,a Benedictine monk moreover when you are producing
work as well as reading one;you work like a Benedictine,but
only on the "material" which you are providing or whatever
you find matters for you. Not everyone is so motivated by
the scientific method of approach. A text does not have to
be forbidding. We want to make converts,not frighten them
by a prayerful manner from a monk,whom,I confess, frightens
me sometimes ! To throw oneself like a lost soul into compact
and gloomy columns,crammed with figures,facts and considerations
takes courage... about which mild reproaches have already
been made to me. Look rather at Diena's work or Renterskiold:
it is a pleasure to one's eyes to run over them.
I return the Tampico overprint to you which neither Gervais
nor I had been able to locate. It doesn't comply with any
of your descriptions,so we have deleted it. By contrast,Amiens
have taken the hint in leaving in the phrase "two tables"
(of cancels). That will be corrected in the book.

tic

As for your photos,why did you not charge me for them
I have a splendid fellow,beyond comparison for such work.
You don't realise the skill which he has shown on many of
the photos which I have sent you. For some stamps Gilbert
told me he would never have been able to obtain what I wanted.
He was astonished.
Personally I don't see any absolutell prohibitive inconvenience
in the type of catalogue we want to set up. But you may well
remember,we have right from the beginning recognised the real
inconvenience of getting into this kind of thing, given the
seriousness and impartiality of our work. Now when one begin-s
to quote prices...hum! that inspires mistrust amongst many
people. To produce a little separate catalogue on one side,under
the wing of a catalogue-maker, that's something else.
Precisely with the aim of not falling into the inconvenience
of inevitably arbitrary costings,we leapt with joy at the
co-efficient solution. That works fine for the '56,'61,all
the Eagles,the Maximilians and the '67s.
For the '68s and '72s I realise that there is a gap,partially
filled for each issue by Chapman's summaries which provide
the relative global rarity between the Bureaux,that's already
something.
In this connection,I haven't seen this summary of co-efficients
in our work - between Bureaux for 1868. It will no doubt
come at the end of your list of Bureaux.
We have always sworn,dear friend,to speak to each other
very frankly,firstly because of our friendship,which is put
to the test of even unjustified criticism of one another,and
finally as the greatest benefit of our work in common,i have
told you of my way of thinking which is the result of close
reflection. If you basically adhere to these estimates which
will be false on the day the book appears,and will make the
said book out of date in two years,you will attract objections
and criticisms from all over the world,some people wanting
100 dollars instead of 20 francs,and others 1 shilling.I
will follow you like a good uncle. I will have warned you
of the danger. Oh,I know very well that the dealers want
prices !! I have fought with Champion,Gilbert,Brun and others,even
a bit with Wilson who has changed recently. From this came
my idea of a very detailed but separate catalogue. But,let's
face it,we are not dealers,we are modest plodders who have
worked for the love of art,our mistress,philately.
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As to the question of putting in a 'catalogue' at the beginning

of each issue,I have told you frankly of my way of thinking.
Let's stick to our idea. I understand the thing if the worst
comes to the worst (without liking it!) for those issues where
the co-efficients are no longer exact or complete,readers
will understand that having provided a means which is really
the best possible to evaluate all the stamps of certain issues,we
want to give them something approximate for those issues where
the co-efficients are impossible to establish.
But,by contrast,the said reader,in my view, will not understand
that we gave them, in addition to an unvarying system,other
items which,despite whatever estimate is provided,will inevitably
be incomplete,and will be worthless in 6 months,and,as from today,will only 'speak' to dealers in the French franc,of
whom some will complain because we are estimating too low
in their opinion,and others too high.
A little catalogue apart can be reprinted when the estimates
become too diverse,whereas our book is meant to be for ever.
AMEN.

t1. 3 S

If I hadn't had Chapman's energetically expressed authority
together with Josling's,and the day before yesterday,Wilson's,
I would not have dared to touch your draft on the 8R,even
though my personal opinion was very positive.
I have about 30 8R - I don't know exactly,and as many fakes;
I have had hundreds through my hands as especially the English
don't hesitate to put in their albums items which are a little
or badly damaged but at least constitute no less as documents.
Now your distinction between the lilac-rose,lilac-purple,all
genuine according to you and the lilac-grey or blackish as
all fakes,is too downright and risks leading our readers to
despair. In effect my experience is that out of 10 fakes,2
or 3 are clear)
c-resh,good-looking,5 are blackish,2 or 3 greyish;
do you remember my pair of Morelia? ! and that moreover had
a little grey dot: now there are much simpler fakes in the
lilac-rose shade. I believe with Gilbert that they come from
a relatively recent forgery,for I have a complete page of
mint stamps which are absolutely astonishing,but whose origin
Gilbert claims to know. But there ,as for my Morelia pair,it
is the paper which saves us - on the other hand you are
eliminating great and absolutely established rarities. I
have two which have been in London,and would have been very
annoyed,if through bad advice, I had put them aside from buying
them as forgeries.
In fact
questioning of the 8R is amongst the most
difficult and 9 times out of 10 a collector or a dealer should
consult the exerts. Everything that we say in our book will
only be able to refer to the blackish ones. As for the others,it
is clear as mud.
A striking example: three days ago Bauer sent me a "specialised"
Mexican co collection in a "specialised" album also! from
MEKEEL!!! There are 5 SR there. Now,to follow you literally,3
would be genuine,2 fakes. Yet,except for a poor little thing
mislaid in such lilac-rose company and cancelled by a penstroke,one lilac-purple,one lilac-rose,and 2 blackish are
manifestly forgeries.

You have not replied about the 'hat' on the Eagles. In
the first draft there was a long general explanation about
this issue. Have you thrown it out ? Without your originals,those
at the beginning having been completely re-worked by you,I
have nothing left to guide me. Obviously the Eagles can't
appear thus like hairstin the soup: the first Period and the
others will be stranded hard and fast if there is no general
enumerated text,with an explanation preceding it.
On p.11(No. of proof Eagles) from Gervais,I noticed that
you have eliminated the very interesting and necessary part
about all the first printings,used during May 1864 (from
8 May and not from the 15th) until perhaps the 5 or 6 July,which
carry no overprint. These are rarities of the first rank,which
have the advantage of providing precisely the exact appearance,
shades,impression and paper of the first printings. I have
with difficulty collected about a dozen from 6 different Bureaux.
Yet Chapman writes indignantly to me to protest against my
oversight; he mentions nine Bureaux where these stamps are
known without overprint,all with a 'May'cancel,stating that
they have nothing to do with errors. Not having the 'hat',I
thought perhaps that you had put this 'pre-period' in there
- at all events,I am sending a note of a few lines to Gervais
to put at the head of p.11(proofs),something to bring these
unfortunate but highly respectable old gentlemen back to life,in
case they don't have a few pages later on in our text.
At one moment I thought that you had cheerfully killed
them off because the forgers didn't use the stocks by sticking
false 1864 cancels on top of them. But first of all they
wouldn't have bothered about that,given that all the first
Period Eagles were so radically different (except perhaps
some 2R? and others) from the 1866 stocks ,so that no confusion
is possible.
Your wish that Gervais should return your drafts at the
same time as the proofs,without letting them go through my
hands for at least 2 or 3 days,makes my work impossible.
How do you expect me to correct the proofs if I don't have
the text?
I must have it for at least 48 hours,I will send it to you
at once.

C.COMMENTS BY,OR TO,BRITISH AND OTHER SPECIALISTS.

2, Terlinghan Mansions,
Folkestone, Kent.

My Dear Sir,
I must apologise for not having acknowledged

V

your letter of the 21st. ultimo sooner, but as I have been
explaining to M. le Marquis de Fayolle, I have been occupied
with some essential work which had to take precedence of
Stamps.
I am writing to M. le Marquis in detail
with regard to his letter which he sent to you and in that
I am also dealing with the points raised in your letter
already referred to.
I am only too glad if I can be of help
in regard to the important work you have in hand.
Yours very truly,

.tbikestone,

5th. January 1934

I am taking tniJ: opportunity of returning the first
portion, up to Page 26 bis and I have pleasure in attaching some
notes in regard to

for your consideration. 1''hen I came to

Fares 27-29, I notice there are several mistakes in typing and
farter by inerting the Ilaec, of tate , some errors have crept
in. Inas 'o-r instance,

not in ti;

of Oaxaca.

its the idstricts for Post.=.1 service were worked out rather according
to the means of communication than to the fact of their being in a
certain State, I suggest that perhacs, it would be as well to leave
out the naes of the itates.
On i'a„e 4 it might perm )s be :ientione that for the
lii-rst 117 invoice of the .agle series, only the name of the District
was overprinted, but commencing with No. lib etc. etc...
On Page 6, in additir)n to Durango and Jalapa, I suggest

that perhaps you mi,;-ht aAa."Toluca, Zacatecas and a Levi others" and
mentioning that for a short time Lluadalajara also orinted both the
number ,7,./10. the year. You cli_;ht 'perha2s also like to mention that

-sfy

e::tendion o nuLlbering occured in the

3-uaalyiara District in tge

stamps. Thus for instsnce,

oL 4,° 41, lobe), the na:fie L;ocuia with i•° 20 3utp-consit

ent,

but wnen 'ocula in turn sent to eule, further 1:° 2 vas also im-

pressed, so that 3 invoice nufflberc La-,,y be found on some oy these
sta:r.ps.

S

On rake 7, I should like to .suggest a little modification of the wording in the laut paragraph, because in the majority of cases, these sub-districts were of fLzir imi)ortance, as
for instance Silao, Leon, etc... in fact in certain cases some of
the sub-districts were of Greater importance than the principal. Takt
for instance, Cuautla, which is more important than Choice and similarly Pula de lamaulipaz than Victoria. Even in certain cases there
vere Post Offices which did not Ppear

suJ-districts, as they

only dealt with correspondance on a certain Farm• :iilese 2Nrms were
very large. I have in mind one in the at to of Vera Cruz, CuatotolapNt
This Farm had on it a jhurch which would accommodate 1000 people
and in some of the 14orthexlAtates, the Farms covered a larger
area than an English County. Inc real reason for the small amount
correpondence was the want of Itoad, a in the erly

LILlys,

there

were only Coach roads between the principal Towns and produce froze
other places was carried on mules.
On Page 12, I suggest that perhaps the last paragraph
of this might be worked in with Page 15, as some of the names mentioned by r. Phillips deserve all the credit that can be given them.
Sr. Jose Marco del Pont was a great student and I had the pleasure
of a very interein,; corre.2pondence with him many year aijo.
(On r .;-e

12, 15

and elsewhere the na!:,e

shooad be "fhillips".
On
on line 13.

13, there is

mistake in tying "Q" for "G"

— 1868 -

On_ P::_ge 13, it is, possible you do not wish to extend
your remarks too much, but there

a particular circumstance

bearing on the last paragraph on this Page in connection with
the printings of the I2c on blue green and sea green and of the
25c on thin paper. In these cases, the overprint of the name is
in a very distinctive type, clearer and smaller than that geneused an although up to the present, it ha:; not been possible to find a circular giving instructions, there seems little

doubt but that this overprint was applied in LEXICO City and it
is very notable that no matter what the name of the District may
be, these stamps were used from the Capital. Someting similar
may be said in the case of the anotados and I would refer you to
an Article by gar. J. Hall-Barron in the current number of the
London Philatelist, which you no doubt see and I think you would

be interested in referring to the Articlewhich, with

Barron,

I wrote nearly 20 Years ago, in the ILonthly Journal. I do not
accept all kr. Barron's theories, but the matter is still under
investigation.
- 1872 Page 14 - Th_re have been several Pavers written wth
to the Plating of the 1872-74 issues and althouh
7ork, y)t. would not wish to go into teo much detail, you miEtt

perhaps like to give reference to the Articles, so that Collect:
who can read English, can study them for themselves. If you have
not ready reference to these, I will enLeavour to give you tne
names of the Journals and dates when they ap2eared.

S3,

I notice th:;It further on, on Pages 17 and 18, you refer
to the work done by my friend kr. P.L.Pemberton.
(On Page 19, shoula. be"Comonfort")
With reference to Page 22, it needs a little explanation
to account for the omission of the nauie of the District in the II
ca,es you mention. In the caso•of Colima, this place was at tines
undel- either Lor:lia or GundL:lajara and as a sub-distkict, would
not be provided with the means for overprinting. The name may be
found on the 1861 issue.
In the case of Perote, Polotitlan, San Felipe de Obraje,
Villa del Valle and Zitacuaro, supplies were only sent directly,
on account

uprisings etc., making it irf.possible to reach the

principal Offices. In 1861 Polotitlan, iio Frio, San Lartin and
iruxpan are similarly explained.

S.'J. 6/1/34
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if however, in orcle to .:resent -,,hese in alp habetical orer, wJich I venture to -.:pink

1;erhas the

you'woljz:li :c to

e:1;int :or a 1- 1 --w

copy of Pac.;e a2 of my book, you are

CilliTe !?.

an exac.t

liberty to do

so, but in order that others (such as Asuirre) may not
take information from the Book without obtaining my consent
perhaps you will be kind enough to say that you use this
list on my suggestion. Within the compass of a Book such
as you are now working on, it is hardly necessary to Ave
the information contained in Pa_jes a3
co..,-r_e of

aI7, as if, in the

other Specili

to L;-0 Lore

deeply into the ._titter, they can 'lway:; find thiz: informa-

tion in !-y book, without burdenning yours with a lot of
extra detail. In omitting these pa ges, if you make use of
the information cif a2 as sugiJested, you will therefore
paragraph at t:le fbot of the list, as

leave out

the dated rs.1.2..- I.ed to in this uara,r1 only co_..?

Lie

later pa,;es.

Turning to Page 30 of your manuscript, a little
expl:Ination is necessary, because the actual nuniber of
principal Districts at the time of the I656

was less

than 00. I will ende!.1vour to •nke thil; clear by turning to
i'ac

where yousive thi n=es of the 11 place,;, vhood

overprints are not known.

Ss.

(a)Colima correctly comes uner this catc&cry, be.
cause it was District from 1‘,58, but apparently did not over•
print its

otPmpa until the 1861 issue.
(b)There is a difficulty about G. Hidali;o,

Tacubaya and Tlalpam. I have not been able to trace official
documc,nt.._.., but have reason to oel(tve that these places were
treated as sub-ofice::- eN

Yecl.ral i trict n if so, a 7 J

thAt stamps would be overprinted with the word Liexico. I
have

only seen on letter bearing; the ca ncellation of a series of
dots, referred to on Pae LXV1I of my Book and unfortunately
this letter

not dive any clue as to whether it came from

one of these places, but rip. Jor,.ling and myself have noticed
that these dots, although always placed so as to form a
shape, differ slightly and for want of a better exT.Ilanation,

we asf:uDed that probably this particular form of cancellation
had been supplied to the sub-offices of the Federal District,

instead of using the custoary circular one, but in any case,
as far a.. I can find out, it was only in use for a short time
in August 1856 and therefore nothing conclusive can be arrives
at.
(c)Perote,

anaz;.ato, Toluca nci Mravatio.

Thee places were never bri2-LciDL1 offices and subolies of

stamps we-•e only sent direct :resu.::ably when there was difficulty in reachin th:; corre7;pollin&'principal office and
should therefore be deducted fro the 60. In rasinL;, I would

point out that th 5In Felipe in question is "del Obrajon and
has no connection with San Felipe which cozies under Guanajuatc
or (ueretaro.
(d)Polotitlan.(2 envois

1860 - 1861 ) There is

some doubt as to whether this ever was a principal office.
(See note on Parse a7 of ray Book) 1:o overprint is known.
(e)Teoeji del Rio W:12

printipal office, but I

hav not seen an ovcrlJrint on the 1- 56

arZ. Tey.coco

bec a me a principal office in 1b59. (S.e

a4 of uy book),

but here aL;ain, I have not seen any overnrint at this period.
I suggest therefore, tht on Page 30, although it

may
y
be :.entioned that reTittance of stamps were made to 60
different plL:ces,it is doubtful whet'J(--f ._o c, th.:.n 53
principal effico, that is excli5Alin the 7 places ::.entioned

in (b)

(c).

Something similar applies to Page 31 in reL;rd to
the 1861 issue. Briefly, Cuautitlan was a nrincipal office,
but I have not come across any stamns of this issue. Huejutla
also anklears to hc,11-P. beer

P

7ere no+ overilrinted.

cLnle applies to lepeji del Rio and

orihoipal office, but the st-_a-rinFJ

Texcoco.
It is doubtful V1! ther Tuxnan was a principal

office. (see note on .-te .1'3 of Ey Book). It is probable

5.7

Cthat stamps were sent there direct on account of difficulties of com:,unication on the roads from Huejutla or Vera On
Hu:;tusco, Cordov. Orizava, I
luictalpam, Tula,

_

Rio Trio, iiexico, an Martin, HuejUtla and Cocula were
never principal officesrconsequently the number 58 should
be reduced to the extent of ouittin;: these four places and

v:Iether G. Hiu:.1i;o, Tacubaya

Tialm were

overprinted word 1,exico.
From the foregoing, you will see that unless by
chance you have some specimen:, in your Collection, I do not
think cancellatio:_s will help to if.entify stamps sent to
G. HidalAo, Tacubcya or Ilalpam.

Gud:.:luipe cancellation

which you have probably seen is tha-, of San Juan de Guadalupe
(District of l'urango) and not of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
On Pace 33, after the words "telles sort entre
autres" you leave a space, which both kr. Barron and myself
find very difficult to fill, because in some cases, it is
not possible to tell whether the variations from the original
cancellation stamps are caused by wear of the orij.nals or
whether false copies had been mace :.nd I would sugzest
therefore that these sour words be omittd.

.i..any years a,;(), l.r. W.T.Wilson, the Father of
..,..r. Frank who is well known to you, had in .Lind getting out
a Si•ccialised Prick

;i\ n;;

Trice for st.::!A;)s of each

Sg

known overprint. He asked for my assistance in connection
with this and I worked up !ome list:;, which Lr. Wilson
has endor sed in pencil in certain cases. As it occurs to
me that you might like to check some of the measurements
against your records, I have much pleasure in enclosing
the first 12 Pages of these lists, in_ case they =y be of son
use. I are afraid some of the flutes are not ;ufficiently

clear to be rcad[ble, tut if you will return 11:e any pages
that seem likely to be interesting and which you cannot
decipher, I will have the alterations etc. typed out to
make them clearer for you, but I am not doing this until
I known 1,:hether they will be useful.

St1

L
It is however, difficult to arrive at the figures actually
sold, because allowance has to be made for stamps sent out
to various places and so charged, but afterwards returned,
put into stock and re-issued and it is also possible that
in a few cases, certain Districts did not return all their
unsold stamps. This evidently was the case with the 8r
Victoria, of which I had the Dief:tsure of sending a photolo 1.12.r..iL: de Fayoile.

r?-raph

1.1tior point is

\-obably not very ipTortant in re;;ard to the 1856 issue, but

would be more so in the case of the 1661-1664 printing.
(PoL:rquoi? On peut
til2bre
t OLt:

cas,

non ratours

bien consid6rer cue tous

a 1.:exico

%;i3i1tir!s, snit

20 -LAS

ont (.1t vendus, et qu'en
fore Je

ils

sort Laintc -int dan::; les uains au p_lbiic.)

Pa te 63

your scheme for showing the co-efficient of rarit∎I
is novel ana2.-iterestir7. I venture to sui_;gest, however,
th;:t in your introductory remarks, a little further ampliication is nececary, because although the co-efficient
a shown by you is approximately correct, (subject to the
forevin7.rearks in the case of ce p t

Districts where the

staps - t old cannot be ascertained for want of
e- dance) at te lire the st.1,r:ps wen:: sold, it
is :Ju„,;ect to tie :Izostion of :_istribtition of correspondence
bet7:een thE:t tilne and the present.

Vd

In the case of the lar,:e Listricts, covering as
they do fairly average samples of correcpondence between
hovtses and also with privat individuals, the
___Lzures may be taken as approximately correct, but in the

case of some of the very small Districts, although of course
stamps from these are very much rarer than from Mexico, in
certain cases nearly the whole of those sold appear to have
been preserved. Thus for instance, in the case of Ap_j_n
a the
4r appears to be about five times as rare as the br, where
as from my own e:ceerience and that of other Collectors, I
_lave no: 1. _ad difficulty in fir...ins' ss:eciens of the Li-, but
in tie case of 4r, I was mcre -,;:lan 20 years before I could
get a really fine used specimen. You may perhaps be interested to ki- ow my theory for this. You are probably aware that
the native drink of the inhabitants of the Capital and its
— pulque —

Apam,

:ro_

nDihboilrhood of

of co,z,rse

LI;

theory is that the documents relating to the vrious consi„,;nments, were orobably sent by registered letter (for which
the cost would be br) by the Dilii„;ence, the barrels of

pglque following by slower wajons. As thi,; correspondence
erns with buoinocs .1irms, it would seem that the majority
of these letter:s had been kept and filed and accordingly

thefe

been sufficient stnmps aviiiable for the

rec. uirt.1J,,nto of Gpccialists.

The use of the 4r was, as stated, much less and

probably it was used on letters going to a tariety of
private houses etc., which did not keep their correspondence
in the same orderly manner. I have taken Apam as an_example,
merely to illustrate what may have happened in the case of
other very small places, where perhaps nearly all the
correspondence went to some business house and was accordini
ly kept, so that while from the numbers sold, it might seem
almost hopeless trying to get a copy of a stamp, yet now
and again, copies can be found. The most curious case is
exida, where with such a relatively large nu::lber of stamps

supplied, it is so difficult to obtain specimens with
sub-office cancellations.
B. California I have always found very elusive.

Here again, I was about 20 years before I succeeded in
setting a copy of the Ir. I traced two stamps to British
India, but was unable to obtain them from the Owner who
was keeping the letters which had come from a member of
hi

family, for sentimental reasons.

S.

On Pas.e 34,on reading the first line, it dives
me the im2res ion that your intention is to add the names of
some more districts. Thus for instance, you might insert
Apam blue; Campeche some sub-offices in red; Chihuahua
sub-office Guadalupe y Calvo red; Duran,L-o some sub-offices
red; Guadalajara sore sub-offices red; and Pertode Ipala

blue; Guanajuato sub office Yrapuato red; etc. etc. However,
as the examplez ere rather rugerous and I am not cuite are
hcw =ch information ,Toa prowse to jive in your Book, I
::.rely suggtst 1:11at by reference to Pjo

to

my Jook, you can :.aake a ,.00d selection.
On Pa-e 35 I :1:1 a little puzzled about the
second paragraph where you speak of Puebla and the subdistrict of Penjanilo. Penjaaiillo was not unsler Puebla
a:1d w.lel.c,v2r one o2 tTles sail :)laces i3 32.-_ken at, it
s:Iould not be as a sub-district, but a .- Jub-otfice. :o
you recollect from wliot so_irce you dot the inforlAation?
1.f not, as it is not very i:aportant, perhaps it rAcI;ht be
omitted. The ilaz)ortant circular 13 of course, the one you
quote on P:_,L:e 36.

-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-

L
I now continue as previously explained, comliencing

with:In speaking of stamps of high v:aue which have

Page 52

been cut in order to be used for lower values, you will
find on reference to my Book, a few more varieties than those
Tau -Iontior
jai:.

-

as I

Ir

inctances

half of 2r 11:2.s br,!en

(1.:urL:210) ,con (5aLiilLijuL;to) and

1.iorelia and there is also an exceedinGly rare case of
quarter of b cut vertically used from Tamazula, (Guadalajara)
On the first line show 1/8 of I real. This is
an obvious slip for .8 re:Jos. I

at -fie

call to :ind having seen this, so I 1.11%sume you have come
across this elLewhere. In the next paragrapn you mention

the half of 4r twice, in the third line and in the seventh
line of the paragraph. There should also be Ailed a quarter
of 4r black on yellow and half of Ir. It might perhaps

also be interesting to _lantion that in the case of Lazatlan,
an undivided piece of

4r black on yellow is known used

for 6r and similarly ::
11 f Er black on brov. n as T2r.

c_
Pat,.- 54

I do not think the rarity of 6r can be explained
by the custom of cutting certain of these otamps to m i- ke
lower values. This value was rar(fly required, except for
reistration purposes and it was owing to havinz a surplus
stock of this value, that different offices were able partly
to get over the difficulty _Pf shortae of lower values.
In thc; „.as:

of

it zlifiht also

•

4r b.Lac-on yell)w and the cr black on

be :Lentioned

brown of the 1861 issue are knov:n ouurtered in triangular
•ve only across from Silao and the
shape. The former I 11,
latter fro,, Silao qn6 Te.hoantepec.
Fat.

It is nr..);.

to ca: 'low

the overrint on the stamps

aaces

after the-f were placed on the

letters, but I came across a very clear example on a letter
from Guanajuato and I believe one or two other places have
acted similarly.
At the foot of this - page, the case of the letter
addressed to Lessrs. Durruty (not Dur-tty as typed on your
manuscript) was rather carious. The letter in ouestion was

fro:: Zacatecas where they were, at that ti __e, sh.-2L c_
bat a•3parently instead of being postedthere, 4
preim,-:-.zol: by

hand of so :G friend,

far

carried,
Ci•••-...

• i-1.7.÷0

and there drooped into tie poet. At
had pl:,ntly of

L.21 :2onoec.uentlz

notozittin.: any,

c.
although later on in 1861, many examples can be found from

that District. If this letter had been posted in Zacatecas
it would have come through to destination without any

difficulty.
Page 58

eyrc,:!.

In the fourth line from the fcot, there is an
. .De
(10'.:Di•

I64. Should no

'6'.

I think you will find that the figures you give

Page 59

for the number of stamps printed and supplied to the generuk
AdLinstration need correction. If you will please refer
tc

IIT of my .Look,

lc, t o_ ,L1c pa,;e, rrnovan.L;

will see an analysis at the
n1

.1..s of

u,-inte^

and accepted as satisfactory.nere -;.ere also, you will see
certain stamps which were taken frou. rejected stock,presu•
mably on account of faulty iElpression, as in the case of
the it 2r and 8r the nu::.ber of satisfactory stamps printed
was not culte sufficient to supply all requirements before
the change of colour took place. But you will also see
tht there were certain pqrchases from the public and
rcttlr

from Qffic)e all.cady supplied, w'aich of course,

mens dulication, F_-nd shclild be o::.itted.

In order Ic _.void a Ien.:tlay e].:1-:4-tion and to
si=lify matters, I

that narazruph might read,
nd
.n

furnished

etc..

in the numbers as shown on the first line of my

then

analysis, comencing with 982020 medio real etc.
In the next paragraph, I think you will find that
the date should be 18th. April, not 17th., as shown in the
last paragraph of the same page.
following paragraph, ,:iving certain nal:.es,
- •

n:.:rs to

ft.:.::ps which vcre b=nt. on LeceLber 6th. I8b2

and it does not neeessarily follow that the burning of stamps
on other. dates, was carried out in the presence of the same
Gentlemen. I suggest, therefore, that after the word "timbres7.
it wcx_ad be well to insert the •atc accordingly. I venture
to

test that ::erhaps the word ":,,ifecteur" :;Cold be nearer

to the Spanish tnan "....E.,itre", the latter being more correctly
spplied to the earlier periods prior to the use of postage
stamps when the carriage of Lails was let out by Contract.
The typing of the name needs correction. It should be Luis
Gutierrez and

t

venture to suggest that the word "Contador"

is more nearly equal to the American "Controller" which might
perhaps be "Chef du Controle " in French, but this you will be
better able to judge than I. The

s4)ould be Velez.

Referring to the last paraifraph on Page 61 and the
first on Page 62, I am unable to follow how you arrive at
your figures. I thought perhaps you might have taken the
total of stamps isaued, less the total of stamps burned etc.,
as shown on Pace 61, but doing so j_ tees different figures.
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.Sc:).%.4.7sxr Dear Mr Chapman,
I thank you for your kind letter,with which were enclosed those
which you have sent to M. de Smeth over a considerable period,
sent to me by M. de Smeth.
In consequence I am going to try to reply at the same time
to all the questions you are putting,and to the observations you
have been so kind as to submit to us.
1) The enclosed copy of my letter to M. de Smeth sent some days
ago,explains my way of seeing the total number of stamps
remaining in the hands of the public,which is,in short,the
essential point.
2)1 don't see in French any alternative word other than 'Surcharge'
to describe the superimposition of the name °Oa Bureau onto a
stamp. Basically,the absence of a term showing the difference
between a name and a change in value,is not,of its kind,of much
importance; everyone knows,so far as Mexico is concerned, what
the word 'Surcharge' means.
3Vhrouahout our text I want to replace the word 'District' by
'Principal Bureau',and 'Sub-District' by 'Principal' or 'Ordinary'
Sub-Bureau,depending on the case. Your comment is entirely fair.
4) It is really impossible to enumerate every sub-district under
each Principal Bureau such as you list on pp.3 to 77,which also
mentionsall the official names in 1875.4)In effect there would be
mistakes,as the Sub-Bureaux mentioned in 1875 did not exist,for
example in 1856,or,by contrast,Bureaux which no doubt existed
temporarily during certain earlier issues,but are perhaps not
even mentioned in the 1P75_list.
b) It is necessary to limit oneself: it is probable that the
names of the Sub-Bureaux which we have shown,issue by issue,
under the heading of their Principal Bureaux, and which
are actually almost the only ones known in the various
important collections (including your own until a short
time ago) are the only ones
which cancelled by them
may have in practice reached us. If a collector later
finds an 1856 stamp carrying the overprint of Baja California
and deciphers a cancel reading 'Triunfo',he will have to
look at List 'B',Baja California La Paz,which we are copying
in our work,or even the alphabetical list copied from Wilson,
and he will at once see that this refers to a stamp used in
this sub-district of Baja California.
c) To be practical,it is necessary that we should not become too
specialised,and that we don't repeat ourselves too often.
This is why we consider t...),c,pliu (1>.,
,k, in our work four principal
organisational documents:
1) A general list (it is now complete) of the most
important names,with,by way of an Annex „the alphabetical list,also completed,of all the Principal Bureaux
and,exceptionally,the sub-bureaux noted; of those
having received deliveries of stamps directly from
Mexico City; and of those having overprinted their
name on such and such an issue; and of those not having
overprinted,and recognisable only by their cancel.
2) An alphabetical list (Wilson's ) allowing one at the
same time to locate a geographical name.
3) A definitive list,Principal Bureau by Principal Bureau,
of all the Sub-Bureaux which it is possible to find
in the respective areas of each Principal Bureau (i.e.
your list)
4)a)The values which remained in the hands of the public
under the name of each Principal Bureau.
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c)4 )h) The total of these values.
c) Their degree of rarity.
d) The precise reproduction of the genuine overprints,
and,if necessary,of those forged (with necessary
illustrations of forged cancels).
e) Exceptional peculiarities encountered amongst stamps
sold through each Principal Bureau.
f) Finally, gist of Sub-Bureaux actually known to have
cancelled stamps.
This then has been our overall plan to which M.de Smeth has given
his agreement. This plan is capable of refinement,but it really
has the merit of being methodical,clear, and practical both for
beginners and specialists. I would appreciate your very frank
opinion on the subject. I prefer criticism to praise, as critics
teach one something and praise does nothing at all.
5) Would you be able to give me some corrections which you have
made to Wilson's alphabetical geographical list ?
In view of
F.Wilson's charming letter on the subject, I feel sure he will
not object to anything like this by way of clarification. He has
already pointed out to me not to forget to mention T.Rhys Jones;
that is done.
6) We must take into account your remarks relating to the spellino
of proper names,above all of accents,so far as Yvert,our publishe]
will allow them,which,I am afraid,he will not be entirely
disposed to do for a semi-popular work,with special markings,as
occurred in your own de luxe work. Besides,given the fanciful,
and often changeable spelling which Mexicans themselves have
used,for example on their cancels, this matter seems of secondary
importance,seeing that it appeared very complicated to translate
Aztec letters into Latin characters. It is as if I,who knows
a little Arabic,wanted to describe into Latin the 19 different
R's in phonetic Arabic,of which the Spanish 'jota' is only the
most common example.
7) An important question: on the subject of my totals on p.61 and 62:
I am sending you,as mentioned above,a copy of my last letter to
M. de Smeth which will explain my method to you, and how I have
drawn on your own figures for the summary,which I believe to be
absolutely correct,after a recent and and minute check,and which
is contained in the latest papers enclosed as pp.61 and 62.
8) As for all the partial mistakes which you raise relating to the
number of stamps on the register to each Principal Bureau,value
by value, on the issues for 1856 and 1861,here are my modest
explanations:
I spent the whole of the month of August,for at least 7 hours
a day
a) in digging out,numeral by numeral „from page VI to page
LXIII,and from page CXX to page CXLIII,from hundreds of
columns of your formidable work, hundreds of figures,Bureaux
by Bureaux,value by value; this is the prime source of
mistakes.
b) in adding up columns of sometimes 60 to 80 numerals; a
second source of mistakes.
c) in transcribing, Bureau by Bureau, the results obtained;
third source of mistakes
d) in giving the whole thing to a typist who re-copied it:
fourth source of mistakes,and that is not the least of it,
for I found in my original drafts many figures identical
with those which you provided in your letters of 27 March
and 3 and 17 April, and which are messed up on my copy.
9) On a matter on which I allow myself not to be of your opinion,
is that of the words 'Stamps sold' I used this term intentionally
knowing that it is imprecise. I wished that our readers may

understand,as a result of this explanatlon,Lhat when they read,

for example,:
"Victoria 1856
8 Reales
770"
they may be sure that,after making a deduction for stamps returned
to Mexico City,and which in principka are due to be burnt,that there
are 770 8 Reales remaining in the hands of the public,whether sold
through franchises,stolen,kept in Bureaux and used in 1868,given
away,or sold later,in short,; and in summary,whether any of these
770 stamps had been destroyed by accident,they would today still be
in exietence,either as single items or in lots,mint or in unused
or used condition, 770 8R...
In adding the word 'Sent',as you want, I would risk leaving
collectors' minds in doubt,as they would be able to say to themselves "Sent from Mexico City to C.Victoria - that's fine,but
what became of them ? Now,using the word 'Sold' one knows right
away that there are 770 8 Reales,mint or used, which were actually
put into circulation,whether regularly or irregularly it doesn't
matter. I leave yovto decide the matter,as well as M. de Smeth,
and am ready to change the wording if you consider my view mistaken.
10) For an indication of cancel colours,you are absolutely correct,
and the word 'ET' will be replaced by the word 'OU'
11) The supplement to Wilson's work has,I think,been sent to all
those who own it: nevertheless I mention it.
12) APAM 8R,1861. Wilson sent me Mendoza's article. I have measured
the reproductions with my ultra-precise equipment,and have not
come across the differences which he indicates.
13) Finally,a big thankyou,dear Sir, for all the other detailed
corrections that you have made so well. As I am the author of
everything which you have looked over in your last letters, you
thus relieve me of the enormous task of reviewing everything
in detail,- name by name,numeral by numeral,before despatching it
to the printer. I have taken on the job of translating and
summarising many of the articles,of extractingthe substance of
your great work,of drawing up all the tables and statistics,both
large and small, of sending off many items to be reproduced; you
are reducing my most arduous task considerably (and,later on,
to admit to its importance),as that of the purely technical part.
Thanks to you, I think our work will be excellent,but what a
pity that your 'The Postage Stamps of Mexico' was only published
with about a hundred copies.
Enclosed are some pages to replace those in the copy which you have.
I have rewritten them,taking into account various comments you
have made earlier. I see that I haven't replied to what you said
on the subject of stamp thieves. It is understood that the thieves
were unable to frank unoverprinted,but in the last resort, it is not
proved that they did not sometimes use them,as we are finding
stamps,properly placed on genuine letters,which have no overprints;
these could come from thefts.
Furthermore there are genuine unused stamps,without overprints,
on the market. There is no reason to suppose that some of these do
not originate from stolen consignments which it was not possible
to dispose of,but which were kept and sold later to dealers.
Finally and in generaCin my view,every stamp issuing from the
printing press,and whose proof of official destruction has not been
established,may be,ought rather to be, considered as having passed
into circulation..In judging differently,how can\one make any
distinction ? This explains to you, I believe, exactly how I set
up my general plan initially,whose numerals,even though extracted
from yours,neverthehss differ as regards the totals from your own.
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It seems to me that there is no contradiction here.; you detail,
I summarize.
By contrast,I entirely agree that stamps officially recognised
as stolen in transit,should be deducted from the totals of those
sent to the Bureau for which they were intended. Apart from any
error of mine, I also would not have placed them to the credit of
their respective Bureaux.
I am beginning the corrections you have indicated,and notice
that for Chalco 8R,you show 508,but there are 240 returns (see p.3)
so that 268 is the correct number.
Please forgive such a long letter,a useful one though I hope,so
that our common efforts together may be concluded with the desired
result as precisely as possible.
Believe me,dear Sir, with my deep feelings and real gratitude,

Fayolle.

Paris,15 May 1934.
To: Mr Chapman,2 Terlingham Mansions
Folkestone,Kent,England.
Dear Mr Chapman,
Your long letter of 10 May has all my attention.
In effect,I regret not to have had the idea last year of asking
you if by chance you would have the detail,item by item „value
by value and bureau by bureau (after deducting stamps returned
to Mexico City) of all the amounts which could be regarded
as remaining in the hands of the public.
I don't agree with you about the calculating machine so
long as it is used sensibly;every mistake shows up if one
takes the trouble to read it on the machine. In any case,I
think I am now in agreement. I am sure of it,with the corrections
you have been so kind as to indicate to me. I must have expressed
myself badly,and to make myself understood as regards stamps
'stolen' and 'disappeared'. It seems to M.de Smeth and I
to be very difficult to make it clear to our readers of our
tables concerning the two terms which you categorise as 'sent'
and 'sold',depending on the case.
The use of the word 'sent' would require some explanation
to the reader. The word 'sold' is basically correct,as by
'sold 'one understands all those stamps overprinted by a Bureau,which,
not having been destroyed in Mexico City at the end of an
issue,may have been used either for correspondence,or otherwise
left in the hands of the public. As the numbers indicated
for each Principal Bureau,value by value,represents the net
total of stamps genuinely received and kept by the Bureau,why
not use the word 'sold'. ?
In effect,I have deducted from the total of all deliveries:
1) Any returns there may have been.
2)Thefts where you have told me about them.
I don't doubt that the figures which you have given me to
replace mine,which were found to be mistaken,may have been
obtained by this method.
The stolen stamps,about which I wrote to you in my way in
my last letter,probably fell,at least in part, into the hands
of the public;
a) in the form of unoverprinted stamps which in a few
rare cases have accidentally or by some negligence or complicity
with postal officials, were used to frank mail - evidently
very rare.
b) as well-preserved and unoverprinted items,they were
sold later by dealers. This would explain the relatively
important quantity of unoverprinted sheets which are to be
found. I have seen some of them before. Mr Wilson has just
sent me precisely some items of this kind,from photographs
originating with his father
As regards the terms "Principal Bureau',sub-Principal Bureau'
and 'sub Bureau',it is precisely because in your letter of
3 April to M.de Smeth yoyconfirmed us in our view that the
words 'Districts' and Sub-Districts' were not suitable,as
being too geographical,that we replaced them.
TAp French words;'Bureau','sub-Bureau Principal and 'sub-Bureau'
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.S,I,4. arc very clear,and may translate into any language,postally
speaking,without any possible confusion,whereas the word 'District'
has drawbacks,on which you yourself have remarked.
As for the term 'Surcharge",it is impossible for us to
innovate on such a matter,and to create for all items a nonexistent term. The only one actually in use presents us with
no problem,nor for any other more numerous examples,similar
to those of 'MEXICO'.
As regards the overprint with the large 'Apam' marking,I
note that you return to our first opinion; we would comment
that,until better informed,this new overprint should only
be considered as regular from the end of 1864.
As we are going to show at the the end of our work,the complete
list of all the sub-bureaux,under each Principal Bureau,exactly
as you have established them,we consider it would be pointless
to overprint our work. It is enough in each of the issues
to show under each of the Principal Bureaux,the current subbureau. If a collector should by chance find a name which
is not mentioned,he has only to refer to your list,and to Wilson's alphabetical .list which we will also reproduce. In
the copies of the names on these two lists,I am insisting
that my typists should reproduce all accents exactly. I think
that Yvert will have no difficulty in printing 'CITAS' with
the 'C' upside down.
I take pleasure in sending you herewith that which you
have so obligingly communicated to me,the final part of the
list of overprint dimensions. I have translated your 60 pages,
collating each figure with extreme care. I am sending a copy
to M.de Smeth who is particularly interested in this matter.
Your work will certainly be very valuable to him, and not
only will it be so as in checking Collin and Calman's often
very imaginary list. I am also sending you two notes,i4rovisional
draft,in explanation of the 4 documents which conclude our
work. It would be pointless to send you the alphabetical
list which I copied from Wilson,any more than that from your
book. Instead I am sending you a table composed of the issues
of all the principal offices and sub-offices which have superimposed
their overprints.
The sub-bureaux are shown in brackets,even when a Bureau
which was a Principal at some time between 1856 and 1875 has
become a sub-bureau for a while,and at that time has nevertheless
overprinted; this sort of situation is shown in brackets.
You will note a certain number of question marks. Some of
these come from yourself,where I have taken them from your
book,or when in your list of overprints there was some uncertainty
Others come from my own doubts. Thus,should I consider that
Texcoco has never had a handstamp with which to overprint
its name ? In any case I have never seen one,and moreover
Texcoco is shown in Aguirre as having overprinted as a Principal
Bureau on the 1872 issue,with moire on the back.
I thought it useful to let collectors be aware that amongst
the sub-bureaux some took the initiative in certain cases
to overprint stamps. These overprints are in my opinion very
interesting,for example those of Acambaro,Tepecoacuilco,Tescaltitlan
etc. In your opinion,did Tlalpam overprint in1864 ?
In apologising for inflicting such a long letter on you, may
I express once again,dear Sir, all my friendly gratitude and
ask you to believe in my most devoted feelings.
Fayolle.

C.

To:Mr S.Chapman
2 Terlingham Mansions
Folkestone, Kent
England.

Paris

25 May 1934

Dear Mr Chapman,
I express all my thanks to you for your 2 letters of 10
and 21 May.
I am sending M.de Smeth a copy of all the overprints with
your corrections. But our friend has just written to me to
say that he is not proposing to arrange for the reproductionof the Eagle overprints,being afraid of the forgers,and given
the important amount of remainders without overprints still
on the market. I am going to give him my views which I hope
will be the same as yours.
In fact,so far as I know,about
20 new overprints appeared between 1864 and 1866; most of
the overprints used on the Eagles are the same as those employed
in 1861,so that the forgersiif they really wanted to use our
reproductions,would only have to limit themselves to these
old overprints.
This question is gding to be solved,I think.
You are
so kind as to offer me your detailed work on the Eagle issue.
Far from refusing it,it would only be of use to check the
work in question,which I have already done,and sent it to
M.de Smeth at the end of 1933. I have naturally acted as
you suggested: I have divided them into 5 Periods,specifying
value by value,bureau by bureau,and in each one of these periods
the numbers of stamps sent,and consequently the degrees of
rarity,especially relating to each Period,taken individually,
have emerged. It would have been ridiculous to put an example
from 1865 in the same degree of rarity as an example bearing
a June 1864 cancel without the bureau overprint.
To review the quantities of stamps sent,following this
proposal,I apologise for asking you a question:
Have you written to M.de Smeth,indicating the mistakes
you have found in my work,Principal Bureau by Principal Bureau,
and value by value,for the 1861 issue ?
As regards 1856,I have corrected them completely according
to your comments,but for 1861 I have the impression that in
returning an enormous'portfolio a few days ago to M.de Smeth,
I may have slipped in,as it happens, a revision made for the
1861 issue.
Naturally, so far as the co-efficients of rarity are
concerned,I have also chosen to take for this issue,as a basis,
your figures for Mexico [City] which vary from mine. Your
figures are:
2R
18,190

1R.
140,682

2R
258,652

4R
19,250

R
14,804

In the absence of any further comments or corrections from
you,I am going to content myself by re-working all my figures,which
appear to be almost accurate,for it is precisely in August
last,having rented a calculating machine,that I established
them,and,what a curious thing,the totsls,value by value, of
all the Bureaux tallied exactly with your own figures,after
deducting thefts and returns,
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come from this to the question which worries you,and has
given me a lot of trouble: that of the tables where I indicate
the numbers printed,the consignments sent,losses,returns,etc.etc.
You ask what I am trying to get at. Simply this:
1)To have certain bases on which to establish co-efficients
of rarity for stamps remaining in the hands of the public.
2)So as not to risk seeing some sort of mischief-making
reader adding up the incomplete figures provided for Bureau
by Bureau which would convince him that the totals do not
agree.
Finally may I propose the following wording to you,and I rely
entirely on your profound knowledge of the subject (and above
all to the arrangement of the various columns and paragraphs
of your revised figures) to correct those which you find to
be mistaken,and above all to explain or correct the differences
which I am bound to note at the end of the following analysis:
There was a printed total of:
A)

IR
200,163

1R
1,013,656

2R
995,599

4R
110,750

8R
74,U55

Deliveries made to the Bureaux from 18 April 1861 to 27 May
1864 amounted to:
B) 199,626

859,098

96o,776

111,198

69,536

3,350

2,569

Losses and thefts amounted to:
C)

3,442

10,474

12,444

and the returns at the end of the issue:
D)

2,441

34,478-

24,154

3,657

3,836

The total of stamps not used by the Bureauxis arrived at by
adding C) and D) :
E)

5,883

44,952

36,598

7,007

6,405

Therefore left in the hands of the public,represented by the
difference between B) and E);
F) 193,743

814,146

924,178

104,191

63,131

It is almost certain that returns from the Bureaux to the
Central Bureau in Mexico City were destroyed,so that eventually
only a stock without overprints remained,which amounted officially
as at 27 May 1864 to:
8R
4R
1R
2R
IR
G)
4,888
48
33,428
147,588
None

L
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,3L- When after the fall of the Emperor the 1868 issue had to be
hastily prepared,these stamps in stock were used,overprinting
them with 'MEXICO' in Gothic letters.
However I arrive at the following anomaly:
there are differences between the number of stamps printed
and the totals: (i.e.) deliveries made,(mistakes and thefts
not taken into account),and of the remaining stock which ought
to be the same on final analysis:

/-

(2R)
200,163
199,094
Stock

differ .,.,nce-1 ,06S

(1R)
1,013,656
859,098
147,588
1,006,686

-6,970

Stamps printed.
(2R)
(4R)
(8R)
995,599
110,750
74,055
960,776
111,198
69,536
33,428
48
4,888
914,204
111,246
>ic. 73,426 [74

-1,395

+496

?‹,\ -629
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I have taken careful note of the various other remarks of
lesser importance,but which are nevertheless contained in
your letter of 18 May,and I am indicating to M.de Smeth the
modifications to be made to various words.
It is impossible to obtain from the so-called PINON ( you
flatter it seems to me in calling him a gentleman) information
as regards the mysterious 'E.D:
If what you know from my
letter to M.de Smeth may have any interest for Mr PHILIPP(S),
don't hesitate to tell him. Really you are too kind in apologising
for being 'too critical'. It is your criticism and corrections
which are so useful to us,and especially to me who is responsible
for the most difficult material part of the work,the figures,accounts,
extracts from other works etc. The more you care to criticise
me,the happier I shall be.
Once again,dear Sir, -a thousand thankyous and accept the expression
of my most devoted feelings,
Fayolle
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(.111.1,ontiol the lr
and vc you 1.13.,•, 1 1'-gulte a difficult ratter to cet one of
these rta:.,)! c;;;clets. ',";01;-are a;enerall.! cu', rue!. ....ore t,s0.11y
then tLe 2r arl.! lc tne:i ht.,: a copy well centred, I Jo not think
they %;o'] 6 :*c:1 at Gotilloisue price. The one I or,at you is eicel.tional in t'!': ray,. There it no doubt it m-Li,from the
very
conflits sent to the Villeence Co-.7aay snla it
is
n
`. t
:Jr
with ruch .termer
colour than u:ual, ao that it 10 rarer in three. ways: (t) the
size (0) the colc.ur (c) the cancellation. Stu.;:ini_ up then
as a Lawyer, : t.LXri. pe/twirit would bo fair if I ray tsle
full Oatrti,:ur
co. for this particular ctuzip an•' I give !spell'
the pleaiq,;-e of Irci;entinE, you with the 2r on
tPr. Although
the 2r 1 r cut , 1 I. vcr; c).1 t I- ri!-- 1! : tt- .7 on a
letter with J.,!(‘ date:.an6 every t,line coro...':e'te. I hc,- - this
fl , re *L7 1 r Eb.t! z t!: you.

11.1.1Lp what

:;

7eferri
accin
ly du-licote JOPS not
have tke .;c)rd *:exl co. It no doubt co .s;
to
invoiced ear.:.7callz;to Te:
,erl. Your leltor IF vn
Interesting,
beoauar Lo :loubt It
the exac-., .f.at°
et:If.:pr serf.
u'ed ant: vhe:.
orc h&c.: at Paris, T shall be very interested
if ;.eu w:21 t
r1147:, thi s letter left re:_oxi
ahen
it reac,_1e0 :FX:C•0. T
sorry I have no Muplicatee for Bravoe.
7.1th recard to TailladTula de Ail ie '43r 41 Uffice of
reaeonable lamortance from the bilinning and iiaa coritinued. You
will find the 'list of sub-office0 on Pagel .15 of nly nook. On
a principal for a
the other hand, T la de tla.mauli as was rte
whin . e crone reference In my Book
very short time.
under Victoria which had Tula as a sub-office ire 1656 and later
find the inconents
war not able
It oamunder ',..Petosl.
hb;
lone
this
place
was
reEarcIecl
as a orincipal
shoeing exactlfsafely take it that wherever ypu Tina the
office, but you
word it43,a oYeriunilted on s stamp, it refers) to Allende and not
to the nthfr.

I eincerely hope that you will have a very pleasant time
at Neris.
Yours very truly,
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Chapman's Note on the 1868 'Tipos' and 'Habilpt,qgy ng.
? sent to Paul de Smeth on 20 November 1934!

You no doubt have most of the districts of the 27 you mention,but
it is possible that there may be one or two more,and here
again Mr Josling will be able to help you .
I note that you say that these types of overprints were
only used in Mexico City,but there is also Mazatlan-Vera Cruz
cancelled or used in Vera Cruz,and I believe one or two other
examples.
The explanation which you give does not appear to me to be
quite correct.
At this time there was no way of sending small sums of money
through the post by way of postal orders,so that for subscriptions
to newspapers or reviews,stamps were used,and these would
be noted in the ordinary stamp debit register. When the stamps
were presented to the Mexico City Post Office to be exchanged
for cash,it would appear then that the amount of money in
the postal service was over-estimated,and with the object
of replacing the sums disbursed in this way,a quantity of
stamps to the equivalent value was printed on special paper;
(the 25 centavos are on a thin paper,and the 12c are blue-green
or sea-green) and as a great many stamps were used in Mexico
City,these special stamps were put into the postal service
of that city. In this way,the actual revenue received was
balanced against the postal service rendered. The same thing
happened in Vera Cruz,but more rarely.
There are several articles on the subject by J.H.Barron
and myself several years ago,with further comment by J.H.Barron.
The question is a very difficult one and may only be solved
by the publication of the postal records,something which I
hope will happen on the initiative of M.Cossio.
P.9. In speaking of stamps with two overprints of the same
kind,you say that they are less rare
- than the "Habilitados'
but some of these stamps are just as rare,above all when used.
It would be difficult to make a complete set of Mexico-Texcoco,
and even of Mexicotlipam (I agree- de Smeth).

(La,
ENOTE
is all a most extraordinary muddle by Mr Chapman,in confusing
"Habilitados' with 'Tipos' (see the first two paragraphs where
he talks about '27' i.e:Tipos',and then connects them as if
there were 27 sorts of 'Habilitados‘combinations).
The main body of Chapman's comments obviously relates to 'Tipos',
but the last,paragraph seems to be regarding the 'Mexico with
sub-district overprintsk e.g.Texcoco as if they were 'Habilitados'
which by his own definition is nonsense .
His talk about the introduction of a special issue to counterbalance
the repayment of stamps f9r,cash, is equally nonsense,and totally
unsupported by any evidence; it is astonishing that de Smeth
let him get away with such an explanation.j

Ssi

C..
2, Terlingham Mansions,
Folkestone, Kent.
24th Noverher 1934.

Y.y dear Str,
Va77

t:anks for your letter of the 21st

instant, on t2- e eve o: your leaving Paris.

I a.:.1 very

glad indeed that the figures I was able to send you
re; ardinc t2e 1372 issile 1-ave been useful. I felt pretty
sure that you would not have any in

of this

neture.

onl.y renaon for making a muest that
they s2-!ogld not be copied vit.2-out ny consent ras because
originally I had the idea of writing something myself
on both the Merl fine, n72 issues.
With regard to what appears in my Pock,
I have no remedy if tiny maga7ine in any part of the
world chooses to copy, because I did not take the
precaution of registering t-e copyright at the time of
publication.
Referrir.g once more to the Rolland
water ► ark, I have now found the damaged stamp of
which I spoke, which I have pleasure in sending you,
so thst if at any time you are offered any little lots
of Maximilians, you will know more or less the kind of

sty
paper of which to be on the look-out for a watermark,
though of course with only a portion of e letter, it would
be impossible to say whether Rolland or Le, Croix.
I nn very glad to know that you agree with me in
regard to the 1867 provisionals and I do not think anything
further can be done, unless by chance Lie Cossio should at
sometins come rcross the Account Books, which TWE
unnble
thE' printings up to tl..9/, end of the

to discvsr,

poula not sz,ow tic colou7-s.

per!od, 1- nt r-cr.

de 3reth was askin6 me about p•ovisional ste.mps oral I
4

.

(i 41,x4

doubt

em i7ritinz .!- im separately regrrding t:-.esc, when

e will pass. TAT cornments on to you. It is quite

E

difficult

matter, b•2.t !f 7 car h' of nn7 elp, I s' 41' le on17 to

T

n-!.tterf

lot

r 7cu 1.nt,:nr1 ttOcinE

up Post csrds ana 'rv9lopes, stnrting frorn 1974. V- ese
are

n stud7 in t!ermlves and if yo are going to

include evorythin3 In the present Eanr3boe:, it 7111 mran
a very large nun:ber of pages.
I hope you will have a pleasant ti-ne nr:s7 from
the constant movement of a big city and will ask you to
please lot ne know when you are coning back to Paris so
that I :nay keep in touch with you.
':vith best of good wishes,
I rennin,
Yours very sincerely,

2, Terlingham Mansions,
Folkestone, Kent.
24th November 1934.

Dear Mr de Smeth,
I thank you for your card of the
16th instant and in accordance with your permission,
I have sent your manuscript on 'to Mr. Josling and
expect you have already received an acknowledgment
from that Gentleman, as I have been prevented from
writing for a few days, owing to pressure of other
business.
Mr. Josling will return the
manuscript to you as soon as he has had time to go
carefully through it and meantime, I have pleasure
in enclosing a few notes, which however, will not be
of much good until you have the whole manuscript back
again.
I will write you separately
regarding the provisional stamps as soon as I can spare
a

little more time and meantime with kindest regards

a,v1 all good wishes,
I remain,
Yours sincerely,

"kP,mTAAINOTES relating to 1868 Manuscript.

PAGE 5.
Although the figures given by Mr. Phillips are
no doUBT675rrect, as regards his experience, I scarcely think
the stock that he was handling was sufficiently large to base
any general conclusions upon. As a matter of fact, at the time
I was collecting, I myself had more of the thin figures than
the whole stock of Stanley Gibbons.
With regard to the greenish-blue colour, I am
PAGE 6.
very doubtful about this. Amongst Mexican Collectors, there
was a certain Dr. Rueda who was a very good Chemist and he was
very fond of trying experiments to see.what changes of colour
he could effect with stamps. Now and again one comes across
some of his productions, in the case of the 2r Eagle and I think
probably he experimented with the 12e 1868. He showed me several
things that he had changed, but this was so long ago I cannot
remember whether there were any 12c amongst them. If you have a
specimen or two in your Collection and would let me see them, I
think I can decide the point.
I sugcest that before your manuscript is turned
over to the Printers, it might be well to let Mr. Josling go
through it, as that Gentleman undoubtedly has a great knowledge
of 1868s. Although he happens to be a Dealer so far as Mexico
is concerned, he has an enormous private Collection and is a
thorough student.

PAGE 7.
My suggestion about Mr. Josling would also come
in useful here, as I believe the 50c exists elsewhere than
Queretaro. I had some of the fractional stamps in my Collection
and Mr. Josling is now the Owner of these.
PAGE 8.You have apparently most of the Districts included
in the 27 you mention, but there is just the chance of one or
two more and here again Mr. Josling might be able to check. I
notice you say that t2 is particular form of overprint was only
used from Mexico, but there was also Mazatlan-Vera Cruz used
from Vera Cruz and I believe one or two more. The explanation
you give I am satsfied is not the correct one. At this time,
there were no means of sending small sums of money through the
Post office by Postal Orders, so in order to subscribe for a
newspaper or magazine, stamps were used to make the remittances
and were duly reported in the ordinary way as sales. When these
stamps were presented by various persons to the Office in
Mexico to be redeemed in cash, it showed that the actual revenue
from the postal service was over estimated and in order to put

k. z

this right, a similar number of stamps was printed on
special paper, (you will notice the 25s are on very thin
paper and the 12s are on blue green or sea green) and as
Mexico was always using large quantities of stamps, these
were disposed of for postal purposes in that City. In
this way, the actual revenue received was balanced against
postal services rendered and similarly in the rare case of
Vera Cruz. There are fairly lengthy Articles on this
subject by Mr. Barron and myself jointly a good many years
ago and more recently by Mr. Barron. As M. le Marquis
has a Collection of all the Articles written about Mexican
stamps during many years, no doubt these Articles are
amongst his collection. The matter is very difficult
and cannot be finally solved unless the original circulars
are traced some day and this will, I hope be done sooner or
later by M. Cossio.

PAGE 9.In speaking of stamps bearing two names, I
they are much less rare than the Habilitados,
notice you say .
but some of these are, I think, ever rarer, especially used.
It would be very difficult for instance, to complete a set
with Mexico-Texcoco. Even Mexico-Apam in some values is by
no means common.
PAGE 9a to the end. I have not made the same special
Jos ling and fcr this reason would prefer
studv of plates as
not to go through this portion of the manuscript in detail.
I spent so much time on the earlier issues, especially
Eagles and Maximilians that it was not possible to do everything and I knew that in the case of the 1868s, Mr.Josling
and in the case of the 1 72s, Mr. Barron, Mr. Phillips,
Mr. Pemberton and others were going thoroughly into the
matter, so that I will ask you to excuse any comments from
me in regard to this portion of the manuscript.

%.%

Josling's Note of 20 November 1934

Sunnyside.

to.the Marquis de Fayolle (translated back into English)
Dear bir,
I received a letter from Mr Chapman this morning enclosing
25 pages from M de Smeth concerning the 1868 issue. Mr Chapman
enclosed his notes at the same time,and asked me to include
my comments and to return them to M de Smeth.
I have read this article,and I think it would take me
a long time to deal with all the points satisfactorily,so
I begin by sending you different lists. I will continue to
correspond with you on the other points later. I imagine that
you have a second copy of M de Smeth's draft,but in any case
I return it.
The first 4 pages require no comment.
Page 5. I agree with Mr Chapman in saying that Mr Phillips'
stock was not of sufficient importance to establish an exact
table.
I imagine that at the end of your studie4you will provide
a complete list of all the stamps known in each district,with
their value.
In such a case,I will give you all possible help,and as I
have had the opportunity of seeing more collections than anyone
else,I know exactly whc.t exists,and I often hold different
opinions on the subject of the number of stamps issued. (e.g
in spite of the number of Eagles from Merida recorded,which
ought to make them common,I consider that,on the contrary,they
are rare)
Page 6 Colours and shades.
I don't accept that the 12c thin figures has been issued in
any other colour than yellow-green,and the blue-green is due
to discolouration. I have often seen partly blue-green stamps,ar
having kept some (?) yellow-green thick figures,the two colours
do exist.
100c thin figures. In addition to the two varieties,black
on brown and brown on brown,due to a mixing of ink,black-brown
on brown are also to be found. This shade is not sufficiently
pronounced to be catalogued separately,but it is interesting
to record (t.as it is generally found (always dated '68,in
certain districts where the brown on brown shade is not to
be found).
I have the brown on brown for the following districts: 1,5,8,9,1
11,12,13,14,15,16,18,19,21,22,23,24,25,26, but I don't know
of any districts with higher numbers.
Page 6,end. Thick figures.
12c blue-green and sea-green
and the 50c lemon and stra., z.2e in regular and substantive
colours,and are closely al]i-,5,as all bear the overprint of
'Mexico',and with a few exceptions,are used there.
The sea-green are all dated '70 and '71,and are from the last
setting but one. The blue-green are all dated '71,and are
from the last plate.
The true lemon are all dated '71.
The straw are dated '70 and '71
(later I will give you the list of districts,where the shades
are found).

6s

4

2.
Page 7. The 100c in the colour of the 6c is a forgery which
deceived Phillips and Chapman. I now own the stamp,and thanks
to my reconstructions,I have been able to establish that we
are dealing with a 6c Plate A (No.47 on the sheet) very lightly
outlined,on top of which someone has put a '100'.
Errors and Colours.
'6' for '12' Imperf'.
There are probably 3 sheets of this error:
31.Ures.Imp. and Perf. - Morelia Imp.,all dated '71.
50c error. Once on the first plate,corrected immediately.
Found in other districts than Queretaro. I have Queretaro,2
perf. examples (one on cover).
23 - Oaxaca,perf.
I had: 13 Zacatecas perf.
I have seen: 14 Jalapa,imp. Perhaps there are other districts ?
Carton paper. Exists for every district,
Splits: I have several splits,50c from Durango,Zacatecas,and
also a 25c bisect with a pair of 6c from Tixtla.
I have never seen a genuine split of the 100c.
Page 8.Overprinted exceptionally in Mexico City: to be dealt
with later.
Page 9. In addition to the 'Habilitados',the sub-consignments
from Mexico City to its outlying offices must be mentioned:e.g.
Apam,Chalco etc.
I am sending a list of those I own,with 2 overprints:all are
rare used.
Stamps are also to be found with the ove_vprint 'Mexico' on
its own,but with the cancel of the sub-district,and some of
these are just as rare.
Stamps without overprints - used -are unknown to me.
I own,unused:Thin figures,12 and 25c imperf.
Thick figures:all values,perf. and imperf.
p.3 of Josling's draft notes is missing)
(p.4) Enclosed are two sheets on which I have made some notes.
I will deal with some other points later,and I aim to send
you some pages of retouches from my collection,for your
deep study.
If you want,I can provide you with some Mexico overprints
with name,number on the left,blue-green and lemon-yellow,and
on different paper,two each of numbers and dates,retouches
etc. In such a case,it would perhaps be good if you would
send a want list,or at least a list of the varieties you own.
Enclosed I return to you all the sheets except two,with my
remarks.
Page 9A PLate A 100centavos. I own the 50 types,but with only
44 definitively located in their places.
Page 14.The 110 for '100' described by Scott is a mistake:
it is simply a badly made '100'. The\irregular extra stop
after the '12' is No.27 on the first setting,and Nos 5 and
90 on the second setting
Page 17. No.42 is a Type 2,and not 8. It comes from the last
setting (it can be reconstituted with stamps dated '70,'71,
and '74;a11 the blue-greens belong to this setting_

C
3.
Page 18. The setting published by Mr J.H.Barron comes from
the complete sheet of essays in the Tapling collection. I
have a photo of this setting. It is curious that this setting
was never used for printing stamps. I rejoice in a partial
reconstruction of a setting (not received).
Page 19. I think I could completely reconstruct the 100 centavos
setting so as to be able to tell you about it in time. f
have 82 stamps definitely iAlplace and several pairs not yet
placed,so that,with a little more material j the work could
be finished.
I have several other retouches not mentioned in your notes,and
also inIDther districts than those which you describe.
It would take a long time for me to describe all these retouches,
so that I think it would be more worthwhile for me to send

you my album pages so that you may study them at will. I
also own 2 or 3 retouches in setting A of the thin figure
25c.
There remains the 'Mexico' overprints,with numbers and dates
on the left - thin and thick papers - blue-green,sea-green,lemon
and straw papers - mistakes in the numbers,dates etc. I will
do some work on these aspects at the first opportunity,
In haste,

L.M.Josling.

2, Terlingham Mansions,
Folkestone, Kent.
7th January 1935.

My dear Sir,
Something new in regard to Mexico is always
coming along! I expect Ain your Collection, you have one or
more examples of the ltilissue, District Durango, with a
large figure impressed on the face. I had some of these,
1,..._r_not enough h-Liarial to coma to-any conclusion.
I have just heard that Mr. Rinhard Lafaire,
who specialises in the Northern Districts of mexieo, --hera
accumulated sufficient material to show that these large
numerals were used at one time as _SAM DI.TRICT numbers, not
to be confounded with sub-consignment numbers of the Eagle
and Maximilian period.
He has been able to identify the numbers
as follows:No. 1
Cuencqme
2 Mapimi
3 San Juan de Guadalupe
4
Mineral del Oro
5 Not yet identified
6 Nazas
7 Ind4
8 Santiago Papasquiaro
9 Guanacevi
10 San Juan Beredia
11 Canatlan
12
San Juan del Rio.
I am not sure whether i had No. 5 in my
Collection or not, but I have written to W.-. Josling to
see if he has a note and if by chance, there is one and
we can decipher the cancellation, I wil] let you know.
It occurs to me that the foregoing information, for which
Mr. Lafaire should receive the credit, might be sufficiently
interesting to appear in your Book.
In regard to the Book, I have just received
from Mr. Field of Sutton Coldfield, the second instalment

c_.
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from. "Ji lEcho". I have been very much pressed with other
matters ana have not read this as carefully as I hope to,
but I happen to have noticed as follows:On Page 1212, it states the plates were copper,
but in this case, I think Aguirre is probably right in saying
they were of brass, because the large break on the 2r more
resembles what would happen in the case of brass rather than
copper.
1kz
On Page 1213, it states that pages- 3 and 4,were
composed of 200 examples, but on page 1214, the re-entry of
part of the 4r is shown as plate 2, but should be of course
plate 3.
On page 1215, in speaking of fractional stamps,
in the tenth line from the foot, it says "un huitieme de Un
real". Should not this be "du Ocho?" There also appeT1iTo
,
be an error in printing. On Page /2, the yord,r,....",,
Should not this be .4.^,:v ;
appears
4- 6.
•
I am sending you with this the photograph I
promised of the Cuernavaca .provisional. If you compare this
with the illustration given in Moens and any other Catalogues,
you will find that these show the circle complete, whereas
with constant usage from 1856, no doubt this dating stamp had
become considerably worn. The catalogue illustration appears
to have been taken from a forgery which I have seen, though
I do not possess a copy now and one catalogue is copied from
another.
I hope this also may be of service.
I think this finishes all the information I am
hble to give you in regard to the period covered by your Book
and I can only say it has been a great pleasure to have had
the agreeable correspondence with yourself and Mr. de Smeth.
I only wish that you had been nearer, so that I might have
had the satisfaction of meeting you both personally.
With all good wishes,
I remain,
Yours sincerely,
S.

3s
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Josling's corrections,dated 14 January to the "Echo de
Timbrologie"of 31 December 1934.
The 1856 and 1861 issues.
Half Real.

One Real
Eight Reales

Varieties.
Page 1215

Only Plate III was used in 1861,and not "Plates
I,II,and III".
Experiments resulting in numerous reconstitutions.
On Plates I and II,one has a thin thread,but which one ?
Only one plate - with a thin thread line forming
a frame .
Photo of a complete sheet of 1856,and all blocks
of 1856,1861(brown.on brown) and 1867 (pair
of Gothics on brown) from Chapman's collection.
All from the same plate.
One RealiWariet6,No.55 on Plate III.
2)30,40,80,1D0,120,140 on Plate IV_
Two Reales 1) Variety,not in the middle,but
all stamps with margins to the
right towards the middle,30,36
or 42.
5) The variety 'lower ornament
double' is No.185 on the sheet.
Carton paper. Frequent,with 15
different districts having it.

Letter from Josling dated 21 January 1935. Sunnyside,Wood
St, Barnet.
Characteristics and measurements of overprints:see Chapman.
4- Co-efficients: Inequalities: Correspondence to Mexico,kept.
Correspondence elsewhere,destroyed.
Different papers. Good and thick.
Thin and weak. For this reason fine examples
in 1861 are much rarer in a 100 than those
of 1856.
The Eagle Issue. Many examples. Egyptian or first numbers
were printed on excellent paper,but how
many good examples are there of the Half
Real of 1865 and 1866 ?
Maximiliars
The lithographs were printed on bad paper,
and thin and there are few good examples
of the 50c,even from common districts.
1872.
The same for this issue,except for the watermarked
paper.
One fact in common to them is that many of the stamps of Mexico
have been damaged;
is the majority of stamps of certain
offices have been clipped ( cut! by taking the edge off),examples,
Campeche,Oaxaca,Pachuca,Monterrey etc.
(Note by Paul de Smeth)JTo say that the same co-efficient

can make stamps of a very different rarity.'

Sunnyside,
25.3.35.
Dear Sir,
I duly received your letter of March 20th returning the
photos I sent you together with the enclosed enlarged photographs.
With regard to the retouches other than those of which
you sent photograi:hs,I have many which have never been
chronicled.
I would like to send you my volume which contains retouches
and errors of number etc. but owing to customs difficulties
this is very difficult.
I correspond frequently with the Marquis de Fayolle and
think perhaps it would be advisable to forward to him a few
pages at a time of my volumes,and-he could then go through
them and have photographs made of those which he considered
worthy (some of the retouches are quite trivial and hardly
worth recording except for the benefit of collectors who are
endeavourihg to reconstruct the settings.
Kind regards,
Yours truly,
L.M.Josling.
To Mons Paul de Smeth\4 0 Rue Antoine Gautier,
Brussels.

2, Terlinghan Mansions,
Folkestone.
13th July, 1938.

Dear I. r. de Sneth,
I very much appreciate your kind letter of congratulations.

used to live so much abroad that I hardly know any i:!embers of the
Congress and it was, therefore, all the more of a surprise to me to
her that I had been chosen to sign the Roll.

As you Imou I have

been confined to bed for a good many years so I have not yet actually
signed but'I understand that the Secretary %..0)■
some other Merlber or
Members will bring the Roll down here.
It was also very pleasing to receive the Decoration from
Mexico thus giving another illustration of how Philately makes
friendships.

That and Music, I think, are the two most internation-

al of any hobbies and,I am interested in both.
You Kill probably have seen in the "Lonf.cn Philatelist" the
figures I published about the 1868 issue so:,e. of which you had already

seen through what I sent to the narquis de _folle but, in the journal
I gave rather more detai] in regard to the consignments sent to snail

nlaces.
It is unfortunate that I Kas not able uo find documents relatin-

to each district but I am hoping that as

rec.ult of the search whicL

is being made by Sr.Herrasti and Lic.Coscio some of the details, not
only for the 1868, but for other issues may be found.
Have you ever seen stamps of the 1868 issue with both Mexico and
Aparn on the AetIgr? I had several in my collection but not on the
days a good friend of nine, who is- one

letter; within the pas,

of the leuainr: Ban::erp in lexico,h,E.sent me some very r - m-ril-ble
covers to look at although, of course,I

am

no longer u

amongst these there is both a 12c and ,lso a Wc.

buyer

and,

It is surprising

what one can come across amongst stamps of Mexico even after collecting for forty or more years.
With kind re surds,
I remain,
Yours sincerely,

'1r
v'k.vx. sN_

D. RELATIONS WITH YVERT OF AMIENS,THE PUBLISHERS.
`1/.

I have just left Peter Yvert. After having seen the first
125 pages of type,we concluded that the complete work with
overprint reproductions,the sizeable tables of the Eagles,the
chapter on reprints etc.,in short the whole lot up to and
after the 1872 issue and perhaps running over into the '7474-80 and '77-82 issues ?? if easy and short) would amount
to about 350 to 400 pages.
Yvert estimates that one page of L'Echo (2 columns) will
amount to roughly 7 typed pages,which will then bring it up
to a total of 60 pages or a little more for the Echo,plus,if
there is room,perhaps some out-of-text material.
In putting in. about 3 for each number,that would make 20 No.1's,or
it could be No.2 each month,i.e.10 months. Technically I have
no particular preference for the lay-out which can be visualised
in 3 ways.
1) First of all to edit the whole work and then to
have it appear over a year's edition of the Echo.
2) Have everything appear in the Echo without a break,
and to leave the editing until later.
3) Begin publication for 3,4,or 5 numbers,and then
put the book on the market so that readers attracted
by it will prefer to buy it at once,rather than
wait.
The third solution clearly has his support and mine. What
is yours ?
In any case, Yvert will begin his composition provided that
we can give him a complete and definitive 'picture',i.e. including
the text,overprint reproductions,and the out-of-text items.
He will keep all compositions until the end,so as to be able
to reprint,if it is useful,
complete books,should buyers,excited
by its fragmentary appearance in the Echo,all decide to buy
the book in question,of which,as a first impression,Yvert
would like to print 200 copie. He expects to sell 50 in
France, as well as in Germany,Belgium,Italy etc,and 200 others
should easily be absorbed in England. By suppressing the
cliches of new stamps by mutilating them, the absorption in
merica could be interesting,that's up to my friend Philipp
?
; Yvert will look after it.
As for you and me,he will print separate copies for Holland
or Japan, with carefully printed cliches on laid paper,20,30,50
copies,but he asks us not to limit his sale by giving away
our copies too soon for the benefit of friends who would certainly
be purchasers of the book. Our copies would 1.:e i nscribed
as special printings on behalf of the authors,each one numbered,
and on fine paper,for those friends and collaborators,nothing
better. Besides this,Yvert estimates that we shc..;id naturally
send it gratis to those who have rendered some service in
the work- copies which we intend for them,but that would hardly
amount to more than 8 or 10.

For the whole edition,i.e. ordinary copies,de luxe printings,and
the Echo edition,we shall not have a centime to pay,as the
house of Yvert et Tellier is taking all that in charge.
But what Yvert seems to be reluctant to include in the
Echo are the out-of-text plates in copy or photogravure form
printed on nothing but laid paper; he calculates that these
documents should form an attachment to the edited work,which
they would contract for only should it prove necessary €0
print 7 or 8 different ones each out of 25,000 examples we shall therefore have to arrange not to print,under this special condition 1) proceedings 2)notes 3)documentary paper
which is not absolutely essential for the illustration of
our main work.
As regards the reproduction of overprints which ought to
be reproduced separately from the stamps themselves for extra
clarity,measurement,and ideal reading,Yvert would much like
them to be provided in a definitive state,in a form in which
they will only have to be reproduced as they stand. I told
him that only one part of the work had been completed,and
that you would probably ask him to have it photographed and
then run off,complete with some overprints.
M.Yvert then begged me to ask you. to let him have as soon
as possible all the work of this kind to be undertaken,as
well as items for reproduction of every other kind, for example
stamps showing progressive breaks in the clichds,stamps from
a particular impression,blocks or rarities to be reproduced
as a whole etc.etc so that he may have time to obtain excellent
examples from his workshop,together with our corrections,retouches
etc.
I hope that all these explanations will have put you up
to date with my negotiations,which seem entirely satisfactory.
Now decide which method you prefer,and it will be as you say.
I have definitely taken up once again all my work on the
Eaglit.S. I am revising the middle of the 4th period. It's
rather boring work;Aguirre made many mistakes.
I was about to forget something important. Yvert begs you
not to dispose of the overprint reproductions relating to
each district. He prefers to have them all recorded on special
leaves in such a way as to have them all engraved or photographed
together,whereupon he will distribute each one to its place
in the text. It will be sufficient- to put them all back again
afterwards,for example by numbering them.
As to the proofs,it is understood that he will send them
to you in the first place,you will then send them on to me,corrected
as you would see it,and I will content myself with looking
them over again for any minor mis-!-akes which may have escaped
you.
Finally,if you should have a par- of the work,even if only
a few pages,absolutely finalise:3
ext,reproductions),Yvert
would be glad if you would send te-7- to him for him to set
up in composition and reproduce a soon as possible so as
to show us what that would look like in practice. We could
thus correct,amend etc and have a precise idea of what it
would look like 1) in the Echo 2)in an ordinary book 3)in
a separate printing. Yvert thinks that the book in its ordinary to,....
0
‘.)
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Pierre Yvert is married,father of a family,and has made,it
seems a whole heap of mistakes ! above all mistresses and
gambling. Then his father sent him to England to set up or
supervise•a branch ! and I am afraid it won't be long beFore
we shall be doing business with him. I don't know either
what sort of idiocy is going to occur over our publication.
I am going to write to M.Yvert - with the object of going
to Amiens. What do you think of their idea of reducing the
illustrations now ? If they begin to 'grumble' that should
be amusing. But I hope to-arrange matters with them.
I am in complete agreement with you: so that the book may
create a bit of a stir,it seems to me absolutely necessary
that it should appear (or rather should begin to appear) in
L'Echo. For we must never deceive ourselves into thinking
that it will be able to appear in full in L'Echo,and above
all,never before the Brussels Exhibition.
Yvert replied to me I think suggesting a meeting this week
M.Dubois has been very kind;without your help would no doubt
have been refused an explanation. In any case,what I could
absolutely not do would be to dismantle and put my collection
back,so as finally to put it back in order. I have put more
than a year of unremitting toil into the article,arranged
it by means of a chronological study,Bureau by Sub-Bureau
etc on necessarily large paper,with inevitably some gaps.
I could not show that there,such as it is,or not at all.
By contrast,I could show it in a compact form,as my collection
on the siege of Paris is shown,which must I think actually
be one of the three most complete in the world,and the only
one 'arranged'; each item is accompanied by a typed-up description
with its historic worth.

M.Gervais,the son-in-law of M.Yvert,who is now responsible
for the business side of our affairs,having in fact replaced
Pierre Yvert who is no longer in the company for the reasons
which I explained vaguely to you,has left here. We have had
a very long,very friendly,very explicit talk. It seems that
everything is absolutely as we want it. Here is what has
been decided on or explained.
M.Gervais would like to begin publication as soon as possible;
it seems to him (and to me also) that the first 40 or 50 pages
of the final text could be sent to him right away,that would
allow them to issue the first two numbers. It would really
be a farce once again to go over a text which has already
been so well worked over,in trying too hard to clean up something
out of which nothing will come - the best,so says the League
of Nations,is the enemy of the good.
The illustrations should all be included in the text in
the precise place where they will appear.
For cost reasons,only the most beautiful,indispensable and
important illustrations will be printed away from the text
on the best paper appropriate to thi- chosen place; the others
will simply be printed on the text paper,that used for publication
in the Echo itself.
In any case M.Gervais is not frightened by numerous illustrations,
tables,maps,lists etc,so,on this aspect,put in as many as
possible.
But on the contrary,in the book which will be published
with 300-400 copies,all the illustrations will be done with
minute care on the best papers selected outside the text,so
that readers and researchers may thus have absolutely precise
fine,black documents to consult.
Another way of doing it would be a notice for the readers
of L'Echo which would let them know that the part-published
work will itself contain perfect illustrations.
Perhaps because publication in L'Echo may not last too long,it
might even be possible to delete the less useful illustrations
together with certain sections as annexes which are accessories
to the work,letting it be known to subscribers at the same
time that the 'work' will include particulars of the deleted
parts.
As soon as you can send me the complete text,it should be
sent to the printer in January at the very latest,in order
that the whole volume may be printed in a single run,so that
inpractice it
i-)e presented to the public no later than
the end of February, so as clearly to precede the opening
of the Exhibition and be mentioned in the press,and that the
sound of the tom turns may be heard in sufficient time.
Naturally the 6(.c:k which has been used in the typed-up
composition form but not distributed,having been used for
L'Echo,will then be set up,on paper,in the best way possible.
M.Gervais expects to produce a fine book,and what I have shown
him of our work pleases him greatly. I pointed out that it
is a long time since a work of real philatelic importance
has been written in France,and that apart from works on France,almost
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nothing at all has been written,apart from pamphl(As.

4. In reply to a pointed question which I put to him,he told

me "My father-in-law and I agree to put into second place
the financial question,so far as the book is concerned. It
shows that he trusts us !!
He considers,and in my opinion he is right,that
wherever possible amongst the illustrations (those for example
of the overprints on which the sizes are given in manuscript)
the manuscript parts on the cliches should be replaced by
typed characters.
. To ease the work for his compositors and his stereotypers,after
having gone over the whole of my copies of the work,he has
put on one side all the 1872-4 part,and asked me why the remainder
was not presented in the same way. I explained to him that
as regards the 'whole of the remainder',it is you who has
it altogether:text,tables,lists,illustrations,and obviously
you will supply him with this in the same form. He begged
me to ask you,if possible, to send it to him in the same form,using
scissors and paste in abundance.
We calculated that the whole hook would amount to about
500 pages of the same size as that used by typists in double
spacing,or rather a little more. He wasn't frightened by
this;quite the contrary.
After all that,I reckoned that my -idea of having a rather
more special edition produced was superfluous,as the book
will be very well edited,taking care to an almost de luxe
standard.
But,and this is an idea of mine onto which M.Gervais leapt
without hesitation,it would be necessary to set up a little
book annexed,which would be sent free to every genuine purchaser
of the work. This little book would beV pretty complete catalogue,
with prices in French francs. It would follow our work step
by step,as ours is in short no more than a Great Catalogue
without prices - that would make copies of the great work
sell very quickly to a crowd of dealers who basically would
not bother themselves with the 'work'of the 'study',but with
the practical business of buying and selling Mexico. Most
of them would not buy the book,but if they are obliged to
have the catalogue,they will buy it. M.Gervais is explicit
on the matter. Gilbert,whom I sounded out,told me that this
catalogue was indispensable for the success and distribution
of our book,and he knows that Breen and Docquet would be of
the same opinion without needing to ask them.
What do you think ?
If you decide in its favour,I will undertake the work.
We will agree on the prices,i.e.of each issue or period of
the 3R,1,2,4, and 8R of Mexico City,followinq th•.-,se with our
co-efficients. I will cost everything up to,for instance,5,000
francs per item. For items above this ,l will put '5,000
plus'. In short,this is an almost mechanical worls,as the coefficients are already established.
For stamps bearing sub-ronsignment numbers,it will be harder,as
I am afraid about the forgers. To put a '3' or a '27' on
an Ea9le which is merely ovrntinted with a Bureau name, a

consignment number and the year is not difficult,if one looks
at the prices of certain stamps which would be huge !
I think that there it will be necessary to remain vague.
•Finally you can see that everything is going along well.
M.Gervais is not just a bearer of 'good tidings',he has a
message from his father-in-law,Father Yvert,who has been very
interested because he has seen something of our work,and is
very agreeably surprised to see that it is much more important,
profound, and complete than he had imagined. Now it is up to us to deliver the goods !.
For the layout,presentation,characters etc,etc. since he
will have your first 50 pages,he will submit proofs; he comes
here every week,and if necessary I will go to Amiens. Once
we are all agreed on the whole thing,you and I,it will only
be necessary for us to receive the proofs gradually,to correct
them,each on our side (double control,and thus a better chance
of a minimum of mistakes either in the typing or printing.
4 4.

Dear friend,
I have a lot of things to tell you - here are the most important
of them.
I have sent Gervais my corrections for the proofs of the
first issue. I have added two things which I consider of
first importance - the break in the centre across the frameline
ending between the two central scrolls,and the break - a flaw
to be found to the left of the 2R as well,known as the large
break (the only one which you mention) both in '56 and '61.
Josling,Wilson and Phillips consider these two varieties
extremely interesting and much rarer than the large break.
I have also sent Gervais the enlarged photograph both of
these 3 retouches and of the impression of the 4R on the 1R.
Our job here should not be like so much 'putty' and should
be enlivened with some stereotype illustrations.
As for my great map of all the Bureaux which overprinted,Gervais
will probably place it outside the text,in a folded form for
L'Echo. Such a document springs to the eye, and explains
things better than a lot of text to the reader,above all when
they look at the kilometer scale !

P. N 2.- -a 4-

Another letter from Gervais confirms what you have written;
several of the overprints which form part of all the '56 and
'61 overprints sent by you to Amiens are a)much too indistinct
to 'come out' well in reproduction.
b)or,by being too
well touched up by you,have lost their true appearance,as
they are different 'to the eye' from those when one looks
at the genuine article on stamps.
Now the consignment of photos (they were the best photographic
prints which I had got) are going to be sent hick again to
Amiens immediately,and will serve Yvert's engraver very well
as he will be obliged a) to go over them again by engraving
on zinc,following the proofs which I own and fresh items I
have sent to Gervais,some with illegible or distorted overprints.
b) to look again closely at other overprints
such as they are,which I had left out as insufficiently accurate.

Jb.
1.1

Gervais is away from Amiens until tomorrow,which is annoying
as I begged him to have the double page map of Mexico,showing
frontiers and the names of the Bureaux having overprints appear
in the first 'L'Echo- it is an essential lesson 'for the eyes'..

In fact,dear friend,your paper which for my taste had too
much 'filling' has not come out too badly,and moreover I have
corrected the characters thrice so as to try to have words
appearing in different forms,and also to begin new paragraphs
more often. But the make-up of the Echo,crowded,compact,and
on very bad paper,doesn't lend itself to a very attractive
presentation. Yesterday I saw M.Gervais who came with his
proofs of the 'reworked' overprints. I gave him two more
photos,and especially a very fine 2R Hermosillo selected from
11 copies I had of this Bureau for '56-and '61,so that the
true overprint may be reproduced exactly, as that in Scott,with
its rounded and broken letters is simply fanciful and has
never existed like that.
I have seen
4-11.%4.those of the two little 8R stereotypes and (?I don't
remember
more) which you sent to Gervais; that will do nothing for
mews these systems are economical with illustrations,their
papers,defects,and the first (illegible) magnifies and spoils
everything.
As for the Tescaltitlan,you have received my two best proofs;
the one which did not come off was very faint unfortunately,be
so kind as to send the best ones to Amiens urgently,as the
engraver is about to finish,and more than one stereotype I
believe,so it will be necessary to add a little note to
the Toluca 1861 to explain this new 'cliche - see the Chapman
sale catalogue where this overprint is described. My 4R black
on yellow (unfortunately very thinned) has,as the photo shows,
the two overprints,Tescaltitlan and Toluca.
As for Acambaro,I have made a little note showing the examples
and saying that this overprint,which is only found on unused
stamps,is 'under discussion'. We are thus covered.
Is it by accident that you haven't an extra photo of my
pair of 1R '56 with the impression of the 4R on the lefthand
stamp ? It is an enlargement with a large 'cliche' showing
the variety. Gervais has gone off with my only copy.
.
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I have spent 10 days in the mud and fog of Perigord.
This morning (!) our No.2 (in the Echo) arrived,whereas
I had seen it yesterday at Brun's. Really,at Yvert's they
haven't got the message,I wrote a high-handed letter to Gervais,
above all because despite my immediate request in writing,neither
Chapmanelson or Joslin have yet received any numbers of
L'Echo. In your next letter to Amiens,be so good as to support
my complaint. With the mail bringing the second part,there
was a letter from Chapman who had had this number for two
weeks.
He hasn't wasted his time as you will see from his
missive,which I enclose,and has noted various mistakes. One
of them is indisputable but is due to Wilson senior himself
who on the slip of paper bearing the 1R pair with the 4R
impression,wrote that this re-entry is to be found on the
55th stamp of Plate II alone. I had omitted to correct this
on the photo.
By contrast,I haven't found the 'MIAS' instead of 'MATS,
noted by Chapman.
I leave to you the trouble of sending Gervais the notes
and corrections for insertion in the next number.
The Yvert illustrations on their cheese-paring paper are
rather indifferent.
As my notations,horribly handwritten, are simply hideous,I
have put them away,and reckon you have also forgotten about
them,otherwise you would have asked to have had them properly
engraved by Yvert's engraver artist. For those still to follow,
I am going to try to have them done "properly".

Gervais wrote to me that his typographers have placed the
'56 overprints badly and that,at the last moment,he has
had to cancel our sequel to the No.(of the Echo) of 15
January, That's amusing ! I am replying to him.
Gervais wrote me a rather irritable letter; I believe that
he has finally received our manuscript in almost its complete
form.. and I still annoy him for going so slowly. Now he says:'I
am waiting in vain for the text promised by M.de Smeth' and
so on.
Time presses..
I understand the delay over the 1868-72s although it may be
time to ask Josling for the return of your paper; but for
the text as a whole,I don't see what it is which makes him
so hung up. Here we are in February and hardly a quarter
of the work is printed. I have written these days here to
MM.Maingenty and Dubois,if only they will communicate,that
would be fine.
In order not to have to change,one has to be very friendly
to every visitor.

Where I don't understand you is when you say that we
are 'ahead' of Gervais !
You well know that the Echo will be obliged to 4 late on
the grounds of 'Volume' 11. This is a fine time 'hut all our
work into print for its publication in a single &)oklet. Gervais,who
has seen all our writings and his illustrations on my copies
reckons that he will have to make a major effort especially
in providing for the Eagles where 3/4 of the text is ours,and
the endless tables of names of offices and sub-consignments,
to obtain a good,definitive and exact result. Gervais must
send us quickly the proofs of the 5 Periods of the Eagles,the
Maximilians,the '67s,the 68s to 72s,whereupon it will be necessary
to print up an enormous quantity of reproductions,so that
we may have time to see them 'live' i.e.in print' as the result
of our compilations,which we are correcting,so that finally
Chapman and Josling may for their part have seen,read and
corrected.
This is why Gervais has begged me to intervene with you
to Jet him have all our text by 15 February at the very latest,to
be completely ready i.e. the hooks to be put on sale towards
the end of April.
This is a long letter,but one in which I hope to put various
details to rest,and to calm you. Allow_me to insist on a
single item: the urgent return to Gervais of all which remains
except for 1868-72 which you can certainly expedite to Amiens
from here in 8 or 10 days ,as Josling is surely going to return
everything to us shortly.

I well understand that you have sent Gervais the whole

-6. of the general section (list of Bureaux etc.etc.) which comes
after the 1872-4 issue. So that Gervais now has everything
except our little darling,the 1868-72 issue. If possible,let
me have it before Gervais,I will keep it for no longer than
24 hours.
No,I haven't joined forces with our pleasant editor
on the question of having all our manuscripts in by 15-20
February. It is he who has taken away from me all the work
to be done,the negatives to be made,and the proofs to be submitted
to us for final corrections by the Chapmans,Joslings,Barrons,setting
up the pages,the placing of the text etc.etc. which will be
decidedly different from that awful Echo; then the printing,and
stitching.
As at the moment his father-in-law is making him reset completely
the great General Catalogue,and to rewrite the 'France and
Colonies' catalogue on whicn 1 have collaborated with him
considerably,he is driven to distraction. That is why he
has begged me for more than two months already to get the
whole of our text sent to him urgently.
I have understood the delays in correcting from Chapman
and Josling
Notwithstanding my strict and repeated instructions,
Amiens sent the 31st October proofs,and since then,nothing
at all.
I tackled Gervais who is going to restore 'this' to good ord,_r.
As for the others,don't bother yourself,as I will do them
myself on the special copy which Gervais kept,and is the"definitive
one from which the book will be printed.

ItZ)%44.
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I don't know what is happening in Amiens,but I suspect
%• that Gervais is only a little boy who doesn't 'dare' anything
when his father-in-law isn't there. Father Yvert returns
today from Cannes. I shall have to go to Amiens where everything
drags along,and a force of inertia reigns which worries me,for
I see that Gervais promises,declares himself in agreement,even
suggests improvements,and that his underlings continue with
their routine without changing anything.
No more joking ! To get back to positive things,I will
demand proofs once more,for you and for me. It will have
to be done quickly,no matter, but you will have to correct
as well as me,so tha1Ur two copies put together may be composed
by Gervais in my presence,so that,line by line, everything
may be set out clearly.
I will require some "life" from him,everything on the line,chapter
headings,sub-titles,but will I get them ?
Here's another Journal (L'Echo). I. hope it won't land you
with a migraine.

1-k•Is
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You wrote to me again last week: it is better that Gervais
sends you everything and that you correct the proofs. The
poor man had perhaps had something similar from you,as I hadn't
written to him on the subject. He thought it best to send
me the Eagles. I applied myself to it,and I am confined to
bed,I worked the whole afternoon,late into the night and all
this morning.
I send you your text after having completed a careful collation.
It is probable that Chapman is going to take much longer and
propose a heap of things,but as he has the whole of the first
draft typed up properly for two months (one copy sent by me
and one by you) each corrected,yours in pencil,mine in ink
and with various notes etc. in addition to which I have twice
been able to check, as well as numbers,co-efficients,Bureaux
and sub-bureaux names,so that they may coincide with the proofs,it
seems to me that there is nothing more now but to let Yvert:
print or we shall never get out of it.
I am sending you;your 1868 text,having put your photos
into it,addressed to Gervais,telling him to stereotype them
as he now has everything,urgently and put everything to the i(0,
‘).4...k„4T .
As I understand the proofs; Gervais henceforth will send
me the original text and a mix of proofs which I will correct
and return to him,and another which I will keep corrected
according to your text,so as to have an 'original' myself,and
in 24 hours I will send you your draft. At the same time
Gervais will have sent you your mix of proofs,and to Josling
and Chapman,one to each; it seems that in this way we will
lose the minimum of time,and there is not too much to lose !
I even fear that we will not be ready for the 24 May. This
requirement for the 24 May or 4 June
s.
i turps me terribly!
I thought that everything would be finished towards the 29
or 30 May,and that I could leave for Lisbon by 1st(June) at
the latest. I will try to rearrange things,it won't be easy!

Perigueux

I am just back from the post office where I have sent
you 1) the originals for '67,'68, and '72.
2) to Yvert the corresponding lot of corrected proofs.
I agree with Gervais on this matter; with our book published,to
complete will be easy.
In Amiens,there is no one left: father Yvert is ill in
Cannes,Gervais has just got back after 15 days. I have had
to deal with an employee who replaced him and whom I made
to come to Paris last Friday.
Gervais reckons that there is plenty of time to alter anything.
I replied that ,without an end to Chapman's corrections on
the Eagles,right in the middle of the work,he must be rather
patient. I have just written to Chapman to explain the situation
to him,I reckon that will stir him up.'

Gervais remains quiet as a fish since my last 3 letters.
I think a word from you would restore him from a worrying
torpor. In any case,it isn't the brochure corrections and
addenda to be definitively printed that I want,but rather
the proofs,as it is essential that this supplement should
be perfect.
-1s. NS,

Yvert is beginning to be unbearable. It is now more than
3 weeks since I sent him back the Supplement proofs corrected,and
still nothing... My typist also worries me,she has had my
catalogue text for 10 days,and still no signs of life.
To keep myself busy,I have the assembly of the catalogue
of my own collection. I have to say that for that I have
less fire in thet4ehind than for our book and its appendices

Chateau de la Roche
par Jullie,Rhone.

"
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Just before my departure for Fayolle (where I return on
the 17th) I received the supplemental part at last from Yvert.
I have therefore sent the book immediately with its supplements
to:Chapman,Josling,Wilson,Phillips,Barron,Mendoza. In Paris
I will send it ,or resubmit it to,2 or 3 well-known colleagues
what I wrote to Gervais or nothing at all,it is much of a
muchness. Perhaps you will have more influence - it appears
to me that they are making very poor publicity for it,or rather
no publicity at all,either for the book or for the publication
in the Echo - it seems to me that they should issue a statement
in capital letters,or even more, in editorialform,in the
Echo,announcing that the book is available at 45 francs with
the supplement,that the catalogue is finished,and will soon
be printed,that the purchasers of the book will have the right
to a catalogue free of charge,or at a very modest price.

La Roche,Jullie,Rhone.

Once again our identical views have crossed. Identical
except on one point: I have gathered fro4ervais that he would
not wait for the end of the publication of the work in the
Echo to place the book into circulation,but it is essential
that he gives it publicity in the Echo,as I have said,or it
all comes to nothing. A well-directed letter from you will
surely have results.
As for Gervais,like you I am in expectation - if father
• Yvert backtracks too much,I will not hesitate to take my catalogue
to Tedeschi,and he will make it shift !!
Yvert is in the hands of Champion,and Champion has a few
skeletons Which rattle fiendiShly in the cupboard,and Yvert
is pulling Champion and his skeletons out I who have nothing
to fear from anyone,am going to sing them a sono "You must
take it or leave it" in October on my return.
The catalogue 'France and Colonies'_has worn me to a very
thin thread.. it's a fat morsel,with the customers,and huge!
when all is said and done!
If Champion makes trouble,Yvert will see my formidable work
pass under his nose,and it is of philatelic interest to him,not
speculative ! The poor little 'Mexico' catalogue will follow
the other,and will very probably be translated and printed
in English immediately.
The catalogue should be with the compositors. I have heard
nothing from Yvert since sending my original,and at the same
time received the last delivery of corrections and price additions
from Josling for the 1868 thick figures.
You won't find the modifications to your catalogue too bad;
it was rather incomplete and in the stated opinion of Josling,Phillips,
and Gilbert were in the whole of the non-varieties priced
too high by about 30%.
It seems that all is well at the present moment. This catalogue
will in fact be a sort of index - a vade-mecum. I hope that
Gervais is going to illustrate it properly.

In Philately,nothing particularly new. Yvert has not decided
to send me the catalogue proofs. I am waiting !
Gervais continues to let me languish,I still await my proofs.
1.1

Write d:;_rect to Gervais,he will certainly send a catalogue
to Mr
. Bc?nson (?Brison). Take advantage of the circumstance
to remind
of the Taylor business. They are very kind
in Amiens,but there is a terrible lassitude about everything.

S•N.3%

Gilbert's work has begun to appear at St G. (i.e.Stanley Gibbons).
It is going tc be of use in the revision (for the Eagles) of the Yvert
et Tellier catalogue which P.Yvert has asked me for recently fcr the
next edition. I shall have tc hurry,as it is due at the printers by
the end cf January 11
They are now reprinting the 5th 1935 impression. I will only do it
up to 1872 inclusive. As regards your opinion about stamps in bad
condition; only those can be of use which may be "studied",or axe going
to auction and can properly go that far thanks to the very low prices
for such items. By contrast,fine,rare or very rare items from
collettions should fetch very high prices. .Gilbert's wcrk,as you will
see, is going tc make forgeries of the Eagles impossible.

Pierre Yvert who has taken up his position again in the management
of the House cf Yvert has come with full authority to ask me tc revise
the Mexican entry in their next general catalogue - it is really
lamentable as it is. He is allowing me everything,except net to emit
in the 1874 issue the numbers following right up until the end s
in the same way. I have sweated bleed and tears,but with 'a','A' twice
I have get there.
Alas,
. 7.3% nothing is certain about the changes in-listings,and the general cleanThat c... Champion is
up in the Yvert catalogue edition this year.
shooting at the fox. Fortunately Pierre Yvert is well dug in. What
luck that this fine,good intelligent man has at last returned to the
fold.
Yes,it is a fortunate change at Yvert,in spite of some monumental
5.3%
mistakes which remain (in spite of my remonstrances,notably the note
abcut the reprints ! ). I will try to perfect it next year.
"S%.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

What Chapman understands by 'accents' are the accents on
certain proper noun vowels,'PazcAro' for example.
I can hardly see what use this has. He has just written
to me to offer me his complete plate (60) of the 8R '56s,
Merida,a magnificent item. Alas,although very cheap (0 the
stamp) it is too dear for me. But he authorises me to illustrate
it in its entirety in our work. It will surely be our most
beautiful illustration. If you have too much difficulty in
illustrating not only the genuine overprints but also the
false ones (which I consider to be essential) would you like
me to take charge of this; I could do it myself or have it
done by an astonishing photographic process ?

If I haven't replied earlier to your last letter,it is because

I was looking after some "thing". Like a spider
with long feet,I have for some months been weaving a web,
and little by little flies have falleh into it. To say that
this was'at a glance'would be to exaggerate ! As one who
wants the end of it... and then there are from time to time
dabblers; when our book will have warded them off I think
it will be necessary to bid them goodbye...to the dabblers..
In short, I have at your disposal all the overprints for
'56 and '61 except for Yguala,clear,clean,perfectly able to
be copied,and especially the rarities,the most difficult ones
to find - the Temascaltepec,Soyaniquilpam (in spite of my
three Isla del Carmen,in very mediocre condition,but you have
them), Sultepec,curious.. I only have a single Monterrey
'56 and a single Victoria '56,these are two districts almost
impossible to find - BUT I have a superb B.California (the
one from the Chapman sale,the 1 Real in effect); an 8R black
on buff with a magnificent 'Stitch'watermark from top to bottom;
two 'La Croix' watermarks,and finally a superb laid paper
'72 - as for its importance,I am no longer lacking any '56s
to 1887,including the 10 pesos blue-green - now my collection
really is 'A Collection'; it can serve 1) to work on 2) to
'astonish'. It is not necessary for me to tell you that the
second of these for me belongs at the 10th level. Better
still,I have largely complete sets of 'fakes','forgeries"
and 'reprints'.

You cannot imagine what difficulties one is up against
when one is trying to make an overprint appear in black,placed
for instance ,on another colour,such as dark green,which
in a photograph comes out similarly in black !!
I wonder if it would not be better,instead of copying for _
example, the overprint,to send you the B.California,to be
reproduced exactly in a photograph. It's up to you to decide.
I would ask you to keep this strictly. to yourself,for
reasons which I will give you aloud, relating to some very
interesting photos of a series of reprints which I am sending
Unfortunately it will be impossible for us to reproduce
you.
them such as they are,for the items would then be too easily
identified by the person who owns them,and with whom
I am at daggers drawn.
I much regret not to have thought of having Josling's collection
of forgeries photc,y0,0.,‘..4. These documents would be very useful.
Would you know of anyone in Brussels who could copy them at
- : send the album back to Josling. He has
my expense,before yo.
given me authority to do this. I made the mistake of not
lot to you;
• the
thinking about this before I sent
I am only talking about stamps which have false overprints,as
photographs of stamps which are only reprints are of no interest.
I enclose an enlarged photograph x 11 of the 10 types of
the 25c (1868). This has been a real success. Because of
the blue and the pink background,it was necessary to use
incredible screens and absolutely special plates. At least
11 stereotypes were needed to achieve this result,an excellent
one.
In this connection,please don't let all my proofs which
I have sent you moulder in a drawer. I have had to give Gervais
my own proof,jealously guarded for several reproductions,notably
for several overprints which are impossible to reproduce,such
as you have sent to Amiens with retouches in ink which spoiled
them completely. Now,if the stereotypes are difficult to
make,the prints are less so,so that I have made a sufficient
number; 1 for you,1 for reproduction (which you haven't sent
to Yvert) and one for me - now I have paid out 1780 francs
for all the stereotypes; that's alright so long
as they are used,so be so kind as to send me the copies which
you have relative to that which is at present in Yvert's hands;
as for the others,don't hesitate to put them in the text.
Gervais will illcFtrate them,or almost all of them. I agree
about the ac7- er.*_,
dear tc Chapman. Amiens will however
try to put tnen
wherever they appear in the text.

ii
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3) As for the '68-72 stereotypes - my advice is very clearly
that for all the retouches,varieties etc.,your system of a
single line in which you show by penmarks the place,the row,the
specific detail, is by far the clearest and most practical.
This does not brook further discussion. But,by contrast,for
the types which vary generally,and not as a result of some
unique detaitbut by some special general aspect common to
each of the 10 types,in various different details,the stereotype
which I have obtained with great trouble,and which I then
enlarged,are very readable,and for those who are interested
in such things,are preferable.
As for replacing anew using cleaner stamps,even unused
ones, as you suggest,that would mean beginning a long and
completed work all over again; as for the distance between
them,in effect this would be to lose space,but in reality
is hardly of any importance,as,seen from one point of view,
each type is 'given a good airing', 'distant' from its neighbours
and more readable.
As for the overprints which Gervais' encraver is remaking
at the moment,this has to do precisely with several of my
photo cuttings; and several others where you have touched
up the deign with a pen,as a result of which some of them
-Tulancingo for example - have become completely different
from the originals. I have recently been offered new reproductions
for Baja California,Toluca and Temascaltepec of an absolutely
remarkable fidelity.
Perhaps you didn't select from my photos those where mine
had no scratches,and a vast amount of work results from making
a lot disappear - sometimes everything apart from the overprint.
In any case in Amiens they are delighted with what I have
sent them - there are a few mistakes to correct such as you
have made: 'TIXTLA GUERR' into "TIXTLA GUERRO' - I have seen
this on occasions as for several other overprints where the
formation of the letters is tricky..
For us to prepare them
it is extremely difficult with only a drawing pen and Chinese
ink to be as sure of our designs as a professional engraver.
Besides,so far as concerns Mr Scott's reproductions,I am far
from being an admirer of his ! Many overprints are only passably
accurate (besidesj I see that you have put them on one side)
or are absolutely fanciful.

By the end of the week you will have two copies (one for
you,one for Yvert) of the photo of the Cuernavaca provisional.
I have just given the photographer Chapman's copy.
Attached herewith:
1)The caption which I have written to accompany the bc_c_,,
Cuernavaca provisional photo,which (illegible) had
taken from the envelope which Chapman sent me.
He
An
extremely interesting letter from
2)
is undoubtedly right about the points which I have
annotated. I have checked on the spot the photos
which Wilson gave me,originating with his father,
and also of other photos,either of complete plates
or reconstructions made by Josling. As for the other
points,you are a better judge than I am - I leave
to you the task of making the next No.(of the Echo)
appear with useful "correction notes'.
3) A word from Chapman specifying that the 'C.GUZMAN'
overprint on the Guadalajara provisionals seen at
Gilbert's is genuine.

I concur in your admiration for the reproduction. The Fourth
Period overprints appeared the day before yesterday; as for
me,I am a little less than enthusiastic as there are some
overprints which have escaped me - the first of Queretaro
for instance,which I suppose must come from Scott and has
only traces of resemblance,but on the whole,and considering
the horrible variations in the paper,it is well done. By
contrast,the Bureaux in succession are much too crowded in
places,to the untidyness of others,each name listed is inexact,and
too thin,and marks should separate the end of one and the
beginning of another. On the contrary to this,I have found
almost nothing this time to correct in the text.

Amongst the proofs that Gervais brought me here were absolutely
no illustrations; I assume that you have received them with
the text and that they are in the throes of putting them into
stereotype.
Enclosed herewith,for you, 2 reproductions I have sent
to Gervais for the 'book'.
The complete text of the 1867-8 seemed very good to
me,apart from a few details of no importance which I have
added. The Provisionals have been well enough set out and
explained - Gervais has the whole text - what a pity that
your piece which was so amusing about the cutting out of your
Guadalajara by means of a perforated punch is not specifically
illustrated in your article. Couldn't you have another stereotype
made ? Seeing that we really lack pictures illustrating the
work,
There is text,text and text,and there is hardly an occasional
plate of illustrations. I had to fight to get in the map
of Mexico,which is so indispensable.

H

S
I saw Gervais for a long time yesterday who commented that,as
for your letter and what you want him to under7lakE with me,it
is done - something which,alas, will be truly hc;rible are
all the reproductions of reproductions; the Juar2 for instance
of which I have seen the proofs are revolting,illc,3ible and
incomprehensible. Too bad.. but this will reducc, our book.
As for all your prints of false cancels,in orcir to enlighten,and
to avoid any accidental transposing in the text,it is understood
that they will be reproduced not in a table,but one by one
in the text in the middle of the section describing each one
of them.

lk
Another question: the worthy Josling has sent me his 1868
collection of retouches. I am concerned in opening the parcel,inasmuch as one can see very well that one corner had been torn
off to establish the contents...he tells me to photograph
what I want. I am going to try anyway. But I have been stupid
enough in sending your photos to be stereotyped by Gervais
to forget to make a detailed descriptive note of the retouches
of which you provided the photos. Amongst the duplicates
you sent me,there is only the photo of the 10 types of the
25c,that of the 50c with 3 retouches,A.B. and C, and that
of the 100c. Would you therefore be so kind as to send me
photos of all the other retouches so that I only need to photograph on Josling's stamps those that you haven't reproduced.
I am terrified at the idea of having to pay the cost of
photos of all the 1860 t.?1868) retouches. There is a formidable
number of them,perhaps 40 to 50. Anyway I am going to try.
%..%

IS

have here for 3 or 4 days the photos of the retouches.
I will not do all of them,as some are really too weak or hardly
readable especially in the miserable illustrations made by
Yvert,that prevents more than a total of 20 or 25 being made.
into
Some of them are magnificent,typical. I will put them i
is
surprising
that
Josling
1t
your text with their captions did not point tbew all out to you.

SV

Here are the photos I have made of a small number of Josling's
retouches,of some of the less important ones. I have contented
myself (12c and 25c) by describing them at the end.

F. THE AUTHOR'S COMMENTS ON EVERYONE ELSE INVOLVED.

‘‘s

The sub-consignments are very interesting but I reckon that,from
their 'value' standpoint, we have illusions about them in
Europe. Phillips has in fact sent out albums with not a bad
number of sub-consignments,and his prices are more or less
on a par with ordinary examples there (so he tells me); the
condition of the stamp,its margins,the clarity of the overprint,and
of the cancel, are the only aspects which are of interest
in increasing their value. Only in the very rare Bureaux
are those whose prices rise significantly,whereas the English,wherever
the stamp is at all out of the ordinary,mark it up to an
astronomical price,even though the stamp may be cut,holed,or even infected !
Josling has offered me all his documents,his'platings'
for the '68s. I have replied to him that despite the joy
and interest which I would have in working hard in his mine
of discoveries,it would be more worthwhile for him to send
them directly to you,as you are the 'scientist' of the House
of Smeth,Fayolle & Co. You can write to him directly,these
English are very sensitive about any lack of trust,or politeness
1
above all (that's bizarre) when it comes from people like
us,whom 'they write down'.
Chapman writes adorable letters ! As if he doubted my crass
incapacity in the matter ! Crass is perhaps exaggerated as
I am making progress...but incapacity is just the same.
Wilson writes that he is studying the engraved [presumably
engraved Maximilian stamps]

I hope to see you soon. Josling to whom I have written
yesterday will surely send you his enormous work with all
the items in support. He was scared of sending them to me
because of the customs. I told him not to make this mistake,and
to address them to you. A word from you will,I thinx,be welcome.
He is an intelligent man,and very well-informed,and also a
very friendly gentleman.

letters from Josling,I think they will interest
Here are
personal
use, I have made a summary in French,adding
you. For my
details
provided earlier by Josling, and
one 07 two
some leads from Gilbert and yourself - but the main thing
is that Josling is in complete agreement with you about the
engraved (i.e.Maximilian)stamps.
In addition,Josling has sent me his reference album of forgeries,
tricks,and reprints. Gilbert also has an enormous mass of
the same documents,consisting of complete sheets of reprints.
You definitely need to see them,study them, and all that. And
this can't all be brought to Brussels.

34t

I have the impression that the philatelic world is beginning
to have its eyes opened in our favour,and that our work is
much awaited. In any case the English are full of active support.
Josling in particular astounds me ! If I had not prevented
it beforehand,he was going to send me yesterday,taking the
risk,the mass of material which he owns,and which contains
60% of the Chapman collection !!
Enciosea
is an interesting note from Josling which for the 2R wide
setting clearly concludes that there is a single plate with
a frameline,andperhaps (but there is no proof) similarly a
plate of 6o stathps without a frameline. He also states that
the "Liberator" has his cheeks hardly or incompletely shaded
in,while in other colours by contrast,they are strongly hatched

Two words in haste to accompany the enclosed letter from Josling
which seems to me to contain some very interesting information
about the plates of the 1856 issue. Ask him to send you directly
the photos which he told me about,as I have told him firmly
amongst other things that it is you who is the 'technician'
of our association

I have just had a line from Wilson giving us,with an entirely
good grace, all possible authorisations for reproducing whatever
we want from his father's work.

S•14.

Translation of the important parts of Mr Chapman's
reply of 10 May to mine of 30 April (1934).
Stamps sold and delivered.
My reply today to Mr Chapman will show you that he has not
understood my question He mixes everything up - stamps stolen
before being overprinted, and those which were able to be
sold later by the thieves without overprint,and all those
which,on the contrary remained in the Bureaux.
His distinction between 'sent' and 'sold' (we are of the
same opinion) would only serve to.increase confusion in the
minds of our readers.
'Overprint' - he reverts to this word once again. We can't
invent a new term.
Indication of a Sub-Bureau. My reply is equally explicit.
Districts and Sub-Bureaux.
After having in his letter of 3 April (which I return to
you) advocated the terms 'District' and 'Sub-district',which
is perfectly sensible,he is now writing to say that he would
prefer to see the terms 'District and 'Sub-District' adopted
in the place of 'Principal Bureaux' and 'Sub-Bureaux' as we
have. For my part,I adhere strongly to these latter terms,which
have the advantage of being understood in every language,
and do not want to create confusion by the words 'District'
and 'Sub-District'.
Wilson's alphabetical list.
Chapman states that he is going to re-read it and show us
any corrections which he finds he has to make. Perhaps there
will be some corrections,but in my view they will be of little
importance as by a proper use of Rhys-Jones' work,I have noted
his accuracy as regards Chapman's list of principal Bureaux,of
which his is only a copy,put into alphabetical order.
Chapman reverts once again to his pet subject of accents
being imposed correctly; but eventually after having criticised
us severely,out of all the names mentioned amongst the numerous
papers we have sent him,there is only the name 'Citas' to
be corrected. As the 'C' should be turned upside down,it will
be easy to satisfy him !

A4.5.Z4

Neris,26 June 1934.
Dear friend,
Chapman is going strong ! How seriously would a minatory
note that we should buy Chapman's old book(C3= francs)
have affected the 4-5000 readers of L'Echo ?! He has made
such "suggestions" several times before, not as baldly
as all that,but nevertheless suggestions. I let them
pass icily,and there was no reaction. And now I visualise
the poor reader with his microscope and despair in his soul,
burrowing amongst his notes,in receiving the peculiar page
numberinq,translatinq from English etc,etc. - it's absurd.

11.3•.k.

Josling seems to be very busy at the moment,but he is the
most kindly man in the world, and he will certainly reply
to you.
It has beguh to be horribly hot here etc.
A very friendly handshake
Fayolle.

Chapman's idea of changing the term 'period' to 'group'
seemed crazy to me. I see that you feel the same.
No,my large sheet of La Croix paper (cut into two) is certainly
not an essay - one sees this clearly when handling,it,and
that there were other sheets with a standard moire. Now that
they are photographed and described,and the watermark shows
up well, I am sending it back to Gilbert - Chapman has written
to say that there was a quarter sheet i.e. a complete cliche
of the moirecwhich JoslinQ has. He writes as follows on your
subject:
"As regards the 1868 issue, I think the best thing for M.
de Smeth would be if he would tell me exactly what information
is essential,or ratherdhat those which he holds have a certificate
and in this way I will not have to research material which
would be useless to him,as in effect I own an enormous quantity
of documents relating to this issue,either written by myself,or
taken from reviews and other works... I will send him all
those then which he does'nt own. This would save much time
from research,clarification etc....
Write to him again then, He is the kindest man in the

world.
k

As regards the Maximilians,between ourselves,Chapman has
made a muddle of them,he swam,he is still swimming. I have
revised his old book on the subject with care: one feels that
he is trying to find a way out,but his figures contradict
one another,and he doesn't know, he makes no distinction between
the consignments of the engraved and lithographed,especially
between 15 December 1866 and February/March 1867.
His famous notes seem like a 'panacea',meanwhile they only
serve to confuse,as,written little by little after the main
work,they only describe individual discoveries in sequence,
which he has made later on.
This doesn't matter very much on the other hand,given such
a com•l,
: and detailed subject in an age of revolution and
disorcalsation,or rather 'de-disorganisation',as was the
case wit:1 the Empire;it is a miracle anyway to have pieced
together and co-ordinated the remains of the material with
which n, ..Ipplied you.
it only remains to modify the guidolih
and in (..-tober I will put
everything in order according to
the documents which he has corrected.

1.5.1_114

What I am sending you today is thin in appearance but has
required 4 or 5 hours of work for several days ! Chapman
sent me a corrected list of Wilson's names. I have corrected
wn copy which I sent you for the printer,and have gone
batik over in ink the almost illegible corrections in pencil
on the copy sent back by Chapman. My eyes are exhausted.
Fortunately he had the good idea of having one of the sheets
typed up separately with corrections,additions,and accents
(ah ! his dear accents,how they have bothered me !). In any
case this excellent man has delivered himself of an enormous
work if it may be judged from the extra work which the simple
reproduction of two copies of it has given me, and accomplished
with this completely hateful meticulousness, horribly long
and painful.
I am going tc write and thank him. As for the great list,I
am proud to say that I have made no mistakes,apart from two
small items of no consequence. In a few days I am going to
finish everything.
P.S.Wilson has sent me his 'stock' of 1867 -68. A vast majority
of horrors,but 5 4R rose on white,the first time I have seen
any. Except for one,which is almost acceptable,and which
I have sent back to him for final expertisation,all the others
are vile,cut and torn,with 'Mexico' cancels filthy.
These English are rather 'particularist' and for the slightest
variety they puff it up and above all profit by demanding
high prices. Now,over two years they have sent me hundreds,one
might say thousands, of stamps of this issue,but unless my
memory fails me,I have no recollection that they have ever
distinguished blue-greens or sea-greens amongst the thin figures.
The bright yellow-green Lagos 'Anotado' appears to be a special
shade ,as you suggest - I have several copies.
Thankyou for the explanation on the 50c lemon-yellow,very
clear,very typical . Wilson only offered two or three of
them,and Josling one,I think, and I didn't take them as they
all had faults; this shade must be very rare,and I don't have
a copy
As for the Maximilians which were the subject of the letter
Chapman sent to you on 21 August,it is impossible for me to
do the same work as for the Eagles. In practice,it is you
who hold the copy returned by Chapman,provided wilAi corrections
made in pencil - you have furthermore written at-•11 a month
ago that you had put in the necessary modificaticms. If it
doesn't disturb you too much,would you send me a copy of the
corrections,in the form in which I sent you those which I
employed with the Eagles,so that I may correct my own copy.
It is certain that in his book Chapman is very confused
and incomprehensible. He also had to face up to certain almost
insoluble difficulties...he pulled himself out of them in
the most skilful way possible.

r% As for Chapman's other remarks,I leave the corrections in
At1.34 your care.
His remarks on p.41b: I don't know what he is talking about.
P.47 etc. The 1R is corrected. The rest is up to you to decide.
P.49. Correction made.
P.51. Correction made: it is 58 instead of 57 ( a mistake
by Wilson in his own summary in which I found some names and
numbers unknown to Chapman.
P.52. You will see that in effect I have deducted the Hermosillo
returns from Guaymas.
P.54. I don't understand.
P.55. The mistake "S.L.Potosi" has been corrected; it is Guanajuato,
and not S.L.Potosi.
P.56. Wilson noted that the 5 consignment No.9 on a 2R stamp
in his collection bore a very clear cancel of Agualega,which
is actually a sub-bureau of Monterrey. But he omitted to mention
whether the delivery date was really 175-1864.
For Chapman's remarks on p.56bis and the following,you have
the corrections which he made in pencil.
In addition,I would point out to you a material error committed
by Wilson,see p.69 there is there:
17 Rio Verde 208-1865. The '17' must be left as 'unknown'.
Wilson having a stamp overprinted '17' (Rio Verde 208-1865),
allocated it to this mistaken place; he repeats it this time
in a proper location in S.L.Potosi 1866 (p.102). Chapman is
thus perfectly correct.. I had copied Wilson's allocation
without checking it.
P.90. I actually have a Papantla,very neat,and Wilson shows
a pair of 2Reales. As Chapman left the name of the subdistrict
blank,I thought it best to add this information.
For all Chapman's other remarks,you have the means of appreciating
them which I lack.
I am allowing myself to keep Josling's letter for several
days,as I am going to translate it for my own archive.
61.1.o. 1

Chapman is decidedly inexhaustible. I send you his last
letter and his information on the relative rarity between
them of the Bureaux of the 1868-72 issue. I have edited two
manuscript pages,keep them,and make what use may of them.
Be so kind as to return Chapman's two originals to me.

F.
Josling has just sent me a little album of thin and thick
• figures (1868) of an extremely interesting kind,and I have
fished out several things which I lacked.He accompanied them
with a letter with more know-how concerning this issue. I
translate it for you:
"My 1868 collection is made up not only by values for
each district but by year,so that I aim to have for each value
and each district at least one example of each of the 4 years,
and 'within' I try to get examples of every transfer and every
plate,and finally I look for all the errors,all the paper
varieties and all the various overprints of a main office.
My collection is a considerable one,and above all since the
acquisition of Chapman's collection,I reckon to have almost
all that is possible of what exists. Nevertheless I lack:
Thin figures: Nos 28,100c,29.C.Victoria 400729.Camargo
12,25,50,100,31..}34.100,35.100,38,100,41,6,25,100c.
Thick figures: Nos 3,6c,100,25,100c,26,Isla del armen0,50,
,34,100c,36,
100, 29,Tula de T,100c,29,Camargo.
40,50c,100c."
My view is that amongst the thick figures,the following numbers
do not exist:
Nos3,6c,100c,25,100c,29 100c 40,50c,100c.
Given that the supplies of thin figures in these values was
much less than consumption over the 4 years,and that no-one
has ever seen or indicated an example"
The No.27 thick figures of La Paz does not exist. Phillips
mentioned it by mistake;this figure is only found in 1871,always
with the overprint of Campeche,and always cancelled 'Campeche'
or 'La Laguna'."
Josling has thus sent me such examples of the 6,12, and
25c which I suggest you should take as you wish. I suppose
that this precise information will allow you to complete or
correct your work on the '68-72s'

This worthy Chapman fellow is a correcter of the first
order ! What is he going to say shortly about the accents ?
I did not know about those "thick" letters on the sub-con'sign.ments
of the '72 issue. But what '72 issue is involved here - ?186872 or ?'72 -74? I am going to write to him to settle the
matter. If it concerns the '68 issue,I leave it to you to
add a note in the text; if it is the '72 -'74 issue (which
would much surprise me) I will redraft,as this issue is my
property !!

, as

Enclosed is one of Josling's letters who would like a note
relating to the co-efficients !! Basically he is right,but
how to explain the matter to himMeanwhile,a very interesting
point,is what he says about the different quality of the paper
used.

I received a letter from Josling replying to one in which
I was insisting once again to him,as to why he sent you his
stock of information on 1/68 (an unpracticable task in fact
as this would have meant him doing the whole of this issue
himself) perhaps
is showing his desire to have your manuscript
so as to co rrect 'iti\Amself if there is room. His reply
agrees with the solution about which we spoke the other day; he is extremely busy,he seeks guidance on various prices which
he has already given us,your work may anyway already be precise
and complete altogether. Provided that he is sent the proofs
from Amiens in the required time he will be able to read them
through easily and understand the text in French (which he
knows very badly) and make corrections to the numbers,dates
etc. more easily and definitively.
That seems reasonable
and practical and civil, and in favour of that which I have
constantly asked you for at Gervais apartment,i.c. to
send together to the latter as soon as possible all the work
which is ready,leaving a little more time for each of us,and
for Chapman and Josling,the moment that your paper is returned
by Barron.
;

I have just written to Barron thanking him for his
private information which I have incorporated in my work,along
with all the rest. Yesterday I sent 1872-74 to Gervais more
or less complete. I asked Barron for his photos of unpublished
retouches which you regarded as bad; the complete detailed
list of Bureau numbers etc.etc. is best placed at the beginning
of the work.
I have sent Gervais a number of the Echo with all Chapman's
additions and corrections,as definitive proofs of the'book'.
This fellow Chapman has 10 days before the printing of the
proofs,he would do well to give us his corrections before
printing instead of after. Besides,many of his corrections
were omitted by him when he corrected our manuscript some
7 or 8 months ago.
. With horror I found in No. of 15 February some contradictions
appearing for 1861 in the general tables appearing on the
first and second pages. I referred to Chapman's letter and
our corrected manuscript; the numbers in pencil are his.
They have been scrupulously reproduced such as they are it is not the fault of the printer or of mine that we have
made the mistakes which I have discovered. What then ? I
have always told you that Chapman was bluffing in his general
comments,he has sought to set up a 'framework' and it doesn't
work. Let's await the reaction. If not,I will rework the
correct figures for our booklet in such a way that a primary
schoolboy in adding up or subtracting does not find the ridiculous
mistakes in the No. of the Echo.
I have replied 'politely' to this worthy Chapman who annoyed
me with his criticisms on our co-efficients ! If only he would
find something better,except for 'errors'. As for me,I am
not irritated though I will change forthwith.
Inasmuch as it is now 18 months since he became very much
part of the thing !!

_Is-As Chapman didn't tell me he was sending you a copy,1 enclose
his last disquisition in which he recognises implicitly that
the mistakes on pages 59 and 131 which I gave to Gervais,were
duly retouched and corrected by the pen of Chapman himself
- so as to avoid further retouching and also this hateful
to-ing and fro-ing,I am sending him the unretouched pages
59 and 131 of No.1 (?of the Echo) of 31 January and 15 February,askin2
him to put his corrections below his own.
No.naturally it is not necessary to send Chapman the final
proofs of the book ! Oh Lord,no. We would have to begin all
over again !
You are perfectly correct to play down. myoutbursts about
our kind helpers. Your reasons speak for themselves.
Chapman has decided to send me corrections in his own
hand to the articles in the Echo which I sent him the numbers
of a) on column 2 of page 59 (31 January number) and b) column
2 on page 131 (15 February number).
He is right to be concerned so as to makea..!group' and for
this purpose has simply added a range of numbers as 'various',which
•
settles everything !
Basically that is hardly of importance,but even so I am
content %%k he should not take me for an idiot as since last
April/ when ne sent me his first letter of protestation,he
has been beating my brains out about my totals,etc. taken
strictly from his complicated analyses,and arriving at anomalies,
out of which he pu lls himself by back-tracking " for further
details, see Chapman's book".
114.1.1%.

Chapman has written to me to ask if he might show his volume
at the 'Limpitrex'(?). I don't much like that. I am replying,Norman
style, that I know nothing about the subject,that I do not
know whether works in a foreign language for one thing,or
which appeared a long time ago on the other,are accepted,that
you are much preoccupied with our own work,but that consequently
I am asking you (ah! what a bore for you!) to inform him on
the subject. It's funny ! He must have at least a dozen examples
of his work,and now this is at least the tenth time that he
returns to the charge to try to get rid of them.
He only has to give them to Vallancey who will do so quickly
enough I reckon.. Chapman is a valuable person for us,but
I would prefer that the devil q•-e,..--X-•<:■
14
..a. me than to be under
his orders on the Mexican railways !
Chapman has dust sent me almost a tniro
of the Eagles he has reviewed. Tonight,in making up the inventory
with the typed-up copy,corrected in his own hand,and which
we thought to be definitive,1 aiscoverea that even he is not
infallible and that all the corrections which he indicates
to me in 3 or 4 cases were on his first corrections,which
were mistaken.

I have had frightful trouble over the Eagles and Maximilians;in
effect Chapman has completely upset all the figures which
he had set up himself about a year ago. I have had to redo
everything,above all the co-efficients,send it all to him,and
finally send the proofs finally corrected by him to Yvert.
I must say that the worthy fellow,seeinq how much time it
was taking,redoubled his efforts,and in 8 days just before
Easter sent me what was missingi.e. the end of 1865,all of
1866,and the Maximilians. Ouf !!! it is finished.

11.,4
Barron has just written me a long letter in which the paragraphs
appear better than the civilities,at least here is someone,and
not the least of them, who doesn't feel himself bound to criticise!
Two or three words,typically enough,show that he understands
what sort of work has been involved,and above all of actually
bringing together all that is known to be scattered about,and
incomplete on the subject. He emphasises that we have avoided
various mistakes which are more or less current,and points
out those that are the fruit of experience.
10

.
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Hellenrich has sent me an enormous file of photos etc.
I will talk to you again when I have been able to make comparisons
and useful comparative studies. In any case he seems to be
a very conscientious,methodical and knowledgeable man on Mexico.
That is Chapman's view also. He doesn't modify anything in
our work,but adds a few points,or interesting complementary
detail.
Great controversy on the subject of the liApam Is in 1861
Chapman is a funny old bird,with a head like a mule. Finally
Joslino,your reviewer,made him see reason.
My catalogue is at an eno,in tne process of being printed.
Josling has kept nothing back,he is a real sport,I have used
this source greatly for the 1868 issue. I think you would
find many new details there.
Harrasti has sent me an article written
by him in English. Nervously,as he replies in a very friendly way,
he refers tc a paper,which I had missed, by Chapman, which appeared
Philatelist,page 230,in which the said Chapman
in Nc.552 of the London
the work intended by Marquis de Fayolle
attacks us,Harrasti and me !!
kept well away from
and Sr Salvador Harrasti is misleading" ! Chapman
going to f.... in an
sending me this criticism of my catalogue. I am
arrogant manner,demanding that he sends it to me double quick!!

G. DISCUSSIONS ON THE TREATMENT OF FORGERIES AND REPRINTS.
Just received this morning your completed work on
the Forgeries. I have only had time to read
about 10 pages..
Warning: yesterday once again I found at ex-Maury (now
Lemaire and Enghien) a fairly large amount of Mexico,amongst
which were,for me, 3 or 4 rather fine items,a very beautiful
Apam Plate I 2R '56,unused with gum; but that's not the
interesting part - I came across a large number of 114,4
and above all 8R (black and green) items of '61 put on
one side by them as reprints or doubtful,and in fact in
my humble opinion,provided with false overprints.
I took away a Temascaltepec on 4R,a 2R Sultepec etc. to
measure them, the Temascaltepec may be left for a while,I
am going to send it to Wilson,it's staggering above all
if one reads Barron and Bacon's papers,but all the others,
or almost allure good in themselves,super as stamps,engraving
ultra correct,but even so the overprints are false..
So I think it necessary,it's tiresome but necessary,to
insist very firmly in your work on.this undesirable aspect;
or that very often forged stamps are genuinely engraved,or
. that many genuine stamps without overprints (where did
they come from ?) received false overprints; stamps which
don't have the requisite engraving are all false; but there
are plenty of genuine stamps which have been falsely
overprinted; it is from this I think that Wilson's scepticism
comes,similarly Gilbert; they have found false overprints,they
have seen the normal engraving and they have concluded
that the whole stamp is a forgery.
Did I tell you that I had just sent my pair of 8R Morelia
'56 to London ? Wilson has not been able to swallow it
Your first impression,despite Diena, is thus correct.
Good,a very good year,for the reason that from now on
the
first of the year,I will be able to write to you.
What are we going to include as Forgery No. 1 amongst the
sub-consignments when our work has appeared ? !
For my part I say,too bad,
we must go on.

Another thing; I have carried out a possible review of
Maury's old stock,and found there about ten interesting items,
including an extraordinary broken 2R sheet. But ! But !
above all an important collection of reprints which was yielded
up to me for a small sum. There is above all an 8R '61 there,ten
or so horizontal items of which one would at first sight say
'GOOD',yet all the overprints are false. I found 2 4R Temascaltepec,
'56, and an 8R green 1861 !!! astonishing as forger's work.
2 Sultepec also. My little album of reprints and forgeries
is beginning to fill up.
I have a double Temascaltepec on the
same stamp,astonishing. Also a Lerma,a Tula de Tamaulipas,
a Tenancingo etc,fortunately very legible, my Sultepec is
less so. I have more than one doubt about those they have
sent to London; an admirable 2R blue-green Plate I Tulancingo,
whose measurements are exactly those given by Barron,18;-xl;mrr.,
but it seems that they are not good. The cancel itself is
wonderful. What then ??

lko.

No,the airmail from London has not provided an explanation
for the Morelia pair. But they are certainly on their trail,as
you yourself remember that at first sight you declared them
as forgeries,and then found that the violet shade is neither
the mauve-violet-grey of the first printings,nor the mauve
tending to purple of the last printings;they have since found
the paper too thin and a little too white. Now that I am
'certain' I have in turn found all that. The difference between
the veterans and the neophytes is that they immediately 'feel',
while those young in the science can only 'state' and so on k
Another thing:
As you know,Hugo Griebert's article on page 2 in the No.1,
January 1916 issue of the review: Griebert's Philatelic Notes,where
he says 'Someone has brought me a strip of 4 of the 4 Reales
'67-68 on thin blue-gray paper showing under three of the
stamps a fine part of the R.P.S. watermark,mint stamps. Similarly
a pair and two singles of the 1-IR gray and gray-green,the
paper of all this indisputably genuine2 Now the impressions
were of extremely dangerous reprints,especially of the 1R,for
the 4Rs,instead of being in 'claret', were in brick-red.
These forgeries come from a dealer in'Mexico,they represent
excessively dangerous items,as the forgers are clearly using
original sheets of paper which one would not normally suspect
etc,etc. Three weeks ago, I sent Wilson precisely a 4R shaded
in 'salmon' which seemed curious to me. He wrote to me some
time ago to be patient as the stamp 'was rather difficult
to expertise' !.
Wilson has sent me a large book of forgeries,so that,together
with mine and especially Josling's album,you will have a fine
lot of documents which I will leave with you (much against
my will as there are some first class reference items there)

I have just been looking through quickly the copy of of your
"Introduction to the Eagles in (illegible)",and have made
no corrections so as to send this to you more quickly
I see a mistake on page 1; the 3 centavos has not been
re-engraved in Hamburg like the other horrors fabricated for
the Chicago Exhibition (see,amongst others,the Regelsperger
superb study with huge reproductions (Stanley Gibbons Monthly
No.242,February 1913,Mexico Philatelica 1911,and the Philatelic
Journal of America Vol XXII No.4) by an engraver of the Mexican
National Printing Office,who for 3 years used to work there
in his 'box' in secret "in commendam',his productions flowing
from him little by little-they saw the reaction,and made retouches
and re-engravings.
In short,and to sum up,he made two sorts of forgeries:
1)Badly made on purpose,called "Forgeries No.1,and
the second definitive and almost excellent so that everyone
fell for them,and stupidly all the catalogues listed them
as reprints,when,accordinq to the evidence,the plates of all
the Eagles had been completely destroyed!!

II. To correspond with a certain M.Pinon about whom I had
heard for a long time,but whose address I lacked. This Pinon
1--S.1.31bas lived for a long time in Mexico. He has got large quantities
of stamps, over several years. He has sold a good deal,but
chance has so arranged it that,without telling at first that
the specimens came from him,it is from him that has emanated
the reprints,from an enormous stock.
This stock would divide itself into 10 separate parts,cancelled
from different offices,and the examples which I have in front
of me are very interesting. The remainder consists of blocks
(up to 30 stamps) all mint. I don't know if they are all
overprinted
Unfortunately, only the 4 Reales are involved(550 items);there
are only 6 Eight Reales,two of them with overprints; all from
the 1856 issue.
The remainder,in sections ,is much the same: 4 Reales black
on yellow,and 4 Reales red on yellow,of the 1861 issue.
Finally 2 Gothic 4 Reales,red on white, and 13 copies of
the Gothic 4 Reales,red on yellow.
Pinon maintains that (with nothing but honourable intent)
he would have bought from the actual fabricator of all these
reprints,after having had proof that the said fabricator had
no others from all that remained of his reprints. This Mr
Fabricator had 'E.D.' by way of initials. Mekeel would not
have been involved in these reprints and would have been happy
to have been supplied with them on a large scale by Monsieur
'E.D:
Pinon states that
the 1 and 2Reales,given their
low value at the time,were not reprinted. Also that the plates
of the 4 and 8 Reales which were not utilised,in the Postal
Museum, were scored over so as to render them unusable,which
only allowed blocks of 30 of the 4 Reale“that is to say 6
stamps in length and 5 in height)to be taken off; and blocks
of 10 stamps only of the 8 Reales,(5 in height ,and 2 in
width).
Something which may not surprise you perhaps. Pinon maintains
that he is certain that the cancels and overprints imposed
by 'E.D.' were made from genuine handstamps (borrowed,just
as the plates were,from the Postal Museum). But the person
who obtained them for 'E.D.' would not have dared to take
all the handstamps (overprints and cancels) fearing that not
too many of them should be seen in the shop windows,which
explains why there is only a certain number of these cancels
and overprints known,calling themselves genuine.
What to me would appear curious about M.Pinon's statement
- I would also feel better if he had furnished me with his
stuck as I asked him to do- is that amongst the 25 or 30 items
which I have at hand and which are all undoubtedly reprints,several
overprints are manifestly forgeries. I admit that others
_f they are forgeries are absolutely remarkable,and in my
impossible to distinguish from the genuine. Then how
operate ? Did he have two sorts of forgeries ?
did the forger
He should not have had more than one kind: stamps reprinted
bearing overprints and cancels which were genuine and perhaps
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used perhaps,but genuine.
As for the cancels,I find that their appearance does not
allow me to believe that they come from genuine handstamps.
Perhaps they may have come from those which were very wellworn.
In any case this information from M.Pinon,which I have
asked him to complete whenever he will be able to, appeared
to me extremely interesting.. He seems to be an original sort
with whom one needs diplomacy. I will keep you in touch.
I return the reproduction of your forged cancels. When
you will have sent me all those which you will have made,
I will see if I may not have a few more which I can add.
Here is a long letter,my dear friend,but one which will,I
hope,be useful.

1.5. z14,

Nothing yet from Pinon. So much the better as I have providentially
sent to be photographed all his reprints (about 35 of them)
complete with their interesting and very varied cancels.
As for the history of the blocks I have my own little idea.
I too have all the photos from Wilson Pere with the reconstituted
plates in large blocks of which many are reprints... but for
me there are two kinds of plates,those scored across from
the Museum and utilised,and others,as little by little by
dint of reporting on them,I think I see 2 different facets
to the 'reimpressions'....
I return the copies with the forged overprints.
When my book of forgeries is no longer of any use to you,
I will be very obliged if you would return it to me as I have
no documents for comparison any longer,and that bothers me
a little.
Yesterday I discovered at Weissmann's a half 2R Eagle on
cover with a good strike with parts of the letter forged
1) the portion of the stamp,remarkably well done,it is Zareskis
who has forged this actually,also a 100c thin figures in light
brown ink, which was certainly engraved;with the Tulancingo
overprint which makes one think about the previous issues,
and especially the false cancels which don't exist.. For this
is certainly recent work..; finally a splendid 8R '56 which
seemed to me very genuine,but with this pretty overprint,so
nice and so clear of PUEBLA,which has never existed. Little
by little I am beginning to 'feel' the tricks; the reprints
almost automatically, but,in revenge the '61s are diabolical.

5.at.

Apam Forgeries.
Now,after having written to us that Mendoza was mistaken,he
declares "I think Mendoza is right".
The conclusion is that the overprint between thick black marks
did not appear on the Eagles.

Neris,.
(V■
1.1 .5

I returned from Paris,where during the days of the 9th A.C.F.
Prize,being kept occupied from 6 in the morning until 8 in
the evening,I returned here somewhat upset. But that's how
it is. So it was impossible for me to send any earlier the
typed copies and variokksphotos which I have been looking out
on arriving here on Wednesday evening.
One evening I was able to go through my papers,and have
once more found some details which I have been able to add
about the 'Gothics'.
The forgeries on thin paper with watermark are definitive.
to me about them.
Josling in particular
I see that it is going to be necessary to strike out Acambaro
from the interesting 1856 overprints. Chapman doesn't want
to hear anything about it. Realigned but not proven.
I don't see at all why Queretaro should have taken over this
overprint if it was genuine.
Why should Acambaro (which was not against the regulations)
not have had the name of its own Bureau ? It doesn't matter,let's
suppress Acambaro. But then why not suppress the overprints
of two or three other Bureaux of the same exceptional kind
such as Acambaro. Here Chapman is asking me to correct my
mistake,of which he is partly the culprit,nor did he explain
it
As for the Eagle overprints,after 3 days of hard work (I
wrote to you yesterday),I found in effect many more overprints
of a new kind,different from those of 1861,than I had thought.
Your comment on the subject of remainders thus has value,now
that Chapman and I reckon that the forgers only had to copy
the overprints of the '56 and '61 well and duly described
and then to apply them on the stock. That is besides what
they could do for at least 15 or so Bureaux,without risk of
discovery, and then to apply them to all the Bureaux - X
will not change things much,as much as 1) the colours 2) above
all the cancels will always allow forgeries to be recognised.
That which I find much more dangerous to grasp precisely
are the sub-consignments. It is a simple matt Rrto alter one
of those thick figures,very easy to imitate them,so as to
make a common stamp into a rarity in short - a remarkable
transformation ! But we can't avoid this sort of thing.
I have on a 1 R '61,a boxed Texcoco cancel,smaller than
yours, it is the one Wilson has on the right of the horse,there
it is, of the horse which I would much like to find !
You- G.Hidalgo is astonishing.
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The question of forgeries. Do you remember that one
or two years ago you and I were persuaded that this issue
was free from them,and you admired a superb One Real in my
collection whose scroll showed a huge retouch which you were
unaware of. It is this stamp which little by little has put
a flea in my ear. Finally,after being sent to London,it was
returned with the statement " reprint,see 'dos reales' scratched
under 'UN Real',examine it with your quartz lamp",which I
did. I studied the literature on the subject and wrote to
Chapman,Wilson and Josling. Eventually I found out that even
if for the 2R there is no proof of reprints,they exist for
the three other values,a tiresome situation in which genuine
watermarked paper was used ! Barron (you neglected to mention
him in your manuscript) in 1911 in the Stamp Lover mentioned
long before Griebert that the 4R had been reprinted and was
then selling as genuine. Now,in your manuscript,you state
on one page "the 2 and 4 reales have never been reprinted",
and on the next page "the 4R has been reprinted". As for
the 2R,Chanman and Wilson on being consulted again state their
ignorance,and I recognise that at that tame,of the -!,1 and
should be in common with them,and that
4R reprints, the
meanwhile I am surprised
probably its reprinting was neglected
at the evidently considerable number of this value which one
finds. In France,where there is almost no Mexico,wherever
there is any I ask to see it,initially to enable me to mount
the 2Reales,and I have for my part now collected more than
40; many have left an undefinable impression on me... in short
I have doubts reinforced by my former,and mistaken,conviction
that the three other values had never been forged (except
en thick ,rough paper staring one in the face)
for the
when on the contrary in no other issue does there exist forgeries
and 4R - that's why your phrase
as dangerous as these
'the 2R have never been reprinted' worries me,and seems too
categoric.
Turning to the Maximilians,it seems that this issue which
to me is confirmed as horribly rare assuming one doesn't bury
oneself in the Mexico,Puebla and S.L.Potosi Bureaux (once
more) provides a field of great interest\in view of its constant
'defects' arising from tillegible] transport,and in its retouches.
The whole of Chapman's collection,album after album,must by
now have passed through my hands, as Josling has never ceased
to send them to me. We should perhaps provide a list of the
main 'defects' and retouches which are the most common in
each value. If I had the money I would specialise in this
diabolical issue. Don't you think that on your part iz a=
least merits a resume from earlier works, mentioning it most
irreresting characteristics ? Hold on - the shades. Tt re
is the 25c,the most common value,in colours which
aceidental,but the result of a forgery which involved
17'or than a mixture of inks. There are red ones,canar v.:UlowS,and
c'.estnut so different from the dirty ozange of the oiiginals,of
a kind that if we should find them on,say,French or Belgian
stamps,we would cry out with admiration,and a desire to own
them.
Oh well,in Mexico we talk idly,inaccurately and casually
about then.
I don't know the 50c lemon-yellow - it must be very rare.
What you say about Aguirre is confirmed on all sides. He
is a criminal. Many stamps cut up esnecially from the 1868
issue emanat< from his office. I noticed the deletion of his
name from page 27,the list of Bureaux.

As for Apam,you tell me 'It is not the best postmark which
was used before 1864 and on the Eagles'. I quite agree,and
here really is a proof that this rather grey postmark rr?,
rather badly placed,is false. Black on yellow 8Rs have been
and still are being found which appear absolutely genuine,unused
and having (the marginal ones) the frameline,without overprint
- it is there that 'Mr x'(?) the forger,must have done his
little handiwork !
Without going into details,I reckon it would be very easy
to deceive collectors... too bad for me who will thus see
sacrificed as 'forgeries' two fine items in my collection,together
perhaps with 2 Reales !

Perfectly; you are right ! There are forgeries in
the Juarez issue ! It's disturbing,but there it is ! now that
there is the enormous stock of reprints made in 1867-68 !
The small sto. ps are missing from the forgeries. The correction
has been made with Gervais.

As for the placing of the forged cancels,I confess not
to understand your objections. I feel that the reader-collector
who wants to see if a Morelia cancel is good,will automatically
have the idea of looking at Morelia where he will find the
bogus print. But to sum up,as you say, the matter is hardly
of any importance.
Do you own,or rather,have you seen the cancel 'Franco
Toluca' on the bogus Chiapas? Chiapas is in the far
south,near Guatemala,while Toluca is the east,a little
north of Mexico City i.e.very far away,which excludes
the probability of use by one or the other. In any
case,amongst my 50 or 60 forgeries,and the 70 or 80
photot them which I own,I nowhere have this combination.
Chapma tells me that Cotilla was a close collaborator
of Mekeel!! Bauer made me send back to him two days
ago a Mexican collection he had bought (the poor fellow 1(,)
It is in a Mekeel album specialising in Mexico. As
a Chamber of Horrors it couldn't be bettered,and it's
frightening. There are forgeries almost uniquely in
the '61 issue,but as fakes,double,triple, quadruple
overprints,fan.Lasy overprints,colour changelings,faked
errors,fanastical cancels,above all impressive 2.2,3,8 R,one
couldn't fin:l anything more complete.
I understand what im;.:!ense damage this swindler has done
to Mexico. He would al:eady have begun in 1890 since at that
date one sees him surrounded by his staff (of whom Cotilla
was one) judging from a photo appearing in his monthly journal,
the Mekeel Monthly. That's a collection I would love to have.
11..Vwc,

Your 4R is an astonishing forgery,I have turned up at least
15 of them; you see what it means not to have paid attention
to poor Fayolle and his ineffectual outline descriptions!
As for the 25-73,the printing is nothing out of the ordinary,there
was a lack of inking in that part of the design. By contrast,the
very readable Diligencias cancel is very revealing.
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I have had letters from unknown people who surprised me
by not making me have a slanging match ! On the contrary,Phillips
has sent me a beautiful DR 1861 cancelled 'Tejupilco' with
a Temascaltepec overprint ! guaranteed genuine !! Now that's
an equally genuine fake ! It is odd how people who have at
one moment studied deeply and understood a problem,once they
give it up to devote themselves to other problems, and this
is the case with Phillips,quickly lose their 'eye' and 'flair'.
Hullenrich offers me a mass of overprint enumerations either
very rare or unknown,which wisely we have left blank,and that
is with the agreement of Chapman,Josling and Barron. I have
replied to him that we judged all our items,but that when
on occasions the material was too sensitive to accept,and
publish,with temporary particulars only tolerated with the
most absolute assurances.
Layette's Mexican 'property' containing only horrors,and pronounced
by Mira as "riddled with forgeries" which I myself encircled
with red Pencil,put together as one item,made '11,000 francs
+ 18% expenseA!!! (i.e. about 160)

F 7.
As you say, the 4 and 8 reales of Mexico
that are being offered today are mostly false and in some
cases, the work is very well done. I have just had a letter
from Mexico which informs me that some years ago the dies
for the false overprints were in Paris in the hands of a
Mr. Pizarro. I wonder if you have ever heard the name.
We have recently thought that these Mexican frauds were
being made in Europe rather than in Mexico itself.
:Allow me to
say that your 'admission' of a 50cent,that you say is a buff
shade,is a colour changeling. I have had several through
my hands of an identical kind,made with soap,a drop of bleach
water,and,ifrxquired,a weak coffee solution,and all of a sudden
an error is created,when nothing but the pale colour is the
genuine one.
Chapman has written again for the third time insisting that
I snould help him in finding a 'way' 0 hunting term) against recent
forgeries which have come onto the market of 1st Period Eagles, overprinted only with the names of rare Bureaux,unused, and of 3c 1865
and 1866,all faked - so he says- on a piece of the original plate.
At the moment he seems to have 8 or 10 items of the first sort known
to him,and no less than 5 3c. in the hands of the Royal Philatelic
Society's Expert Committee. Harrasti (sic) and Hall appear to have
been victims themselves !!! \I'm; should write for details and try to
carry out an enquiry in Brussels in parallel to what I am going to
next Thursday,for until then I. shall be too busy.

I must have explained myself badly. As President of the Royal
Society of Belgium,you can,not by you yourself,as that would be
a material task,carry out enquiries,make transfers,which you could
not do,but through your members, your colleagues,may contribute to
the researches which M.Chapman has started. This involves finding
out by cross-checking,private information etc. the individual,or
rather the 'gang' which is at present attacking Mexican stamps.
It is all quite recent,Chapman will give you the details,scattered
about in 4 of his letters,you will speak to your members, and certainly
to all those in Belgium,Amiens, - so that in Holland where people
will inevitably ask and hear about it from one another,there will
come a moment in which one detail,one name,one fact will emerge
from the shadows and will help to find and write about the way' I am not of your opinion; a blossoming of standard fakes can only
lead to the renewal of Mexico, Discouraged, the regular skilful
forgers will do as their denouncers dc,and abandon those countries
where they can only come a cropper.
I entreat you to write a line to Chapman,beqging him tc give you
all the items which he has received. I am going tc see Gilbert
shortly and I will study with him to see if it may not be indispensablE
to get to know urgently certain characteristics by which,when provided
to them, buyers will disappoint the forgers,precisely because these
latter are not able to find the 'original material',very rare as it
is,to make their forgeries.
On the contrary,everything which could be fabricated from stocks
would be kept carefully hidden away:but it will be necessary to
advise the 'buyers' tc be watchful and only to acquire items of
value after getting the opinion of Messrs Sc-and-Sc,whc have the ilnkcInA
to judge them.

Over a long period,in which Gilbert and I have worked together,he
has picked out 19 items from my collection so that I may photograph
them for his work - in spite of him there will always be fakes,the
forgers will always sell them tc collectors who buy them like bulls
in a china shop. Nothing to be done about that. His work,ccmpletely
revised,and almost complete now. I knew about it since the end of
April,as what he had found out about the 2R had opened my eyes. I
established right away that the same applied to the 11R,1,4 and 8R.
But he pushed the matter very far - right up tc 1866,on paper,shades
etc
It's a work cf considerable substance,and extremely useful and
interesting: It is going tc appear in cne cr two months..
Harrasti's :etter is incomprehensible tc me - I am going to try
tc find some :-;2_c•algo so as to translate it fcr me. If nct,I wi21
return it to Ch-,:pman.

Gilbert has nct the least idea where,hcw cr from whom these new
forgeries have been put onto the market. And you ?

2, Terlingham Mansions,
Folkestone, Kent.
23rd. October 1937.

Dear Mr. de Smeth,
I have Just received a letter from the Marquis
de Fayolle in which he suggests that I ought to write
to you about certain undesirable Mexican stamps which
have recently made their appearance in England.
Since I wrote to M. le Marquis suggesting that
both he and you should accept the kind offer of medals
made through Licenciado Cossio, I have had information
which has caused me to ask Sr. Cossio to defer for a
time any action so far as I am concerned, while
simultaneously expressing my cordial thanks for his offer,
In order to make myself clear without too
lengthy a letter, I am enclosing a Memorandum, being a
copy of what Sr. Salvador Herrasti ( a Member of the
R.P.S.) wrote to Mr. Rubsamen and as this Gentleman's
name appears in connection with the offer made by
Sr. Cossio, I think you will find sufficient reason for
my hes itancy.
I may say at once, that like Sr. Herrasti, I
also am friendly Vsth Mr. Rubsamen personally, but I am
afraid that he may,, the innocent agent of more experienced
people and Sr. Cossio is also inexperienced. The
suggestion that our respective Ministers in Mexico should
be asked to take part in some sort of a ceremony seems
to me to be rather unnecessary, unless, as I have pointed
out to Sr. Cossio, at any rate one of them is a Philatelist.
In the case of England, we have only recently appointed
a new Minister whom I do not know. Sometime ago, when
Sir Esmond Ovey, whom you doubtless knew when in Belgium,
was in Mexico, I met him several tmas officially and
both my Wife and I had the pleasurf of knowing socially
his charming Wife, who was formerly ,:he Wife of Sir
Benjamin Barrios, another friend of cnine, but having
been away from Mexico for over 8 years, I do not know
anyone at our Legation at present. If this should be a
move on the part of these clever people who are extract-

ing money from the pockets of Collectors, it would
of course give prestige to the Servicio Filatelico
if they could bring their names into some connection
with it.
In the case of the two stamps mentioned in
Mr. Herrastils Memorandum, Sr. Philipp Mendoza, another
Member of the R.P.S. suggested a reference to my Book
and it was that which showed that the date
number
71 was prior to the date of sending out the Invoice
and also- that the paper of No. 175 was not correct.
I have just heard that five more of these 3c Eagles
have been sent to the Expert Committee of the R.P.s.,
but I do not know from what source. There has also
been seen in London a strip of 3 1 real name only
Tulancingo and Sr. Philipp Yendoza has seen a vertical
strip of 10 8 reales with the same name. A reference
to my Book discloses that there were no 8 r stamps
sent to Tulancingo during the*name oni7
T'period and
consequently there could not have been any remainders.
In Mexico, they are trying to blame Aguirre for
everything. He had a block of 90 of each of the five
values of the name only Eagles, all of these overprinted Tulancingo and a good many years ago, I told
him they were bad, but he sent them to New York to
the 1926 Exhibition and strangely enough they were
passed by the Committee and he received an award for
his exhibit. Here again, I think in Mexico the
forgers are all blaming Aguirre who was really nothing
more than a tool in the hands of people cleverer than
himself. He died a few months ago and since his
death, his Catalogue has appeared and in it he
denounces the Earhart Air Mail and he omits the colour
trials of the 25c Air Mail and this of course was
sufficient reason for the people connected with such
stamps to feel enmity against Aguirre, as,to some
extentshe was preventing some of their sales.
Unfortunately, he had no control over what was
happening in the United States and I see that at a
recent Auction in London, an Earhart Air Mail sold
for £25 and one of the colour trials for £100. It
seems a strange thing that Collectors will pay high
prices fo: such things, without endeavouring to find
out a little more about them. Roth these items are
omitted from S.G.Catalogue.
I am exceedingly pressed for time as
unfortunately I have considerable business interests

in Mexico involving a great deal of correspondence
and you know from your papers how things are
politically. \-N'OQI,therefore:please do me the
favour of passing on this letter to the Marquis de
Fayolle, together with the Memorandum from Sr.
Herrasti, asking him in due course to return the
latter to me, as I have no other copy of it. There
is no hurry, in fact I hope that you may be able,
as suggested by M. le Marquis to communicate with
your friends in Antwerp, The Hague and Rotterdam
as well as Brussels and if you find that any similar
things have been offered and you can give me
confidentially the source from which they came, I
will deal discreetly with the information
but
should like to have permission to pass it on to
the Expert Committee of the R.P.S, so that we may
all work together for the common good.
I hope you are keeping well and with my
best regards,
I remain,
Yours sincerely,
•

L
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I return Chapman's letter. He wrote me a long explanation. He
seems to defend Aguirre who he considers to have been simply an
instrument. That's not my view. When one poses as an expert,one doesn't
sell forgeries over a period of years. Besides,Aguirre has in-his
hands more Mexican stamps than all of us put together,and it is
inconceivablethat he hasn't acquired in the long term the knowledge
and experience - the story cf the New York Exhibition in 1926 is
killing I The expert gentlemen in these Exhibitions are very often
ignorant,and mostly let themselves be influenced by considerations
in which philately is discretionary.
Gilbert has finished his work, I took my first album to him a
fortnight ago,and we worked cn it for a whole day. he found 19 items
which were exceptionally useful in confirming his discoveries. It is
Stanley t Gibbons) who ought to print it but I don't know what strange
influence it is that means that Phillips and Andrews do not appear
tc carry much weight there any more.
It is impossible for me tc give ycu briefly the characteristics
which ycu want,a whole lot have them,but take a pair cf precision
calipers, if possible cf size vernier 10,and measure your various stamps
beginning with the first period, and ycu will find that the stamps
are not cf the same size,depending on the issue. In addition there
is the question of shades,engraving,paper,and cf retouching which
nakes up a block.
Cossio has just returned to me 200 items of Guadalajara provisionals
which I submitted to him. In my ignorance of this sort of material
I was very proud of the fact that all the items(without exception)
which I had marked 'false','very doubtful' have in effect been adjudged
by the Mexican specialists (after six months cf investigation) as in
effect 'FORGED'. BUT !!! cf the remainder almost 1 have also been
adjudged 'False',and now that I have this handbook,I can actually see
that there are many fakes ! Corradi has sent me a pile of very
interesting things (above all,Maximilians); the 4 items signed by Diena
were outrageous fakes. When are the big noises at International
Exhibitions going to have the courage,and the moral strength, to
eliminate this riff-raff ?

Cq
2, Terlinrham ManSions,
Folkestone, Kent.
16th. !ovember 1937.

Dear Mr. de Srneth,
Many thanks for your favour of 6th. instant.
have
also
heard from the Yarquis de Falvolle.
I
I sent a suggestion for a draft letter to be
written to England and if this comes along, I think we may
then accept at any rate a letter from the Society over
there, but certain recent events that have occurred make
me very cautious about allowing my name to be associated
with anyone connected with dealinr in stamps. CI' course
such Gentlemen as Sr. Philipp Mendoza, Sr. herrasti or
Sr. Lafaire are worth:- of all respect and they are
Collectors only, but in the Philatelic group they seem to
include all sorts of people without being sufficiently
careful in making enquiries about them.
It is indeed unfortunate that at times the
Experts in connection with Exhibitions pay so little attention
to what they are supposed to judge. There has been a
tendency in most of these to accumulate too great an amount
of material (in the case of the New York Exhibition it
was simply impossible for the Judges to go through the
enormous quantities of stamps) and when it comes to
expertizing, it would almost seem that the Judges for each
country should be selected from amongst the best expert
Collectors. It is impossible for one man to have complete
knowledge regarding many different countries and the
possible forgeries.
Thank you for having made enquiry about the
advertisement. Since I wrote to you, some other people
have had their names brought before the police and I am
now passing on this adv ertisement to see whether by chance
there is any connection between the parties. It seems
strange at least to put expensive advertisements in an
English paper from some unknown person in Brussels. I
am afraid there is a ve-r! clever International group with
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H. ACQUISITIONS OF CLASSIC MEXICAN STAMPS.
k",,'
I took from all this some rare items,fron
,
Lerma,Tixtla Guerro Qsic)Huejutla,(8R),Tlalpujahua etc. which
I will show you as well ds the rest of my conection which
has grown considerably since you last saw it; but how can
? Come here,dear friend,we
one risk it through the customs
will leave together for Brussels,a comfortable room awaits
you in our modest little house. Say yes ! Now I leave you
to pack my suitcase,not without wishing you,dear friend,my
very best thoughts for 1934,please pass to Mme de Smeth also,my
very respectful tokens of esteem.

.

My LaCroix sheets are at the photographers. They don't originate
in France,but from a great collection made up in Mexico by
a Mexican,who after having sold a lot of fine items, liquidated
the remainder to Gilbert. I bought what remained (except
for the LaCroix sheets which Gilbert is keeping for reference
but is lending to me),there are some good things especially
amongst the 1868 and 1872 and a friendly impression of the
,e1R on the 1R.

Of the thin figures,I have
':#.> ....s it...)

6c

Imperf.
Perf.

12c

Imperf.
Perf.

25c.

of the thick

23
11
16
27

79
19
17R
19

Imperf
Perf

12
14

188
19

50c.

Imperf
Perf

3
13

55
5

100c.

Imperf
Perf

3
11

16
7

100c

Imperf
Perf

(brown
on
brown)

5(plus ar)
pai splendid
4
142

576

For the thin figures the proportion of imperf. is less t•han
4 0%.

For the thick figures the proportion of perfs. is about 10%.
T have only 6 'perc4s en ligne',but at least 5 different i:ypes
(1,f perforations.

it would amuse me to have a similar summary of your own collection
to see which of us comes closest to the situation provided
by Phillips.

Thankyou for the 50c,it is superb,the watermark is very
small,nevertheless I am very happy that you have had the kindness
to find this very beautiful item for me.
May I wait until I see you in Brussels to pay you 100 Belgian
francs,or would you sooner claim it from my friend Jean van
Luppen,29 Avenue Marnix,giving him my affectionate remembrance,

∎ A . 3s.

I am going to write to van Luppen to make the transfer. Williams
sent me a sale catalogue for the 12,14 and 15 January - if
you are going there and Lots Nos.1339 and 1340 are not selling
too well and please you,you can take them for me,also the
Eagle Lot No.1343,and perhaps the Maximilian.. naturally assuming
you might at least want them.
Knowing nothing about these items,nor
Williams Stamps.
the Bureaux to which they be]onq,nor their condition,in short
nothing,how can one establish their price ? I leave it to
your judgement completely. If you should feel hesitant,don't
bother yourself with this business,and leave others to make
it their prey.
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Josling has sent me three different numbers of the Durango
sub-bureaux - it is extraordinary that he could have all
these in stock. Chapman writes that the Lafaire list applies
to the 1872-74,and that the: se numbers are not sub-consignments,but
numbers which the Durango Postmaster applied to 12 different
sub-bureaux of his - always giving the same number to the
same sub-bureau.

On the subject of Durango,Josling writes that he has searched
for these for years,and has three or four to sell from M.Lafaire;
there is a '2' in a stockbook sent to America, the three he
sent me come from the Chapman collection. These 'No. 1s'
only exist in 1872,and from a huge stock of Durango,Josling
only found 17 or 20 items in all !! They are evidently great
rarities - the 3 which I now have are '6 1 Nazas,'8 1 Papasquiaro„'101
San Juan Heredia. He also sent me a MARVEL: a margined pair
on cover of the 50c blue error,cancelled in Colima,the only
Bureau according to him,where the genuine error has been used
(it is that from Chapman).
I dor:'.; seem to be able to turn the page. This cover is
that from Criapman's collection,but he is asking £50 for it
less 20i Clearly it is a unique item ! But .40 is 75X40
= 3,000 iralcs !
perhaps a revision of the prices
of the Provisionals of Guadalajara,all of which strike me
as exor bitant. An English dealer with many covers for over
two years has never asked me for more than half the price
that you are suggesting. The whole atmosphere has suffered
greatly from this 'flowerinq',deriving from the Guadalajara
Bureau itself; whether this is in the wind,or on the part
of the dealers. I have been able to buy all that I have found
sometimes at excessively low prices. So that it seems to
me that your rates,raised so savagely high, would run the
risk of astonishing people.

In asking Gervais to go and collect 180 francs from
van Luppcn,I have asked him to remind the latter not to forget
any longer to transfer the 100 francs to your account at the
Societe Generale.
I have consulted Joslinq on the subject of these various
mistakes in the numberings,and he confirms that I am right,and
at the same time sent me an admirable 12 cent with a superb
Texcoco cancel,and an unused 6 cent Tlalnepantla. So that
now I have all the Bureaux represented. Father Chapman has
written on the subject of these items,which were his.
I have also found recently a Pachuca on laid paper,and
filled with joy, a 25c Puebla 34-72,magnificent on the pearlgrey 1867 paper. It is,I think,a very,very great rarity.
By contrast,my disasters at Fayolle obliges me to send
back a beautiful 10 pesos blue-green - I have to give a reason- before my departure I had,thanks to Francois, acquired in
very good condition,a blue aeronautcal mark,impossible to
find,for which I had looked for four years in vain. But this
mornina I had to return to BatAz (ofStrasbourg) a Gazette
No.32 of 26 January,rescued from Richard Wallace's total wreckage,
with the Rochefort mark,an item of incalculable value,probably
unique !!..so sad.
Look what has happened: two years ago when we began the k
was at 82.83. Here it is now at 70 ! The $ was at 25,now
it is at 14 !! What will be the value of French or Belgian
francs at today's prices in two year's time ?
You have sent me by way of an example a list,or rather
a trial list of prices for the 1856s. I find things which
already make me shudder 75 francs for the 2R blue-green
(I mean the real blue-green) which are of remarkable rarity
- I have only 3 out of more than 2000 2 Reales which have
passed through my hands.
The scrolls at the bottom double: 125 francs ! Chapman
had one or two copies. I found one by chance in Bordeaux
(2F.50c) but Stanley (Gibbons),Phillips,Josling,Wilson have
never had it on offer.
Besides: certain unused stamps without district overprint,perhaps
"remainders" also,one doesn't know,yet when properly and clearly
cancelled,are pearls in a collection.
Why? Why price all that? with some sort of precision? But
believe me:the day on which I will attack a "catalogue" I
will tear my hair out,and consl:l7 n,.3 consult again. Now,you
know the time that will take !

Josling has just sent me photos of two excessively rare
items. These represent discoveries of two unknown items;
they are from the collection of the Italian Corradi,and a
Mexican collector - well,well ! that they have sent to him
to expertise:
1) A magnificent reverse impression of a 12 cent. overprinted
and cancelled 'Queretaro 12-70.
2)An error of the 50c.blue on white perforate from Puebla
(overprint and cancel) 34-72. The only one known is froM Colima.
He also sends me a strip of 3,Guanajuato overprint and cancel,of
the 8 Reales 1861,black on red-brown - that's for sale,but
I don't have the .10/10/- handy. There is a vertical fold
between the first and 2nd stamp,and between the second and
third perhaps a little thinning,and one stamp is just touched
on the right. In short,this item may well be unique. But
I haven't sent back an admirable 3 cent on laid paper 1571865 from the Hind collection.
Meanwhile, a stupefying delivery from Bordeaux,notably
.151%
• a 2R 1865-1 from Cuautitlan on piece with a magnificent cancel
(rectangle with 'Cuautitlan' in cursive),close cut on the
right,a natural fold,but it is an imposible item to find,
Chapman has never seen it-,a pile of Tampico,3 Campeche which
I didn't have,now,hold on tight: a pair of Eagles 4R,Tampico
only,unused,a splendid stamp,the other slightly touched,with
'Tampico'
gum,fresh,in short,everything; a trio 2R Eagle
only,also unused,two stamps beautiful,though torn at one corner.
Finally a block of 4 (two have a wide natural crease),the
2 others splendid Tampico,large Egyptian numerals,gum etc.,
the whole lot at prices to make one dream: the Cuautitlan
2 francs,the block 160 francs etc.!
As for the 4R '61,rose on yellow,with 'Mexico' overprint,I
can't agree with you:
1)because I have noted that during the 3 years of all stamps
passing through my hands,or which I saw here and there,or
have come from Messrs Gibb(ons),Wilson,Josling, a little from
Phillips,Houtgauren,without mentioning a few French dealers
and a few Swiss !!!
Now I find:in total (damaged or in
good condition) 59 4R rose on yellow genuinely overprinted
'Mexico',and 3 black on yellow,of which I have kept only one.
In my collection on the other hand I have 7 beautiful black
on yellow. Josling who has sent back my pages corrected agrees
with me completely on the matter,he has also brought his lists
up to date. I have also modified the whole of that part of
the catalogue
The 2 4R and 8R items. I am only putting a price for the
Bureaux where the 4R rose on yellow and the 8R green on redbrown are common. It is almost certain that all the other
Bureaux which I don't mention have: never received any.
All the same I do point out which are the Bureaux where
the 8R black on brown are the most common,those where there
are black on green (2 Bureaux),and those where the rarity
is the same (3 Bureaux).
To return to the 4R rose on yellow,my conclusion is that
in Mexico City between 1861 and 1864 the 4R black on yellow
have only been rarely used so long as the rose on yellow was
in circulation,which confirms triumphantly your theory relating
to 1867 ! A theory contrary to the musings of Chapman who
has produced no evidence for his theory.

I admit that there may have been some withdrawals in 1867,1
have 3 disquieting items on the subject,BUT from there to
explain the plethora of rose on yellow in 1867 which seem
like the brothers of those of the 1861 issue,is far from according
to Chapman's view,and that is why you can see some hesitation_
in my text:Section C. What you wrote to me seemed the real
story,and I am going to change my hesitant draft. Section
C is to be replaced by a much clearer text.
To sum up: there were printed (why the mystery ?) in 1861,2
and i3 in Mexico rose on yellow: they were only sent to some
BUreaux (I have their names on my 3rd floor and from laziness
had to climb to look for them),no other Bureau received them;
Mexico City used them intensively and had a quantity in stock.
In 1867 there was a need for the 4R,what was taken of the
rose on yellow was on hand,and hence the mass of these stamps
in 1867,and the _great rarit' of the blacisr_callow - we will
see,without any doubt,on being or- an opposite view,the resolution
of one of the most curious of Mexican problems !!
Josling has just sent me a photo of a unique item ! which
has just been forwarded to him by a friend:

12 cent. 17-73 Guadalupe Hidalgo
A magnificent oval cancel

No overprint.

I have put my hand on 2 or 3 very fine and interesting
lots of Sello Negros,plus 60 which show that Wilson's book
of cancels must definitely be completely recast,completed
and corrected.
\V as.
In these days ,from the Prevost sale in New York,7 items
from the Siege of Paris have arrived which I have sought for
a very long time,amongst which is a blue handstamp 'Paris
Etranger' with only two copies known,Blum's and mine.
Have found some extraordinary items - Cossio sent me some
books and proposes to collaborate with me over a pile of Mexican
philatelic literature. I have refused - ouf!
Monday. I have lived through one of the happiest days
of my life.,philatelically ! Just 3 years ago,I happened upon
the finest 3c (Eagle) in the world - 55-1866 'Mexico',clean
and neat,4 phenomenal margins,never having been mounted in
an album,nor put in water or benzine,a superb 'Mexico' cancel
'30 Abr 66',in short a splenc'id item. I was promised a (illegible)
if I sold it,or after my decease!!!. It was acquired from
the 'late' Chiera who fought for a year before defeat. In
short,thanks to the energetic -1- ervention of a mutual friend,I
was able to have the child,ar.:1 -3d to baptise it at an extremely
reasonable price.
What a pity that I could not materially remount my collection
to suit the 'greatest experts' who favoured it,I didn't call
it a prize basically but it is nearly on the same footing,for
I consider that now and above all in several months time (every
day I find something new) I shall be able to go to New York
to fight these Mexican specialists - Wilson,who spent the
day here was astonished and Josling,whom I often consult (he
is really the ACE on Mexico) does not hide from me what he
lacks (relatively few things),he has never seen it at least
in a (illegible)state.

The 3 cents came from Chiera's fire,and was jealously
guarded by Gilbert for over 20 years. I have worked out Germany,
where I found some magnificent 'black' handstamps,mostly dating
from 1801 to 1845). If I had thecourage,I would rewrite Wilson's
book.
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You may well ask about my dealings with German,and whether
he may be a little annoyed ! 1) the first day of the Dillemann
sale,' bought nothing,firstly because of the idiocy of certain
people,and especially de TrasentAre whom German had brought
along,and whom he so stupidly and .madly excited that after
5 minutes it was a farce: de Trasentiere had to pay 1000francs
for an item which should have stopped at 250,and so on. This
went on for so long that Urico became upset. For three days,these
gentlemen behaved like fanatics - as for the total achieved
(a very considerable sum - 50,000 or more I believe) - that
didn't go on roulette..
I have never owned the 1 of the 40c ! I know that Rothschild
in Vienna and Champion each had one,so there it is !
I am no longer involved in any holiday. I\had given orders
especially for the packet boats,and have nearly all that I
wanted.
No,the Bordeaux printings are not rare,there were very
large stocks of them,except for the 20c.
I don't know how I can possibly be able to get out and
arrange my collection,an entity comprising the hide ous,the
interesting and the beautiful for the '37 Exhibitfl. I am
all at sea as regards France in general,and with my specialised
collections:Packet boats and the Siege (of Paris) in particular.
I am sorry to have to disappoint you: a block of 1franc carmineredbrown of 27 February 1849 is nothing out of the ordinary.
Briefly,this is what happened to the stamp. The first printing
was made in two shades; pure vermilion which was sent to almost
all the first half of the departments (listed alphabetically)i.e.
from Ami to Loiret,and redbrown more or less vermilion shaded
for all the others. Then they were withdrawn and those which
remained of the red-brown were put into circulation from 8
or 10 February for all Departments,there were probably new
printings of the vermilion which was replaced by a little
carmine,and finally at the end of February only the dark carmine
was produced. Naturally the shadings are very interesting,some
of them rather unusual (but look out for light oxidisation,
discolouration etc.,some natural,some otherwise), above all
research on them is very honest and alive,and shows that first
the manufactuLes of coloured inks were not very sure of the
uniform colours to be obtained. Could you give me details 7
Name the..
Bu-e,112,exact shade etc. I could perhaps give you
some private .-Ifo_7- mation.
I have continued to put together several good things (coming
especially from England). The very last were 3 blocks of
Chiapas and Ures,of 6 25c each,1873,two sheet corners (1 WW,1
S.E.), the third edge of a sheet which allowed me to complete
the 14 'Nos' of Hall Barron's'platinq' reproduced on p.336
I think of our book.
I have also found a splendid 2R Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1865.
In short,little by little,my collection is filling up and
becoming complete.

Yes,I have found good things not at all badly: blocks of
4 mint Eagles,a formidable retouch on a pair. A 25c Maximilian
on cover,and many other rare and interesting pieces.
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Once more you can give me your help,which has been so
good to my interests. But the Harmer (auctioneers) eagle
eye has gone ahead of us. Josling wrote to me about it,Chapman
likewise. So that,one fine morning I returned to Harmer an
envelope containing 9 items whose total sale realised will
make you tremble !! For I know the final prices of the 'summary'!
I would have liked the 50c on laid paper with watermark,the
only known onei1872),the 10 pesos mint (11897 'Mulitas'),the
Campeche provisional,the Chiapas provisional,the 1 50c 1868
amongst others. Now ,hold on: these five items fetched more
than 280 !!
Perhaps I will end up by having one or two..it isn't certain.
No,nothing amongst the "balloons",that's for the birds"!
- On the contrary there is going to be some fun at the Dillmann
sale. I have been looking through it from 4 until 1U o'clock
today,over only a tenth of it. There you will also see some
phenomenal prices. Will you be so kind as to tell or telephone
to Eeman who wrote to me to warn me that the catalogues will
only arrive on Thursday or Friday? The sale will be on 2227 February. The lots may be viewed from Monday next - there's
everything there. On condition of studying well all the lots
(some 300 items!) relying on the weariness of the bidders,bargains
could be had. But if I'm not mistaken,there
will be many
'rogues' who will do the same - myself for example I'm being
modest !).
Thankyou for obliging me over the commission made to Eeman.
Let him take the money,as that's going to mean one hell of
a row. For example,the 1 of the 40c '49: there is a buyer
at 3 plus or minus of 35,000 francs !
Gilbert,whom I am seeing tomcrrow,is going to mess about with the
prices; by following those of Stanley Gibbons,' have arrived at
something tolerable.
I have just received a 4R Apam 1856,and an astonishing 8R Tlalpujahuz,
1856,the first one I have seen..
What do you think of Gilbert's paper cn the Eagles ?
When will I be able tc ccme to Brussels ? I cion't know. I would
in any case be very glad tc see ycu again.
Jcsling has had
Aguirre's collection and stock is cn the market.
has
thrcwn cut the
everything in it in which he is interested,
fakes as bad. I have everything in my hands rout because of fantastic
prices,' have only taken 17 items which I !ached.
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I am going tomorrow to see my friend Laferre 1) ? about Meyrowitz.
No one better than he tc be able to give me the 'low-down' and the
'auditory' system. I will tell him from you tc communicate direct.
If you don't arrange matters about keeping the 8R Victoria,perhaps
I could go along with him on a 'madness'. Abcut a week ago,I sent a
mint pair back,a splendid stamp,one of them cut from the same 8R
by Taylor who was asking an astronomical price for it.
Josling has sent me al:1=f
Jalapa,an astonishing strip 4 great margins,fresh state,unique. But the price 11 With sobs in
my voice,I returned it to him. By mail he advised me that this item
would remain at my disposition until he dies,and would otherwise have
no place except in my collection.
I have just finished my catalogue,stamp by stamp,a complete pedigree
fcr each one,purchase price,catalogue value,present value from sale
prices,the whale thing done meticulously for '4791' items.
I am
stupefied ! I have a very large purchase tctal,but about 51 times more
in catalogue value,and certainly 4 times more in sale prices.
I must have the most complete Mexican ccllecticn in existence, and
certainly one which fcr quality of items is far superior to any other
in existence. It is more complete than the Tapling collection,and I
see that the Taylor collection doesn't have 250 items which I have,
and only has 15 items (all in bad condition) which I lack,and which
have refused.
'Yes,really, I think I have a genuinely important collection of
Mexico,as complete as any in existence. I am allowing myself tc get
a LL1_I 8R Jalapa '56,with fantastic margins cn all sideS clean, fresh
perfect ! It's madness,but I lacked the 8R Jalapa. ! I prefer to
have it in a strip. Nc,I will not be able tc gc tc Lcndon,fcr two
reasons - to mount especially 5240 items (my present total) for an
exhibition is beyond my strength: and finally after having refused
Sir Wilson for 2 or 3 years?I have stupidly accepted 3 weeks ago to be
on the jury.... And I am telling you this for the private part of
your ear,if I had accepted it is because I was thus burning my boats
and disposing of the temptation to work like a dog for more than 6
months in demolishing and then reconstructing my poor collection.
As for my inventories,Mexico and France, I have first of all put
together all my purchase prices,item by- item; for France I have added:
1) the prices in the Yvert specialised catalogue
2)the prices which I would get after sales of comparable quality
and condition,less 20% expenses: for Mexico I have similarly
added up all my purchase prices,then I have taken the price of
) Stanley (Gibbans),b)cf those in my catalcgue,c) thcs which
'rave established i.e. items which I have bought cr whloi were
shcwn cn the 60 0'68) thick and very thick figures in F-arrcn's
:AcLie stamp album) by Josling,or,a curious thing, Joslin.; G. 9s
cicse tc my prices fcr the thick figures, and fc: the
ihin ones he is actually 5 to 15% dearer ! Stanley Gibber.-:,
whc dc not differentiate between a 1/2R '56 Mexico and a 1/2R Guadalupe
But,
Hidalgc,come up with a round total of about 12% below my prices
but I remain astounded when I note the generally mediocre and often
poor quality cf the celebrated Barran collection (justifiably,after
all). I can say that I have written tc him about it,ncting that I
awned abcut 450 items which he did nct have,while I found in his
collection only 190 items which I lacked.
-
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Today I have sent Josling the album containing the 12 first numbers
of the 1872-74 issue. I only found one stamp there: a 50c Chihuahua
which I lacked,but Barron had 1 Apart from that,it is true, a 12c pair
and a 25c imperforate with the 'Mexico' overprint on the right, and the
12c,25c, and 50c imperforate overprinted
. I also took a 0110E3
of the 6c,a fine retouch of No.95,an item showing the strong retouch
No.96r and a retouch on No.97. Also an example of the very rare retouch
of the single spot of the pearls at the northwest corner,with the
spot at the southeast corner unretouched. It is always the retouch
orIthe southeast corner which is to be found.

For prices,the devaluation is noted down. The date of 20 February
?.31.
— on the 1 Franc of '49 is interesting,but there are quite
a number known before that,the earliest being on 17 January. I no
longer remember who owns the letter,which Brun,if I am not mistaken,
brought to us,unless it may have been Margoulet at the last meeting
of the Academy. The item belonged to a small collector in Chateauroux
or thereabouts. There are twc markings with a date cf the 17th from
Chateauroux and on the back an arrival mark with the little claw mark
of L'Indre.
I am surprised that it was Pemberton who is selling Hall: Josling
wrote that he himself was,and that he would make a bid for my requirements before the catalogue appeared. I am annoyed that this opportunity has escaped me of getting about 15 items which I lacked. It
is true that being without a brass farthing at present,a large purchase
would be tiresome for me. But there were little things going cheap,
and impossible to find which I would not want to see drift away ! I
am going to write to Josling.
, V;

What a lot of trouble you have landed on your shoulders with the
collection of Belgian wartime correspondence 11 That will go on and on.
No,I haven't received the number of the Belgian Philatelist,it will
no doubt arrive one day or another.
I have just spent a few Days in Picardy,and on my return found
your handbook on the Leopolds,which were common when I was young,and
which one hardly sees any more at least in good condition. I remember
that their perforations encroached on the engraving in 9 cases out
of 10.
You have once again accomplished by means of a complete ,wellresearched and easy to understand work,so that it can be clearly followed
and once again your old friend,who is furthermore not in the least
surprised,says 'Bravo !' and thank you.
Tomorrow Nico begins the sale cf part of tne superb Haller collectior
of France (almost nothing except unused). There are some 7 cr 8 blocks
which I would willingly take for myself,but I am afraid that they will
be much too dear for my poor purse.

I. EXHIBITING COLTECTIONS AFTER PUBLICATION.
Ik•.,,.N 4 As for the Exhibition,rather for instructional purposes and
the illustration of our work,l believe I have adopted the
best system. Clearly,at first sight,for people accustomed
to look at the well-listed appearance of an artistically
written-up page,rather than its content,my arrangement is
not their ideal. There are gaps,but precisely because in
looking at the parts marked '*' in the 1856s,G.Hidalgo,
Polotitlan and C.Bravos (the three I haven't got) they are
vacant; there are those who will find this ugly,but those
who want to learn will see at once that these three Bureaux
are very rare,as they will be the only ones not listed in
the issue.
And that's the end of everything - I said that by force
of circumstance I have used large pages,very large pages.
In the end I will sort this out. M.Dubois said to me "If you
want 500 metres,you shall have them ! Fortunately (or unfortunately
for me !) I am far from needing all that space !
Each stamp is on a lahel,printed according to my idea,consisting
of a lower part where the stamp is described: the co-efficient)
the plate to which it belongs,the cancel (with the number
from Wilson's book,if it is there),the type and even the overprints
or overprint,the consignment number,the year „and the number
of sub-consignment numbers (if there are any),indications
of any peculiarities etc. While each margin of the page relating
to the group would carry general indications i.e. the Principal
Bureau,retouches,varieties etc. Anyone on the lookout will
be able to follow,through my modest show,the almost complete
sequence in the history of Mexican stamps,as we describe them
in our work.
As I have no hope of succeeding in getting such a beautiful
ivory and gold cup,as an egotist I like very much the decision
to promote the exhibitors' booklets.
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will do all I can to disentangle myself from 15 square
metres,but it will be hard. I am going to surprise you,as
much as I have been surprised myself, The old Chapman copy,which
belonged to Marty,has fallen into my hands. They promised
me the earth with this collection. Now Marty had marked up
to Chapman everything he possessed...oh well, I found that
I was more complete than he was,especially with the Eagles.
For 1856 and 1861 I have some unique items,those from Chapman's
collection.. it is true that out of 200 pages about a dozen
are a little 'hollow' but I don't want to be 'dishonest'.
At present my collection,such as it will be shown,will indicate
exactly to the collector,by means of a gap,or the very limited
quantity of items,the rarity of this or that section - I haven't
dealt perfidiously with Dubois,and have told him that inevitably
I needed plenty of investment,but that I would not be able
to take risks. He assured me that I had the necessary investment,
whatever it might be. There is nothing to do there by way
of compression,dismantling or presenting in a different way.
Reflect that in only showing 2 or 3 pages at most of a summary
of issues after 1874,1 have more than 3000 items ! And not
just duplicates or rubbishy items,hardly more than 40 defectivc,or
in general a bit cut. I would like to eliminate these but
they are precisely the ones which are otherwise not to be
found.
I don't know what some American collections may amount
to,or Barron's or some others. They began to collect earlier
than I. I suppose some of them may have marvellous things.
But for a collection built up over 3 or 4 years,I consider
it would be impossible for anyone to form a larger collection,
or a better one, than I have done. My want lists are with
Phillips,Stanley Gibbons,Pemberton,Josling,Wilson,Gilbert,
and in Germany and Switzerland. The English in particular
are personally interested in my collection, and have always
sent me the cream of their stocks to purchase. Oh well, there
are gaps to be filled which can never be filled... I can
only say that little by little the whole of Chapman's collection
has passed through my hands,except for a few items bought
at the two sales in 1929 (Josling obtained about 92% of the
items !) . Oh well,what is missing must be very difficult
to find ! Clearly,in order to complete the Eagles any further,or
the Maximilians,I would have to take items horribly cut,thinned,holed
etc. - but I hate this sort of merchandise..
In short it seems to me very,very difficult,if not impossible
to go lower than 16,or rather 17 square meters (of Exhibition
space).
It matters little,I will see about re-arranging its position.
Here is a newspaper which is ouino to seem rather limited
for us to swallow !

Will you be so kind as to reTly to the following points
exactly ?
a) On what date ought the book to be deposited
at the (illegible ?Brussels) exhibition centre?
b)On what date ought my collection to be in Brussels
to be put into place?
c)On what date may I dismount it and take it away?
d) What is the last date on which I should leave
Brussels?
In fact,from the end of May until June 1 have various important
decisions to make.

_t.
No,I have received nothing from M.Dubois. It is essential
for me to have this fixed,as I am obliged to go to Portugal
at the end of May,and the date is extremely important to me.
A word from the Secretary-General of the Exhibition informs
me that there are two days in which,thanks to you,T have 17
good metres (in which to exhibit). I hope that will be enougft,but
what fills me with less enthusiasm is to be obliged to bring
my collection in on the 21st,and not to be able to take it
away until 4 June. This 15 day delay places an enormous amount
of trouble on me. The exhibition lasts for 6 days I understand.
Why not then allow those who set up.their collections themselves
to do so on the night before the opening ? That would save
8 days.
I have just finished thickening up my poor collection,reduced
to 3520 items; I have suppressed many things which would have
been interesting„to the benefit of essential items.
Now,with all reductions made,I make it 165 pages. Now each
97x107 frame (or 117,so Dubois tells me,but does it matter?)
can only hold 9 sheets at the most,by cutting their margins
exactly from top to bottom. Then 17 frames x 9 sheets = 153
sheets,room for 12 sheets of about 1.} a frame is missing(?).
Could this (illegible) President obtain half a frame for me 7
In any event,I will see you soon. I will arrive at the
Hotel Atlanta on the evening of the 23rd.
I will come at daybreak to you,with my stamps,and then
to the Exhibition.
As for the French customs on return,I am not going to get
away with anything in Brussels ! In spite of the letter from
the Embassy which is going to be sent to me,I am going to
be obliged to number my 3520 items sheet by sheet,and to let
each one drop !
That's going to take a whole day for Charon. What venom:

Yes,after all is said,my collection isn't bad,but except
for the material question of write-ups)of badly presented
notes,poor handwriting etc,I don't see how I would have shown
it in any other way,except by taking up twice the space.
That Exhibition was a marvel. Give my great and very friendly
feelings of gratitude for their welcome to Messrs Ruhl,Poncelet,
DThr,is,Maniguay,and other high-ups,also my best souvenirs
to Huth,the architect (?his name),Margeret,Eeman etc.etc..
Eervthing was on a grandiose and generous scale never seen
b..5;)re ! Aren't you a bit tired after those 15 exnausting
d•vE ? In any case,vou have been well rewarded for your cfforts.

It is understood that you will have thephotos you want,but
have a little patience )as to send them to Paris their return
and their further remission is going to take time.

2, Terlingham Mansions,

Folkestone, Kent.
5th April 1935

My dear Mr. de Smeth,

Many thanks for your kind letter
of the 30th ultimo and for the trouble you have so kindly
taken in sending me particulars of the Exhibition. I
notice that there is a Commissaire in England, Mr. Frank
Godden whom I know and as he will probably be sending
other things across, it may be easier for me if he will
also include my Book. I will let you know how we arrange.
Nothing would have pleased me better
than to have come to Brussels to renew my acquaintance with
your beautiful capital, but apparently I have not told you
that I am disabled and for 5 years I have been confined to
my bed, so that there is no chance of my having the pleasure
of seeing you, unless sometime you should happen to be
coming over to England.
I have very pleasant recollections
visits
not
only
to
Brussels, Malines, Antwerp etc.,
of my
but also to the manufacturing districts of °agree and
Marchienne au Pont.
With all good wishes and kindest

regards,
I remain,
Yours sincerely,
4- - r.

Is.
Here are the photographs you wanted with some others which
should perhaps amuse your colleagues. I hope that during
their distribution,they would readily understand a word from
their "President',charmingly as he knows how to put them,to
recall their friend Fayolle to all,and his great gratitude
for their friendly welcome in Brussels !

tc,

I am in the cold in order to sort out the annual accounts.
Thankyou for your kind reply. Has M.Marquet received my
awful parcel ?(alas!) which I sent him ? M.Dubois has kindly
telephoned me recently,I hope to see him on his return journey.
No,Sir ! I am not going to exhibit in New York 1) it costs
too much 2) it would be necessary to drag things which look
well there out of my poor collection 3) to remount to the
taste of peopple for whom a stamp exhibition must be a showstopper and not a matter of documents,subjects for study,work;
perhaps I would do it for Paris,it isn't certain. Don't imagine
that whatever there may be of Mexico can be found in Paris,and
in France in fact there is nothing. One has to indulge in
Sioux cunning to unear'h doubtful pages,and use almost dishonest
methods to make things come out of forgotten corners,and find
items overlooked even by their keepers.
Fortunately for Mexico,my presentation to
PEXIP was well advanced. *lave only 8 large frames for Mexico,but
as I have one entire sheet per frame (in 4 portions,fitting
exactly) you may imagine the place I got;about 40%.
Wilson wrote to me (to my astonishment as Le Pelerin had
told me nothing) that Taylor is exhibiting his Mexican collection
in Paris. If that's true,it would be a unique opportunity
for us,as I believe that his father Taylor's collection (added
to by his son) was in certain respects finer than Chapman's,although
less complete on some details. Bravo u. Lichtenstein is going
there,as Jews are always sniffing around on the right side:
what I can tell you is that Gilbert,who has great influence
in France,has strongly (illegible) on our dear country. FurtLet.,..",
he is putting together a specialised Mexican collection for
himself: finally he has (for whom ?) issued purchase orders
all around the world for items and collections. He goes to
London once or twice a month and scoops up everything he finds.
In short,he has remarkable acquisitions. He spent a whole
day over my collection !
I admire you for having the courage to exhibit. I am
terrified at the idea of doing so at Paris in 1937... to turn
evel%t. hing upside down,pullinq it out,remounting,it's hFt:ful
Dear friend,Bravo ! You will cover our beloved Mexico
cl(am still very bothered about my exhibiting in 1937- lilect
that this means about 5000 items (1856 to 1872 only included)
to be remounted.

For a month now,philately has ceased for me, and I don't
• know when I can apply myself to it again. The idea of taking
everything to pieces for the Exhibition makes me shiver.
Naturally I wouldn't dream of exhibiting more than 1000-1200
items at the most out of the 4900 which make up my '56s to
'72s inclusive. But how do I put them together ?
In order to obtain a place,I could set aside our special
system for Mexico,i.e. that of classifying Bureau by Bureau,and
on the contrary (while still keeping for each value the Bureau
by Bureau classification in succession) classifying by value._
Thus: 1856: all the -1Rs,then all the 1Rs etc.: same thing
for 1861 etc.. Put each 'type' separately,all the varieties
together - double overprints,stitch watermarks,cracks,errors
etc.. Visuallyspeaking this would be better and our 'working'
classification would get me a much-better layout. What do
you think ? All the most remarkable items could thus be put
in by value,for example by giving them a double space,with
nothing around them,thus attracting the eye.
I am scared of using a copperplate writer - he will dirty
the items,leave ink marks,I will be upset with him,and where
does one find a paragon of +his kind anyway ?
-31

For PEXIP I am even less organised than you. It may well
happen that I may go and see Rochelle or Tollu to discuss
and find out what I should do. I could thus benefit by collecting
myself and then sending you useful private information.
Oh yes,I'm on my way ! 10 frames of Mexico,10 frames
of France in genera1,10 frames for my collection on the Siege,or
a mixed or cancelled collection. What a bore,what a fag !
To Hell with Exhibitions and other horrors !!!
Your project is perfect,you must exhibit,it would give
a spur to Mexico,on the one hand the exhibition of a fine
general collection,and on the other a specialised showing:
yours. It
seems that Josling wrote to me that Mexico is beginning
to revive; serious initiates.
As my 1872 collection is very fine,it appears difficult
to me to leave a hole in my presentation between the 1867s
and the 1872s. Naturally in 10 frames .' could not keep everything
going from my 'black handstamps'(Sello Negros) (the first
dating from 1805) right up to the end of the 1872 issue.
I will be selective,and the remainder will be well presented
to the judges,but as I remount everything on very large sheets,everything on them will be utilisod,whereas in Brussels I had enormous
gaps. Our two presentations wi=g] not clash,on the contrary
they will complement each other naturally.
Eeman is coming to dinner sl'Lr:ly- I leave for Fayolle
on Thursday,and return on the 84- 11'march). At present I will
attack my exhibit,what a bore !!

ct-a
z
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This letter has been composed at the end of a banquet with
a lot of fast-living people,there was dancing,singing and
various exercises described as "spectaculaires"(i.e.lavishly
produced) and the reading of an honours list. I hardly dare
to tell you,you know it already probably through other channels,that
you were only awarded a silver medal... they gave me a vermeil.
As for Taylor who showed some fine,very fine items,items at _
random from a collection which one assumes to be enormous
in volume,but non-existent in rarities (Bureaux,cancels,items
for study),his father and he understand nothing about what
makes Mexico so interesting. It(i.e.Taylor's conection) is
classified in a bewildering manneri incomprehensible,and unable
to be understood. For example,he brought out masses of Eagle
remainders !!. In fact there were mostly unused stamps from
common Bureaux. For him,the position of overprints e.g. on
the left,across etc.etc. seemed to be the end of everything.
Chapman asked me to do an analysis of this exhibition by Taylor,I
am going to have a list typed up,which I have made with care,and
will send it to you. The foreign experts,principally Sir
Wilson(the father) and Lichtenstein,Klein and others gave
their views in no uncertain terms.
I should mention that I should have been very proud to
have had the gold medal for Mexico which I was awarded for
my French exhibit.
I have been seeing with pleasure our good friends Dubois(and
his wife who is so utterly charming),Corbrier,Rhul, and also
Trasentiere,Eeman(very nervous..) de Cock etc.etc. Belgium
is covered with glory with 4 gold medals and a pile of vermeils.
The Studd collection,complemented by Karoly's was unique,but
all the others made up a whole absolutely beyond compare.
One senses a 'quality' of a very superior kind amongst your
collectors,and—ermore,for their knowledge,meticulous care
in their choice,ana their presentation of items,and finally
in the intrinsic value of their stamps.
This was by far the best exhibit at PEXIP.
I am saying nothing about the organisation... when one has
seen the Siteb,the comparison with PEXIP is lamentable..
I know that you hesitated in your state of fatigue,but you
would have seen very beautiful things,of which many had never
been shown before.
F.Wilson came but not Josling ! he is inseparable from his
"Merry England'. My exhibit which I had nurtured lovingly
for 3 months had to be torn to pieces with scissors on the
first day when I established that the sizes of the frames
.:7, ! it was necessary to trim
provided by the jury were wron,
rut the frames upside down,i.e.standing
everything as well,and then
upright ! which meant\that nr.th:ihg was to be seen at the top
of my 1S frames ! I did not .:()Fe my temper at this evidence
(one of a thousand) of incomp e tence and neglect...really deplorable.
This letter in which I am telling you of a whole lot of
things in disorder is not by any means what I had hoped it
would be - a paean of joy and triumph.
Tomorrow you will get from me in person all the inside information,
accounts,and 'explanation' of the 'coup'.

k

Here is the Taylor catalogue,complete and precise,I think.. we
shall see. It is Lichtenstein who got the vermeil medal for Taylor,
as he only collects unused stamps,which shows how ignorant he is of
Mexico.
Pointless to quibble about it,but I feel a bit humiliated 1

o
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J. PERSONAL AND POLITICAL VIEWS AND NEWS AS THE WAR CLOUDS
GATHER.
12 February 1934.

Don't let me speak of what was achieved 10 days ago in
which I took an active,a very active part,and which filled
me with joy and..(illegible).
I am so tied up that I simply don't know when I can come
and see you. And furthermore it is absolutely necessary for
me to go to Brussels for a day for other reasons. Can you
really not come here ? I have many very important documents
to show you,and the solution of the problem of getting a
laissez-passer through the customs is very tricky,and I don't
know if I am going to be able to meet you again.
Really ,dear friend,you exaggerate the inconvenience of
the journey;hardly 4 hours in a good train,me at the station
with my car,a nice room with bathroom,and as to the rest,a
neat workroom and documents. .
In three days you will,I am sure,definitely have brought
a mass of detail under control. On the other hand,if I can
bring various useful material to Brussels,I will not be able
to bring everything. Here everything is peaceful,so as not
to give you the least disturbance,well outside the outer areas
where the community works with difficulty (this little world,a,
the masses do not accept them nor march with them as they
understand where they will be crushed)
nothing moves.
-

I speak in the knowledge of the cause,as the first one to
look into it again and again • But if we do not provide satisfaction to our various sections in which we have 74,000 members,the
will decline to at least 30.000 under arms and then fall below
that ! They may even fall to 14,000 without knowing it. You
have seen the result. Twice or three times as many under
arms will empty the Chamber,this Chamber of wastrels in certain
administrations,above all in the CLOSETS ! With the communities
one doesn't understand abroad,one doesn't see the jungle of
things,people and characters.... One has hardly seen the
beginnings.
No! where have you read about my nomination as an Academician:)
This is the first news of it,

J.

This national mourning is the world in mourning,and an intimate
mourning,sad and deep for anyone who concerns himself with
certain traditions and feelings... amongst them myself. The
death of your great king Albert is a disaster,but I have confidence
in the good sense,patriotism and intelligence of the Belgian
people,of your race in which the more perverted elements are
much more on the surface than deep down,so that nothing irreparable
can occur. With us,it is going to be necessary to go down
into the street and fight this time not with bare fists but
with grenades and revolvers so as to do away with this blackguard
Jewish-Masonry which alone is leading us,alone is profiting,alone
tries to hide its crimes,its robberies,its horrible vices
(Malvy,Duperur,and others) and tries to get out of the hornet's
nest into which it has just burrowed. Did you see this morning
of the assassination of Leprince ? It's frightening ! - Decidedly
you could be similarly fouled ! As Brussels to Paris is a
simple walk,easy and comfortable. It seems that you are a
bit lazy,probably not on your behalf,but on mine to whom you
haven't given any work !
I leave tomorrow for Fayolle,for 8 days precisely

P.S.
Soon after my return, I will appear in Brussels,unfortunately
without a collection,it's too dangerous.

I have the impression,dear friend, that next week I will
make the journey to Brussels; as the mountain won't go to
Mahomet,Mahomet is coming to the mountain.
As I am not sure of the date,be so kind as to indicate
to me which of the two Wednesdays,the 14th or 21st of March,you
would be away,or rather which days would not suit you. I
reckon on spending at least 2 days,perhaps 3, with you.
I am distressed,so distressed, as my journey approaches
to have to state the real impossibility of showing you my
collection which has at last become a good one,and a fine
working collection.

J.

I have received your letter and am upset about the bad news
you have given me I hope that Madame de Smeth will be quickly
cured. I have to stop now,better for a (illegible) side..
it's the old woman who is ringing the bell at my door.
I will arrive on Thursday at midday. I have to come to
Brussels... so as to have Friday and Sunday to work with
you if possible. Will you do me the favour of writing a line
to 1) M.Hefti:3 Rue Montagu du Parc
2) Another to M van Luppen,29 Avenue Marnix,saying that
on the 1st I shall be at his office at 1.15 to 1.45,or on
the 14th on the 2nd that I can be at his office towards 4.30,
similarly on Tuesday to M.Hefti. Please add that having my
time taken up and some very important matters to deal with,
I would like to leave him at once, and . not wait for him.
Forgive me for this importunity.
In haste,thankyou,and I really look forward to seeing
you soon.

No time at the moment to occupy myself witHphotos and copyings
(or rather photographic reproductions) of all the overprints
I own. I have seen at Gilbert's some absolutely splendid
reproductions of this kind,that would cost a lot,too bad,we
shall have something perfect-But there again, I have to look
after my tower in Perigord,i.e. from 8 to 20 April.
Don't worry about returning my book of forgeries,keep it
as long as it is useful
I have a leaden night's sleep to come.. for I ought to
be tonight in Marseilles,and tomorrow in Nice ! and so I neglect
all my duties and engagements. Really I am breaking up.
Zut !
There is no point in telling you of my joy in spending
2 days with you. Your meeting with the '5th Belge' astonished
me. Ala:,,w,". don't have anything of this kind here.
PleasE. express to Madame de Smeth my most respectful memories above all that she is doing the 'S' etc. ; one has (illegible)
the Liquiolol,the two intra-muscular injections,that's the
absolute panacea for rheumatism and arthritis.

4.

Is,

I will go back to Paris on 5 October for the Automobile
Fair,my general Assemblies etc. which will I reckon keep me
there until the 11th; but then I shall be master of my own
time again,and I think that in 8 or 10 days everything will be sorted out and in perfect shape.
I am writing this note to put your mind at rest, and not
to go into anything further as regards the many interesting
questions which continually absorb us.
Weather absolutely splendid here.. it is with regret that
I contemplate my return amongst the Cillegible3rains,and the
muddy and cold Parisians.

3 k,v.

Even though my house is invaded until the end of the month
and that I am up to my ears with work•alas - I am going to
steal a few hours of peace on purpose to begin and drive the
work of making corrections forward on the Eagles,Maximilians
and the general tables.
I am leaving you right away to go and preside over meetings
of Officials and Eillegible3of the Mutual Help Society of
the Commune ! What a bore ! and what bores !

I know what will happen to the Mexican collection after the
appearance of the book. If it gives a stimulus (which I hardly
doubt) to new collectors in this country,I will make a small
fortune. If the opposite should be the case,I will have learnt
thanks to you,a mass of excessively curious and charming things.
But in practice I maintain that certain items are not to be
discovered at any price. For example,the 7c engraved,properly
cancelled.
I am continuing to enjoy marvellous weather; growing wheat
harvests;animals,domestic and wild;parents,friends and other
ages who invade the house forcing me to write to you only
after one o'clock in the morning.. and moreover I feel that
my departure for Paris will be distressing !

I enclose a letter addressed to you which I have kept out
of carelessness,as I had the copy.
An hour ago I finished the last 10 pages. I was up since
8am this morning,and I have a headache. I am going to look
at my wine which is bubbling gently in the cellar. An exceptional
year both in quantity and quality ! But suddenly the flow
has stopped. Buy the 1934s,they will taste like nectar.
Grey weather,half rainy,soft but pleasant,that makes my
departure from here less painful... in spite of my worries
as a landowner,' would definitely like to settle myself there
until my death at last,towards which I am advancing with great
strides ! On that happy note,I send you ,dear friend,my best
wishes.

.4) .
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Tomorrow 1 go to Sarlat. The day after to Perigueux to
see my mother. On Tuesday I leave for the Vendee with my
sister,and on Saturday will be reintegrated to Paris. I will
have the Salon,two Congresscs,two general assemblies and two
or three banquets so that I won't be able to send yojthe final
work total before the 15th or 16th - he so good as to be a
little patient.

I leave you,dear friend, as I feel a little exhausted.
It is the 5th evening in which I have worked on the Eagles
until midnight,besides the morning and afternoon. I am beginning
to take on a sick and bemused appearance.

Really,my dear friend,you are throwing money out of the
window. Write to me to apologise for not having signed your
letter; this ought to warrant you receiving a court order.
For the moment,no more to tell you. These 9 pages are already
enough,I reckon. Don't blame me for prolixity,but I like
to put you in the picture on everything.

In haste (for I leave in half an hour for Perigueux and
Fayolle,whence I will return on 5 January) with most sincere
and affectionate good wishes for 1935. I beg you to convey
them to Mme de Smeth whose hospitality I recall so respectfully.
To go on to 'business'.
I felt sure that the copy of the 'Stamp Lover' which I
sent you some months ago (6.7.or 8..) was mine. You tell
me it was yours,and I of course believe you,but if it has
gone into the fold,look for it carefully and you will find
it.
As for the one which I sent you,it came by a direct line
from Vallancey,and I have no other copy.
If you don't find your 'child',cut mine up,and I will try
to get another copy from Vallancey,but I should tell you in
advance that the reproduction will be horrible.

as,

It seems pret)able that you wilAsee me appear on the horizon
of Brussels towards the end of the month. I would like to
bring you all my "material',now at last in good order,but
it is a devilish business with the Customs.

I

;
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. These Vallanceys are delightful ! They send me copies of the
(Juarez),as your copy is lost,and mine has been cut up into bits so as
our text,I am happy to send you one of these periodicals complete.. I
try to have Schmeckpeper's article in the Berliner Briefmarken Zeitung

Stamp Lover
to illustrate
am going to
which is

understood to be a'clanger' !! and Barron,without any evidence,believes that
all these Juarez are 'false'. Especially the 5 famous letters from the Widow of
Tarnava,now for these last,his argument is that there are two cancels,whereas
never,or hardly ever,does one ever find anything but a single cancel amongst
the regular issues of Mexico from 1856 to 1875 - now for me ,it is precisely
this conformity with two cancels which makes me believe that they are not false.
For evidence on the point,in an abnormal issue,with abnormal cancellations,sometimes with
abnormal Saltillo and Monterrey overprints,I would not be surprised if the very
staff of Monterrey (and Saltillo ?) behaved in common
careful postal
with all other abnormal cases encountered in normal times: that is to exaggerate
the cancels....it is this which always occurs when a letter is registered or
when the 'Anotado is used for instance. In all such cases there are at least
2 cancels,usually different: one on the stamp and the other or others on
letter - This explafiation is made for what it may be worth !!
At this point,farewell and bless me,
Guillelumus de Fagi.
(i.e. alpseudonym for Guy de Fayolle)

C,3

I am going to write again to friend J.V.L.,he disobeyed
orders !
I write to you from my bed,where the 'flu has given me
a frightful fever (tonight it is 40° 8 !!)
As at the time of Gervais' visit,I was beginning to be
very afflicted by fever,I hardly talked with him. He thereupon
declared that I was in a 'solemn' mood.. "Tell M.de Smeth"he
said" that I want the book to be on sale in May for the Exhibition.
I must have everything,that is to say everything i by the latest
on 15 or 16 February"
Pray reply as soon as possible concerning my questions
relating to the Guadalajara Provisionals. I feel too .
depressed and demoralised. Those are the number of years in
which I have spent more than 12 hours in bed.

I have been very very ill. I have had a kind of relapse,having
a temperature of more than 41 °for 3 days. One knows very
well that such a heat does nothing for the brain's grey matter,which
gives a feeling of being rissoled in a frying pan.
In spite of everything,little by little, I have done everything
which was essential ,final l y sending my genera] report to
my colonel with a good grace.
The day before yesterday I was given the honour of being
allotted Chair No.36 at the Philatelic Academy !
I hope to learn many things there !

I return from Fayolle,where I am racked with cold in the
snow,black ice, trees torn down,roofs destroyed,also 'flu
on my departure.
K11.1

You cimplain of the waste to which you were put by the departure
of Theu .is(?). What do we say here then when to govern we
have a rabble of incompetent swindlers,with below everything
a mass which turns around like a flock of angry or simply
bewildered sheep,and doesn't stop from hurling themselves
on the shepherds so as to trample on them.
There is at present only one real MAN,and that is Mussolini.
Otherwise this dirty little Jew whom I used to curse between
1909 and 1912 in his barrister-lawyer office,is a poor father
with the vices of his race,and hypnotised by the acquisition
of old women and puritanical English deacons,unworthy,stupidly
egotistical. At least you have a tradition,epitomised by
your king,a calm reflective spirit,who,when ne cessary,moves
of his own free will. Belgium has for the most part, intelligent
people,morally and physically decent. Here there are fine
qualities,but the worst rub shoulders with the semi-perfect,
even within the same individual. As a result,powerlessness,contradictions and from here,without 'The War,it is finished.
Long live stamps,which for a few hours allow one to isolate
oneself from all these deplorable things... if I wasn't French,
I would be Belgian at the moment !

I am very sleepy,you too,I imagine. Goodnight then,sleep
well,as that pleasant Hun who is trying to assassinate us
would say,
I reckon that in the present state of old countries such
as ours where "property" and family fortunes are the foundation
of society,and which have not been enormously enriched during
the war on our backs,such as England and the United States,monetary
deflation(and price inflation in consequence) is a disaster.
Today,with 30% of our land boundaries with Belgium,that could
lead to an appearance of momentary prosperity,but in 6 months
or a year it may be necessary to begin all over again. If
only the United States and England who have doubled or tripled
their capital during the war might return to a normal
level by lowering their currency value,that speaks for itself,and
again ! but that we,whose capital has gone precisely to America,or
England (to her colonies,which use ksterling,which comes back
all the same) during the war in order to pay for our munitons,and
our food,we should be doing the same thing. It's madness !
We are heading for a catastrophe,for like you and many enlightened
businessmen,I see that Switzerland will soon follow and France
will be dragged down,that will be a cataclysm... there is
only one serious man in the world ! It's Mussolini,balanced,
deliberate,intelligent,
In his honour,I speak Latin to you,
Vale et me ama,

4.
1.

Now the florin is mOving,soon it will be the Swiss franc...
then the French franc. It's completely crazy,full of incoherence.
It is the international Jewish financiers who are leading
us this ruinous dance,

I found your letter,which had passed through Paris. To
begin with,I want to express most sincerely the whole part
in which I took in your mourning,such a tragic occasion.
With you,I won't compose words,only feelings which condolences
inspire; you know what these are in your respect.
I leave you to go down this afternoon to Fayolle to sort
out accounts and other nuisances.
I will see you soon,

I have no idea how I must look at the moment! I am frightfully
distracted!
Hotel Astoria
Aix-les-Bains,Savoy.

Your kind letter touched me greatly. I wanted to write
to you sooner on my side,but all that I had to do in Paris,in
a sort of madness,due to what you know already,and with many
other things to do and arrange before a 3 month absence,and
then my arrival here,all this has made me guilty of silence
towards you.
It was a joy to see„,,,not for long enough it's true,but it
wasn't an easy matter in the hubbub of the Exhibition,and
also in the personal circumstances in_which I found myself
- if you have the opportunity be so kind as to listen to what
people have to say following the business,and let me know
in the vaguest terms possible,I will understand. Except for
you,I know of no-one in whom I have sufficient confidence
to put the question. Personally,I seek nothing more than silence,
oblivion.... Alas,no,I am not made of mild-tempered steel,but
realise that I have tried to escape from my own thoughts...to
be with the greatest number of people,in noisy surroundings,or
I think less.
I have nothing more to tell you. I have a pile of letters
to write. Tomorrow I am going to attack the catalogue again.
Seen in Paris is Eeman,come from the Grand Prix with his
charming and such a good comrade (it's rare for a woman T)
Mlle Blanche. To them and to all our excellent friends,my
best remembrance when you see them

Terribly hot here !
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Here marvellous weather,fresh and agreeable. Agricultural
development is rather less so.
My friendly wishes to all your kind colleagues for you,my
most affectionate remembrance,
But don't you think the 45 francs may cause much trouble
to Messrs Anglo-Saxons and Messrs dealers who will have to
buy the book to get the catalogue?
No,we have to do it without moaning: the bargain-hunters
will become scarcer,the development in (collecting)Mexico
will not take place despite our efforts; you and I have worked
for a 'glory' which will not give us haloes,we will have laboured
for 2z years for our personal pleasure only; true philatelists
who like to do something new,curious and difficult ! The result?
It doesn't matter a damn...aren't I right ?
On this note,good,excellent,perfect,I wish you goodnight
and am going to try to sleep for 8 hours of recovery. I have
had a lifeless day of it,materially and morally..what a life!
Bureaux.
I have unified my catalogue: unknown issues. I have added
one + to the 12c.
You will see that 10 years from now all our 'holes' will be
'filled'.
Sleep well,I also,despite a magnificent storm which has raged
and roared over my head,with blessed rain... for the mushrooms
(Oh! delight to the eye!!) and the cows.
Your national mourning is ours also in France. This appalling
misfortune has been a spontaneous occasion for a hand to crush
people,even socialist scoundrels,so as to feel and experience
from deep down inside themselves,and to understand the need
for a head for continuity at the summit of a state.
Here I am at last reirned to my winter quarters last Monday
and since then I haven't been idle. What brings me now is
to ask you a favour; would you look after a large folder of
documents,and various papers,none of them having any value,other
than as various bits of information for me, which M.Eugene
Voets,lawyer in the Court of Appea1,45 Rue Ernest Allard in
Brussels ,would leave with you one day or another - you know
the distressing business which occurred precisely during my
stay in Brussels this summer. I had with the person (female)
in question a mass of papers which I left there for greater
convenience. M.Voets,nominated as liquidator,has fortunately
recovered my folder,but asks me not to leave it with him for
too long. and as I don't want to have it sent to me,I allowed
myself tc describe you as the eventual recipient.
The cc--,tents have no value,and are not in the least compromising,
so I hope it won't disturb you too much to give your hospitality
to this pile of old papers.
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Automobile Club de France
6 Place de la Concorde
11 Dec.'35.
•11.. 3s

My long silence must have struck you as
have occurred to keep me busy,and some very
two months ago. I will only mention to you
after a long illness my poor mother died at
November. Before and after I had all sorts
which I had also neglected.
Js

odd. Many things
sad accidents
the most serious;
Perigueux on 26
of things to do

While I write,the radio is giving the election results,
they are deplorable and terrifying.
I have just counted finally: 9 communists,21 S.F.1.0. ,
4 radical socialists,and 2 opportunists !!
I haven't the courage to write more,I am demoralised,
In the chaos of the beginning of_the New Year,removals,sales,etc.
I can't remember whether I replied to your kind letter of
the 1st. It seems that I wrote to you before,but I don't recollect
it. The essential thing is that you will know that if my
pen has been stupid perhaps,my heart remains.
What a frightful year for me,ending in the death of my
poor mother_
I want to ask you a favour. I have forgotten the name
and lost the address of a member of the Society of which you
are President who was an errand boy at the Exhibition and
for the mounting and unmounting of my pages was charmingly
helpful - he said that he was making up all the French Bureaux,and
I told him that as I had a stock of letters,stamps,etc.where
he would be able to find them at a glance, I would send them
to him.
These days I have finally been able to relax a little from
the chaos,and have made up a very large parcel. Be so kind
as to give me the name and address of M.??,he's young and
brown,he has exhibited one of the rarest 1 stamps in Belgium.
Have you seen the specialised France section,the "Balloon"
section ? I am glad to have collaborated in this whole part
which is - at last -clear and complete. Bourrelet is going
to print the work on the packet boats on the evening of (illegible);
it was abQut time! I have brought in 3 new unpublished items.
And you,dear friend,what is at present the object of your
researches,before sleeping,troubles and joys ?
Very cordial]y from your old and faithful friend ,and pupil,

31,

Eeman is very kind,but really too inconsistent ! I have
been a month and a half now working on his subject. But where
is he ? I don't know. That poor creature Blanche replied
in his stead that he is away,and will reply one day. Have
you any light on the matter ? Is he in Brussels ?
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You are one of the first signatories from a mass of letters
accumulated over a month who is going to see the colour of
my ink.: I have been up for only two days,I nearly died;
a very serious double pneumonia,congestion,heart beating a
little fast, in short it was a bad business. I am out of
danger,but weak.
S,

No,that which Eeman has kindly proposed to do for me
as a service cannot have undesirable effects,except as a result
of negligence,as I must leave a dossier with him which I want him either to return or take trouble with the business. But
he's such a Bohemian ! Thanks to God,or rather his representative
on earth in the matter -P de Smeth and to the useful information
supplied some years ago,I have always kept myself carefully
protected from concern. But maybe farewell to him,as he never
replies,and could not care less about anything !
I am not going to reply to you at length,as we leave shortly
for a four day tour with the AutomobilE Club de Perigord:
Argentat,Salins,Le Puy Mainy,Le Puy,Murols, La Chaise Dieu,Le.
Mont Dord,Le Saucy,Le Puy de Dame,. From Clermont we will
spend 8 days in Beaujolais. I will be returning here towards
6 or 7 August.

Yes,everything is going badly here. If I had the courage,I
would sell everything and would go and set myself up in some
Italian place,perhaps near Bellinzona,at 400-500 metres up,
and wait there in peace with the assurance of bread to eat
as a last resort. But I'm too old,I cling too much to my
poor.beloved,appalling France..
Don't let's talk about events please,that makes me sick...
there's enough to make one mad.
I leave you,dear friend,saying that I hope to see you soon
perhaps,as I reckon to be in Brussels at the end of October
or November. If only I could stay all my life ir4peace,but
I have to go back to Paris.
I hope your health remain g good. Mine almost ceased to
exist as my wife and I had a terrible- car accident,the car
is wrecked,by good fortune we had practically nothing in it,
a shit,driving completely on the left,crashed into me,and
sent me into the ditch. And it ended by my having to carry
the whole thing. That was great !
From Eugene Voets,
Lawyer at the Appeal Court.
• M de Smeth,

M le Marquis de Fayolle,22 Avenue de Lamballe in Paris,wrote
to me some months ago to tell me that he would come by to
collect a document which concerned him,but he didn't come.
I could send this to you in a sealed envelope.
Please let me know if you are prepared to accept this consignment,
in which case I will withdraw it from the bank and would ask
you to come by my office so that I may give it to you
Yours faithfully
E.Voets.

J.
Man proposes,God disposes. When may I come to see you ?
I don't know,but I hope,in the course of November. But as
far as the dossier is concerned,I would prefer for serious
reasons that it may be with you rather than otherwise. If
that doesn't disturb you too much,I would be much happier
in knowing that it is you who is keeping it. Thankyou in
advance with all my heart.
Health middling. Write in all events. The situation is
appalling. I admire your resigned attitude.

PIc :-•. From Eugene Voets

To:Paul de Smeth

I have received your letter of 22 October,and if that wouldn't
disturb you,I ask you to come by my office on Wednesday or
Friday 5 and 6(November) so as to hand over to you the documents
relating to the Marquis de Fayolle
Yours faithfully,
E.Voets.
I am back from Fayolle where I spent 10 days there,like
here,trouble and difficulties...in short in that time I hardly
had a moment to think of my stamps. When would I be able
to come to you ? I don't yet know if I could get 48 hours
free. I would jump on the train.
Thankyou for your hospitable welcome to my paper,alas,now
nothing is urgent any more.
Everything is finished...unfortunately.
1.1,7

Your thoughts,which I know are very sincere and very
kind,went straight to my heart,and I am ashamed to have been
exposed by you. But I have just spent a fortnight of demoralisation
with trouble of all sorts,so that I have neither written nor
replied to anyone.
No,for some time I have bought nothing at all. Everything
disgusts and exasperates me. And then my foot is beginning
to play up on me again.

Devaluation with its appalling results is making the whole
world mad,and more so as one perceives what follows. Then
one may buy stamps...at an international value(?)!
An American who is going to exhibit an astorrishing France,bought
from Champion 4 months ago for more than 6 millions a collection
of France and colonies. Where did he (Champion find all
this is a matter for conjecture.
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Everything goes from bad to worse here,

Automobile Club de France

1 01

8 Place de la Concorde

Paris
16 October '37.

'A"*-1 This letter which I began with yesterday's date stayed there. I found
your letter on my return here on Wednesday,in time to open a suitcase,
change clothes and I am off not to return for 3 days in order to sleep I
At this moment I have an hour's respite between two meetings and am
taking advantage of it to write to you as well as to Chapman and Cossio
whose letter on the same subject arrived by the same post as yours.
Chapman is of the opinion to accept amicably but suggests I should
say to Cossio (to avoid the expense of his having to buy the medals)
that all three of us would be very content and much flattered and
honoured by a simple letter signed by him and two or three other Mexican
collectors.
That seems to me a rather sensitive matter to explain to him - I
am going to draft a sentence in this sense in the letter I am going
to write to him. Furthermore the celebration which he seems to want
to have with a meeting of 'Plenipotentiaries'(!!!) from Belgium,England
and France can only take place if it concerns itself with the success
of a bit of metal I
No,alas,I understand Spanish very badly but adequately in the sense
especially of composing the letter which you attached,rather than.
that which I have received,by saying essentially much the same thing
but not written in the same terms - for you to say that you have
understood very well what Cossio is offering you,Chapman and myself.
On receipt cf ycur last letter, I wrote tc Ccssio tc accept,while
proposing cn Chapman's suggestion) a simple letter signed by him
and some well-known philatelists,instead of medals. I don't see at
all why on the occasion of the little advertising 'puff' which is
proposed,the Mexican blackguards would be able to flood us with their
philatelic mess ???
However it may be,my letter crossed the ocean 8 days ago - there's
nc way tc dc anything about it.

On Monday tc Fayolle. Ouf,the lawns,the peace,far from this bedlam
here where idiotic financiers,politicians and economists create a
permanent state cf tension which is absolutely hateful.
7
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Eeman arrived here unexpectedly yesterday and is ccming tc dine
shortly,I hcpe,withcut being sure that he won't be twc hours, cr even
a dav late !
returned in the night frcm Fayclle like a freezing Laplan._=]er.
ThanKvou for ycur kindly good wishes,which I reciprccate',they're mine.
Alas,t:-1::t these are only "words" which fly.

Francois has just told me that ycu have had the kindness; ycu,he
and Mr Langton are tc sign a presentation tc your humble servant
cn the Roll cf Distinguished Collectors.
I won't overwhelm ycy, with words and protestations cf gratitude;
quite simply a real thanks from the bottom of my heart for this new
token cf your friendship which ycu have given me,alas,very cld,happily
strong just as mine is in your respect.
Nc,dear friend,1 don't believe in war.. but this inevitability ,
+ho
nc.rvrucnocc ct PVP rvone cne meets,makes life hateful.

J,
S.315
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I am advised by the Secretary cf the Board of Elections to the
Roll of Distinguished Philatelists that I have been elected at the
meeting on 3 May.
As you have been one of the initiators of my presentation without
my having the first idea of it ( it seems to MQ like that I) befcre
replying tc the Secretary (in fact he is the Chairman ?) 1 want to
express to you once again my warm gratitude.
I am overlooking duties,obligations,and other details whose omission
could annoy the English,who are so formal. If you may be able to
inform them of it,be so kind as to write to them for me.
I leave on Tuesday for the Vendde for 8 days,8 days in Lot and
Garonne,two days in Fayolle,plus 10-12 days of outings with my
Automobile Club of Perkgcrd and Haute Prcvence,then Fayolle on 9 June
until 10 October.
Thankyou again, and very warmheartedly,
I feel that your courtesy requires only a pretext fcr ycu tc come
and chat for a mcment with your old friend.
How brave you are ! I would prefer..tc die..than to begin destroying
a poor collection so as to show it at an Exhibiticn..above all in
Prague amongst those savage scoundrels -- bolshevising apes.
Where are we going ? At present it seems that in the whole world
there may be a kind of 'return to common sense': with us Blum is
doomed for how long ? and replaced by what kind of substitute !),
Japan holding up Russia,Kemal Ataturk repudiating Marxism, Franco
victcrtous,Greece putting sccialism into the pillory,Brazil throwing
out all extremists,in England Churchill and Eden making a firm stand,
finally this dirty blackguard Roosevelt (whom I know well personally)
put authoritatively in his place,and beginning tc be pushed cut as
Hoover was in 1932.
Don't let's discuss the Anschluss [Hitler's takeover of Austria]..
alas,that's the other side of the ccin... The Great World Criminal
is Jewry,who,how,what cataclysm will rid us of it ??

98.

22 Avenue de Lamballe XVII
Auteuil

Mr President and very dear friend,
Our friend,M,Dubcis, has officially informed me cf the very great
honour and token cf fr.Lendship which the Royal Philatelic Society
of Belgium has been sc kind as tc award to me. At the moment,I should
say that my cld comrade Liechtugme,where my wife and I have chosen
as a meetingplace in case cf any sericus trouble and the impossibility
cf communicating.... The market place cf Brcuchise L?]as the meeting
place... if I wasn't French I would be Belgian... you have chosen
as your correspondent a very humble philatelist,who is igncrant cf
90% of PHILATELY,but also in the good and noble sense of the word,
well-bred.
My dear President and cld friend,please tell members cf the Society
that I am deeply moved by the evidence cf affection which ycur cclleagu,
have shown me.
At the mcment I am rather worried as my financial resources are
going into the red,and I am working an an underhand way cn curious
things tc do with French revenue stamps,and also cn the 'S iege'; 1
have been offered a uniquely drafted correspondence on successive
,e 1 Te,
1
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As I allow myself tc ask ycu to read this letter as it stands, to
your friends in your fine,great and active Society,I imagine that
my appeal will not fall on deaf ears 1
I should have been able to make a visit to Prague. I will certainly
do so to London.
It would be pointless to entrust you to pass on to your friends
individually my most warm and grateful memories,while expressing to
our dear,our very dear President that it is to all of you that I
send my devotion and my delight at being once again one of them.
The reason for my delay in replying to you is that I have just spent
8 days in Paris and Rheims,where my job as Sports Commissioner of
the Grand Prix of the Automobile Club de France has not left me with
a moment - I got back here this morning at 4 a.m. In my mail I have
a letter from the Paris customs relating to a parcel from Mexico.
I reply by opening it and making me-spit it out,were there enough
room.! Although I don't think that a medallion or a plaque in metal
cr silver ought to cost very much. I wrote to Cossic about a month
ago,who told me cf its despatch. I am going tc thank him all over
again. What mere can I do ?
Today I had a letter from Prague from *two phenomenal people,Willy
German and Trasentier. These two characters risked their lives saying
the most frightful things andermore have lost their shirts ?
Ccomme c..1 et chemise)
I am sorry for you that you won't be able to escape for at least
a month this summer to the "Town" (\? Paris). As for me,I would become
mad !
At the moment the crickets croak,the blackbirds whistle,
the thrushes and other little birds sing,everything smells of dried
pears,nc car hcrns,calm,peace ! Ouf ! while waiting for the woman
with 4 planks ? and some insidious animal cn my stomach.
Getting awaay from it all has made my happiness,and my wife's as
well. There's the evidence itself: the invention of machinery making
life impossible. Yes,but at what stage of perfection in life would
it be necessary to be present between that of Magdalenian man who used
to live in the valley here exactly below Fayolle,and that of the medium
sort of life of a middle-class individual in 1938 ? That's the
puzzle ?
You say nothing on the subject about which I wrote to you relating
to my pet aversion,the dirty little Jew,Diena ?
Enough talk with my old friend. I have to go and see a pear tree on
the dung heap,there is wood to be cut,and a dirty Pole has lost my .3.
Thankyou for the directory cf your fine and numerous society
(one name too many,the Jew swindler Diena) - Nc,I haven't received
anything from Jcsling since a mcnth ago.
On the other hand I am happy about that as given the shortage of
cash which continues ,the massive increase in iaxation, and the rate
of exchange,I would otherwise have let myself be tempted.
Here after 4 days cf torrential rain doing us gocd,there is new
wonderful weather. Ah,if only I could summon up encugh courage so
that I could leave Paris for the last time.
My regards to all your good friends and colleagues,notably to the
monster Eeman. I have had no news of him for 6 months.
Yes,I see the fellow from time to time who is known affectionately
here as 'our little Baron' (for he is charming). He collects mainly
'minutiae','varieties',tiny things',ef France. I don't much like
that.

00100

J.
T reckon before the end of the year to go to Brussels for 2 days. I
will write in good time so that this short stay may coincide with one
of the meetings of your society to which you have most kindly associated
myself.
Does your health bother you ? I hope it is only .... I am getting
older and tire more easily, Paris literally kills me;noise,smells,
continual drunkenness. Hardly had I arrived when I caught half of a
'flu which I haven't been able to shake off all winter. Its horrible.
Long live the "zahots".
L.

1.)

Very busy these days. I forgot to thank you 1) for sending my
catalogue 2) for,in your capacity as President of the Society,my
gratitude for your ever exquisite and gastronomic welcome.
It is a delight for me to find myself back in the midst of all
of you,and especially close to my great tutor,who has chosen to ally
me to his teaching,one of those true,sclid friendships which one meets
so seldom in life. How I would lave tc be able to live mere often,
close to you,talking about things which Interest us. I would like also
to let you see my little treasures.... except for those damned customs
You would net recognise my collection any more.
Would you be so kind as to excuse me to M.Poncelet from the formal
invitation which has arrived through Eeman's channel from the "Friends
of Philately",10 in all,a friendly organisation, to dine on 11 March.
I don't have his address.
Fayolle 2 March '39.
Dear friend,
I reply from the depths of my old Fayolle,where I find myself
once more in the middle of all those memories with sun and a springtime
temperature.
I will try to enquire in Paris about the electrical apparatus
against overprints. I don't know either the make,or where and who
the sellers may be. It strikes me that in Brussels it is inconceivable
that it may not be on sale.
As for Diena,I maintain my position,for,having never been close
or far away from him, and never having spoken to him except to ask him
not to greet me,I can't be charged with - personal motives etc. I judge
him by his items,on the facts,that's enough for me. In Italy he is
completely credited. I don't understand how anyone could be disposed
to defend this scoundrel !
My greetings to all our good friends in ccmmcn,and a handshake,
Yours faithfully,affectionately,
Fayolle.

